BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
MEETING OF THE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Monday 19th September 2016 at 3.00pm at Midland Metro Depot,
Potters Lane, Wednesbury, WS10 0AR
AGENDA
1. Apologies.
2. Declarations of Interests, etc.
3. To Receive the Minutes of the Meeting held on 18th July 2016. (Attached)
3.00pm
4. Policy Update (Attached) (Sarah Middleton)

3.05pm

5. European Structural and Investment Fund Update (Attached) (Zoey West)
a) Letter from Chief Secretary to the Treasury to Secretary of State for
Exiting the European Union (Attached) (For noting)
b) Letter from Director, European Programmes and Local Growth
(Attached) (For noting)
3.10pm
6. Consultation – Make Your Mark (Attached) (Marketing Birmingham)
3.20pm
7. West Midlands Combined Authority Update – (Attached) (Sarah Middleton)
a) Strategic Economic Plan - Performance Management Framework
b) General update
(Verbal) (Local Authority Member)
3.30pm
8. Meeting of Chairmen of West Midlands Local Enterprise Partnerships held on
11th August 2016
(Attached) (Sarah Middleton)
3.40pm
9. Black Country Strategic Economic Plan – Pipeline (Attached) (Paul Mellon)
3.45pm
a) Local Growth Fund Report
b) Local Growth Fund Programme Dashboards
•
•
•
•
•
c)

In Flight Current Financial Year
Pipeline
Future Years
Growth Deal 3 Summary (To follow)
City Deal – Stocktake (Presentation)

Draft Minutes of the Funding Sub-Board 18 July 2016 (Attached) and 14
September 2016 (To follow) (Simon Eastwood)
3.55pm

10. British Business Bank Midlands Engine Investment Fund (Attached) (Dan
Carins)
4.00pm

11. LEP Funding Report (Attached) (Sarah Middleton)

4.05pm

People
12. Minutes of the meeting of the Employment and Skills (People) Advisory Board
held on 12 July 2016. (Attached) (Sarah Middleton)
4.10pm
a) Area Based Review – Update (Attached) (Lowell Williams) 4.15pm
b) Careers Enterprise Advisors Service – (Attached) (Colin Parker)
4.20pm
Competitiveness
13. Minutes of the Competitiveness Theme Advisory Board held on 6th July 2016.
(Attached) (Sarah Middleton) 4.25pm
Place
14. Minutes of the Place Making and Land Theme Group 23rd June 2016
(Attached) (Chris Handy)
4.30pm
a) Enterprise Zone Update (Verbal) (Sarah Middleton)
15. Decisions of the Black Country Executive Joint Committee 7 September 2016
(Attached) 4.35pm
16. PR and Communications update – (Attached) (Ninder Johal)

4.40pm

17. Action Between Meetings (Attached) (Sarah Middleton)

4.45pm

18. Date of Next Meeting – 24 October 2016 – Dudley College
19. Dates of meetings in 2017
The following are the proposed dates for the 2017 calendar year: 23rd January
2nd March (8/8.30am – Annual Consultation event)
27th March
24th April
22nd May
19th June (12-5.00pm policy planning);
24th July
18th September
16th October
20th November
18th December (12-5.00pm policy planning).

Estimated Time of Finish – 4.45 pm
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership
18th July 2016 at 3.00p.m. at University of Wolverhampton,
Wulfruna Building, Wulfruna Street, City Campus, Wolverhampton

Present:

Simon Eastwood
Paul Brown
Chris Handy
Cllr Sean Coughlan
Cllr Roger Lawrence
Cllr Paul Moore
Cllr David Sparks
Prof Geoff Layer
Tom Westley

In Attendance: Sarah Middleton
Rachel Goodwin
Katherine Haynes
Kim Rowlands
Paul Mellon
Angie Took

Apologies:

92/16

Carillion (In the Chair);
Ernst & Young
Accord Group (In the Chair);
Walsall MBC;
Wolverhampton CC;
Sandwell MBC;
Dudley MBC;
Wolverhampton Uni;
Westley Group.
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
BIS;
BIS;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;

Stewart Towe, Councillors Bird, Lawrence and Lowe
and Simon Eastwood.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 16th May 2016 were circulated.
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 16th May 2016, be
received and confirmed as a correct record.

93/16

Policy Update
The Board received an update on the following policy items: 1
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a) Local Government Leadership
It was noted that the following Leadership appointments had been
made: - Dudley MBC – Councillor Pete Lowe; Sandwell MBC –
Councillor Steve Eling; Walsall MBC – Councillor Sean Coughlan;
and Wolverhampton MBC – Councillor Roger Lawrence.
b) European Union Referendum – National and Black Country
Results
The National and Black Country referendum results were noted.
The meeting was advised that comments had been made at the
recent meetings of the Advisory Boards.
c) British Gas Support 2016 – update
The meeting was advised of the work undertaken by Sandwell
MBC and partners following the announcement by British Gas
that 684 staff, principally call centre employees, were to made
redundant. Kim Rowlands added that work had been done with
local large companies who had similar employee profiles, with the
submission of British Gas employees’ CV’s. She advised that a
partner meeting would be held on 25th July 2016, facilitated by the
Chair of the BCLEP.
d) Consultation on the government’s proposal to allow local
government to retain 100% of the business rates they raise
locally
The meeting was advised that the consultation ended on 26th
September, thus a response would be shared prior to the 19th
September LEP Board meeting for Members to consider. It was
highlighted that there were implications for the WMCA and the
“devo deal”.
e) Midlands Engine Summit looks at maximising benefits of HS2
The meeting was advised delegates discussed how HS2 could be
utilised to maximise benefits for the region.
f) Midlands Connect welcomes Network Rail proposals for region’s
railways
The meeting was advised that the proposal was for a Midlands
Rail Hub to address the bottleneck in central Birmingham.
Agreed that the contents of the Policy Update report be noted.
2
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94/16

Policy Planning Session – 13th June 2016 – Notes and feedback
Sarah Middleton provided an update and highlighted that the action
now was to develop the propositions further, with a focus from the
strategic centre, in relation to the Local Growth Fund - Round 3
allocations.
Agreed that the Policy Planning Session update be noted.

95/16

West Midlands Combined Authority Update – Portfolios and
Appointments
The meeting was advised of the following Portfolio appointments to the
WMCA: • Chair of West Midlands Combined Authority – Councillor Bob
Sleigh
• Vice-Chair Health and Wellbeing – Councillor Peter Lowe (Dudley
MBC)
• Economic Growth – Councillor John Clancy
• Public Service Reform – Councillor Steve Eling (Sandwell MBC)
• Skills and Productivity – Councillor George Duggins
• Housing and Land – Councillor Sean Coughlan (Walsall MBA)
• Transport – Councillor Roger Lawrence (Wolverhampton CC)
• Finance & Investments – Warwickshire County Council - Non –
Constituent Council Lead Member
• Midlands Engine – LEP’s lead
The meeting was also advised that Tom Westley had been appointed
to the Audit Committee of the WMCA and that Paul Brown and Chris
Handy had been appointed to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee as
member and substitute member, respectively.
Councillor Roger Lawrence stated that the Black Country Leaders were
content with the assigned portfolios and advised that negotiations were
ongoing in relation to the portfolio assigned to a non-constituent
member, that is the Finance and Investments Portfolio.
Sarah Middleton advised that at the AGM, the LEP Board had put
forward a “private sector buddy” as a model to support the portfolio
holder.
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Agreed that the West Midland Combined Authority Portfolio and
Committee appointments, as detailed above, be noted.
96/16

Ministerial Challenge Session – 13th July 2016
The Chair advised that the meeting with the Minister had gone well and
that the Minister viewed the Black Country LEP’s performance as
excellent. However there three points to consider: - the Minister’s
concern that it had not been a combined LEP bid; the need to increase
private sector leverage for projects; and in regard to housing, how the
BC LEP would support SME’s back into delivery of small site projects.
Agreed that the update be noted.

97/16

Black Country Strategic Economic Plan – Local Growth Fund
The Board received the Local Growth Fund (LGF) Programme update,
submitted to the Funding Sub-Board on 18th July 2016, including the
regular dashboards on the progress of projects.
Agreed: That the LEP Board: 1) note that 100% of the 2015/16 Competitive LGF awarded had now
been claimed;
2) note the latest Forecast slippage in the 2016/17 LGF Programme;
3) approve the following the following projects for LGF funding support
in 2016/17: a) Brownfield Land and Housing Scheme, Dudley MBC - £2,846,000
total bid, with £440,000;
b) Pensnett Estate extension, LCP Properties - £1,611,000;
c) Dudley College, Specialist equipment for High Value
Manufacturing Sector skills - £104,400;
d) Halesowen College, Creation for Access Centre - £700,000;
4) approve LGF support for the following Site Investigations bids in
2016/17: a) Bourne Street, Coseley - £63,600; and
b) Wharf Approach, Aldridge, Walsall - £16,300;
5) approve of Access Growth funding to complete the A459 Dudley
Road/Coombs Road, Halesowen road scheme - £180,000 from the
2017/18 allocation
6) note that £100,000 approved from the 2015/16 development funding
for the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Tranche 1 would be
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claimed against the 2016/17 programme due to delays with back to
back contracts being in place;
7) Approve the change request form the Woods Lane Site Assembly,
subject to: a) Receipt of the formal statement of reassurance as now set out;
b) Commitment to complete the spend of the remainder £5.14m
(LGF Grant awarded) by 2020/21;
c) Sandwell MBC agreeing to underwrite any shortfall in business
assists (number of enterprises receiving grant support) costs
resulting from alternate use of the (00k Funds; and
d) That the Council be recommended to employ additional
consultancy expertise to evaluate the developer’s proposal as
the scheme develops.
8) note the continued development of the Black Country wide pipeline;
9) note that the actions taken in relation to Bonner Studs Ltd., in
respect of LGF support on 2016/17.
(Note: Tom Westley declared an indirect, non-pecuniary interest in the
Dudley College application and reserved his right to speak and vote on
the matter should he decide to do so.)
98/16

Minutes of the Funding Sub-Group dated 13th June 2016
The Chair of the Funding Applications Sub-Group reported that the
Sub-Board had met on 13th June 2016 and considered a number of
applications for Local Growth Funding, an application for Growing
Priority Sectors funding and the use of surplus Growing Places funds.
Agreed that the minutes of the Funding Sub-Group held on 13th June
2016, to include all recommendations and associated conditions, be
approved and confirmed as a correct record.

99/16

Area Based Review – Update
Sarah Middleton provided the update of the Area Based Review and
advised that the Board had been invited to comment on the
Recommendations of the review. She highlighted that the colleges
wished to remain independent but undertake collaborative work and
advised that Wolverhampton College had been given an extension of 6
months to consider options around historic debt.
She advised that the FE Commissioner had stated that this had been
the easiest area to review, as all Colleges were rated “good” by Ofsted
5
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and, with the exception of Wolverhampton, all colleges had good
financial health. She stated that this was an excellent outcome for the
Black Country.
It was queried whether Walsall College being rated as “outstanding” by
Ofsted had helped the process and Sarah advised that the key metric
had been financial viability.
Agreed that the update be noted.
(Note: Tom Westley declared an indirect, non-pecuniary interest and
reserved his right to speak and vote on the matter should he decide to
do so.)
99/16

LEP Funding Report
The Board received the report detailing LEP Government Funding for
the Local Enterprise Partnership as at 31st March 2016, paid to the
accountable body under section 31.
Agreed: That the Board: 1) Approve the expenditure of the LEP Core and Strategic funds;
2) Note the Programme Office and SEP Proposition fund expenditure
to 31st March 2016.

100/16 Decisions of the Black Country Executive Joint Committee
The Board received a record of decisions undertaken by the Black
Country Executive Joint Committee, 30th June 2016.
101/16 PR and Communications Update
The Board received the regular update on PR activity since the last
meeting and updates on work to improve response rates to ecommunications from the LEP.
The following points were raised: • Query why the extracts of press articles ended mid-sentence –
meeting advised that they were taken for a “Press Cutting House”
in that format. If Members wanted to see the full article they were
advised to contact the Communications Team.
6
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• Suggested that the Communications Team work with how to link
in with Small to Medium Enterprise builders and businesses.
Sarah advised that work was being undertaken to have a variety
of different approaches to builders to link into small sites.
• A request was made for the press office leads for WMCA and
Midlands Engine and the meeting was advised that it was Jan
Jennings and Claire Baker, respectively. Sarah Middleton noted
that there would be ways to work collaboratively and it was noted
that work was being done to share press releases and social
media.
102/16 Exclusion of the Press and Public
The following items were considered, following the exclusion of the
Press and Public under Exempt Information relating to the financial or
business affairs of any particular person.
103/16 Growing Priority Sectors – Recommendation of the Funding SubBoard held on 18th July 2016
As Simon Eastwood was Chairing the LEP Board, Tom Westley of the
Funding Applications Sub-Board reported that the Sub-Board had met
on 18th July 2016 and considered an application for Growing Priority
Sectors funding: Growing Priority Sectors –Application for Funding – Simco Ltd.
The Sub-Group received an overview of the status of the applications
for Growing Priority Sector funding and noted that it was expected that
expenditure in 2015/16 would broadly meet the Programme targets.
The Sub-Group also considered an application for funding by Simco
Ltd., Walsall. The Company was a fabrication manufacturing company
and was applying for £161,000 for a £809,143 project to refurbish their
new premises so that a new production line could be installed and it
could expand its current activities.
The Sub-Group had recommended that the application from Simco Ltd
Walsall be not approved for reasons including the low return on
investment being offered and the current financial position of the
applicant being financially secure.
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Intralox Ltd.
The meeting was advised that Intralox Ltd (Minute No. 66/16 – Funding
Sub-Group Minute No. 08/16) were withdrawing their application.
Agreed that the recommendations of the Sub-Group held on 18th July
2016 be approved.
104/16 Items of Business for Black Country Directors Audit Committee –
Draft Minutes of Meeting held on 5th July 2016
Items of Business for Black Country Consortium Ltd. Directors (Councillor Roger Lawrence took the Chair during the consideration of
these items of business, as a Director of the Black Country Consortium
Ltd.)
The Directors considered the following items of business of the Black
Country Consortium Ltd. and the minutes are set out separately: a)
b)
c)
a)

Audit Committee – Minutes of Meeting Held on 5th July 2016;
Company Banking Arrangements; and
Staff Handbook Review and Corporate Policy Development.
Audit Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 5th July 2016
Agreed that the Minutes of the meeting held on 5th July 2016
were received and confirmed as a correct record.

b)

Company Banking Arrangements
Agreed that the Board of Directors authorise the opening of a
Bank of Scotland deposit Account.

c)

Staff Handbook Review and Corporate Policy Development
Agreed that the Board of Directors adopt and implement the new
Corporate Contract Management Procedures.

105/16 Date of Next Meeting
19th September 2016 at 3.00 pm at Midland Metro Centre.

8
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The meeting was reminded of the potential to hold a LEP Board
meeting at the Olympic site in London, linked into an energy
presentation, but given the limited dates available it was suggested that
a separate event be organised.
(The meeting closed at 3.50 p.m.)
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership – Policy Update

Set out below for Members’ information is and a note of some recent policy
documents received by the Secretariat: 1. Self-sufficient local government: 100% Business Rates Retention
Consultation Document
At your July meeting Members will recall the Policy Update document
referenced the above Consultation Document. The proposed WMCA
response was not ready for this Agenda, but will be circulated separately as
the deadline for responding is 26th September 2016.
Within the Consultation Document of particular significance for the LEP Board
is the proposed Infrastructure Levy, and views are being sought on the design
of the power of Combined Authority Mayors to a levy a 2p in the pound
supplement on business rates bills to fund new infrastructure projects.
The relevant extract from the document is set out below.
Principally: The Government is requiring the majority of business members on the LEP
Board to approve the Infrastructure Levy (5.19).
In a Combined Authority where the LEP areas are NOT co-terminus there is a
question whether LEP approval should extend to all the LEPs within the
proposed area of application of the levy. (5.20)
Views are sought how the CA should obtain LEP approval. (5.21)
“ Ability to charge an infrastructure levy
5.15

We are seeking views on key policy decisions on the design of the power
of Combined Authority Mayors to levy a 2p in the pound supplement on
business rates bills to fund new infrastructure projects.

Rateable value thresholds
5.16

5.17

The system could set a minimum rateable value threshold for the
application of the levy. This could guarantee protection for the occupiers of
less expensive properties (as with the Business Rates Supplement Act 2009
which provides that no hereditament with a rateable value below £50,000
should pay a supplement).
On the other hand, a national threshold could mean that regional variations in
property values may limit the amount that could be raised for
infrastructure projects. Instead, the system could provide Combined Authority
Mayors with the freedom to choose whether to set a minimum rateable
value threshold above which to charge an Infrastructure Levy. Under that
discretionary arrangement, a decision to apply a levy would still require the

1
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approval of the relevant Local Enterprise Partnership Board (LEP Board).
Question 25: What are your views on the flexibility levying authorities
should have to set a rateable value threshold for the levy?

Interaction with Business Rates Supplement powers
5.18

The new levying powers will only be open to Combined Authority
Mayors.
The existing Business Rates Supplement powers, which allow authorities
to levy a supplement on the national multiplier to fund additional
investment aimed at promoting the economic development of local
areas, approved by a ballot of ratepayers, will still be available outside of
Combined Authority Mayoral Areas.

Question 26: What are your views on how the infrastructure levy
should interact with existing BRS powers?

Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) approval
5.19

The Government is clear that the approval of a majority of the business
members of the LEP Board will be required in order for an Infrastructure Levy
to be raised. This could be sought in the form of a prospectus from the
Mayor, setting out the key parameters of the proposal.

5.20

One issue this presents is that whilst LEPs are often co-terminous with
Combined Authority Mayoral Areas, this is not always the case. We
should therefore consider whether the requirement for LEP approval should
extend to all the LEPs within the proposed area of application of the levy.

5.21

We would also welcome views on how LEP approval should be sought, with a
view to help ensure that the LEP role is clear, accountable, and representative
of the business community.

Question 27: What are your views on the process for obtaining approval for
a levy from the LEP?
Duration of the levy
5.22

Local ratepayers will of course be interested in the duration of a levy, and how
decisions about its duration are made and reviewed.

5.23

We would expect that the proposed duration of a levy would be set out in an
initial prospectus containing key parameters of the levy and plans for the
project to be funded, submitted for approval from the LEP. We would expect
the proposal to be for a period of whole years. Provision could also be made
for the Mayor to submit a revised prospectus to the LEP for an extension of
the levy for a period of whole years, or to adjust other parameters of a
levy, for example following a revaluation.

2
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Question 28: What are your views on arrangements for the duration and
review of levies?
Using revenues raised from the levy
5.24

The Government is clear that levy revenues must be used to fund
infrastructure projects. Infrastructure could be defined in a similar way to how it
is defined for the Community Infrastructure Levy - roads and transport, flood
defences, educational facilities, medical facilities, sporting/ recreational
facilities, and open spaces – or a different definition could be used to
capture different uses.

Question 29: What are your views on how infrastructure should be defined
for the purposes of the levy?
Multiple levies/multiple projects
5.25

We wish to allow Mayors sufficient room for manoeuvre to fund the projects
that would add most value. There is a further question of allowing authorities
to charge a single levy for multiple infrastructure projects or multiple levies
all at once. For instance, it could be provided that a single Combined
Authority Mayoral Area may raise multiple levies all at once, providing that
the sum of the infrastructure levies on any given ratepayer does not exceed 2p
in the pound.

Question 30: What are your views on charging multiple levies, or using
a single levy to fund multiple infrastructure projects?
Further suggestions on infrastructure levy
5.26

Our engagement with the local government business sectors thus far has
raised some further suggestions for the operation and scope of the ability
to charge an infrastructure levy.
•

Extend the power to raise an infrastructure levy beyond Combined
Authority Mayors – Some have suggested that other areas, including other
Combined Authority areas, should have a similar power to raise an
infrastructure levy or that the power should replace existing Business
Rates Supplement powers. The Government is clear that this new power
will be for Combined Authority Mayors only who are directly elected and
can be held accountable. Any authorities not covered by the new power will
retain the ability to fund infrastructure through existing Business Rates
Supplement powers.

•

Extend the business consultation requirements more widely – LEPs
already play a strategic role in determining the priorities for infrastructure
investment through the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP), and would act as
representatives of local business communities to ensure that proposed
infrastructure projects will benefit ratepayers. It has also been suggested
though that there should be additional safeguards for ratepayers, for
example consultation beyond the LEP.
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•

Include a discount power for Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) –
The Business Rates Supplement Act 2009 makes provision for the
levying authority to provide a discount to BIDs within the area of
application of the supplement. It has been proposed that similar provision
could be made for the levy, in view of the additional tax contributions which
are made in BIDs.

•

Amend the definition of infrastructure – These proposals differ from the
existing Business Rates Supplement powers, which provide for a
supplement to be raised for any project to promote economic
development. It has been suggested the latter option may provide
authorities with greater flexibility to use the power. Additionally, there is a
question over whether the levy may be used for housing.

Question 31: Do you have views on the above issues or on any other
aspects of the power to introduce an infrastructure levy? “
Recommendation: - That the views of the LEP Board are sought on the
Infrastructure Levy proposals for a response to the consultation document.
2. Post Brexit Funding Gap for key EU backed projects set to cost £4.5BN
a year

British taxpayers will pay around £4.5 billion a year to plug the post-Brexit funding
gap for key European Union-backed projects that support scientists, farmers and
infrastructure, the Chancellor will announce.
Philip Hammond will guarantee Government funding for projects backed by the EU
structural and investment fund, including agri-environment schemes, which are
signed off before this year's Autumn Statement.
The Treasury will assess whether other similar projects that are signed after the mini
Budget - expected in November or December - should also get a guarantee, in a bid
to reassure UK organisations.
And if organisations bid directly to the European Commission on a competitive basis,
such as universities seeking Horizon 2020 research funding, the Treasury will
underwrite the payments even if the projects continue after Brexit.
On Saturday, Mr Hammond will also promise that the current level of Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) pillar one funding for farmers will be matched by the UK
after it comes out of the EU until 2020, as a domestic system is put in place.
Ahead of the announcement, Mr Hammond said: "The UK will continue to have all of
the rights, obligations and benefits that membership brings, including receiving
European funding, up until the point we leave the EU.
"We recognise that many organisations across the UK which are in receipt of EU
funding, or expect to start receiving funding, want reassurance about the flow of
funding they will receive.
"That's why I am confirming that structural and investment funds projects signed
before the Autumn Statement and Horizon research funding granted before we leave
the EU will be guaranteed by the Treasury after we leave.
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"The Government will also match the current level of agricultural funding until 2020,
providing certainty to our agricultural community, who play a vital role in our country.
"We are determined to ensure that people have stability and certainty in the period
leading up to our departure from the EU and that we use the opportunities that
departure presents to determine our own priorities."
Asked how much he expected the move to cost, Mr Hammond said: "Well, it will
depend on when we leave the EU and it will depend on the level of applications for
these structural and investment funds and for the research funds Horizon, but around
probably, around about £4.5 billion a year would be the level we would expect."
The structural and investment funds that will be guaranteed include CAP pillar two,
the European Social Fund, the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and the
European Regional Development Fund, including European Territorial Cooperation.
Examples of projects that have received or are due to receive regional development
fund money include:
• £5 million for the Graphene Engineering Innovation Centre at the University of
Manchester.
• £9 million for the manufacturing growth programme to support areas in the
Midlands, Yorkshire and the Humber and the East of England.
• £3 million for a new life sciences incubation and innovation centre at Porton
Down in Wiltshire.
Chief Secretary to the Treasury David Gauke has also written to the devolved
administrations to confirm the same level of assurances offered to UK Government
departments in relation to programmes they administer but for which they are
expected to rely on EU funding.
Brexit Secretary David Davis said: "This announcement shows that the Government
is ensuring that those people and organisations currently supported by EU funding
can continue to benefit from a measure of continuity. This will offer reassurance to
them, and help ease the transition to our new relationship with the EU."
Business and Energy Secretary Greg Clark said: "By underwriting the significant
Horizon 2020 grants we are showing the extent of our commitment, standing
squarely behind our researchers and scientists as they continue working with their
European partners to develop new technologies, discover life-saving medicines and
pioneer everyday innovations that will benefit all hard-working Britons."
Work and Pensions Secretary Damian Green said: "The fund supports hundreds of
initiatives across England like the Ways to Work programme in Liverpool, which is
helping disadvantaged people in the area to gain new skills and turn their lives
around for the better. With this decision, providers can plan with certainty and help
more people gain the security and dignity of work."
Local Government Secretary Sajid Javid said: "Local Enterprise Partnerships are a
vital part of our efforts to rebalance the economy, and have helped create thousands
of jobs over the past five years.
"Guaranteeing EU funding will further support this work by enabling them to plan
ahead with certainty so businesses, universities and local authorities across the
country can enable economic growth."
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3. New Ministerial local growth champions appointed by Business and
Energy Secretary
The Department of the Business, Energy & Industry Strategy has advised that
for the first time, all ministers in the Department will act as local growth
champions across the United Kingdom and will be tasked with building
relationships with a number of LEPs.
For the Black Country LEP the minister is Margot James, MP for Stourbridge
Constituency. She also has the same role for Greater Birmingham and
Solihull; Coventry and North Warwickshire; Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire;
Worcestershire; Gloucestershire; and Liverpool City Region.
4. Industrial Strategy
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has announced
it intends to develop an industrial strategy.
Whilst the Government is still in thinking phase they have advised that the
intention is to develop a cross cutting strategy so is different to previous
attempts.
BC LEP along with WMCA and the Midlands Engine has an opportunity to
shape this in the next couple of months and early thinking is about the
importance of export driven growth and improvements to productivity.
BC LEP is working on its own two page offer, working with WMCA on the
offer and exploring what this might mean at a Midland Engine level.
The 39 LEPs have also discussed the need to capture a national spatial
picture of sector and place strengthens, as detailed in the latter bullet points.
After the June LEP Network Board meeting, the research tender was issued
to 26 organisations, eight responses were received, and with input from a
steering group of three LEP CEOs, Metro Dynamics was chosen and
appointed on 15th July.
Following a meeting with LEP CEOs on 19th July, a conversation with Mark
Reeve and Christine Gaskell, and emails with the Management Board - the
focus has been re-shaped to take into account the post BREXIT landscape
with a new Cabinet, changes to Departments, and emerging policies like
Industrial Strategy.
Metro Dynamics are now holding discussions with LEPs, gathering
information via a survey, and preparing for an interim report workshop on 13th
September. They are on course to produce a summary report for early
October that will inform discussions at a final workshop on 10th October.
Separately, LEPs are looking at what an Industrial Strategy looks like in their
area, and producing short two page summaries for CLoG. We will feed this
information in to Metro Dynamics as there may be some useful overviews to
consider.

Recommendation: The Board is asked to consider and comment on the development of the Industrial
Strategy, in the context of shaping the LEP’s unique role including the importance of
the BC’s transformational sectors, potential investment opportunities linked to the
supply chain eg castings capability.
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5. Proposals for new parliamentary constituency boundaries
The Boundary Commission for England has published its initial proposals for new
constituency boundaries, in line with Government policy.
There is now a 12-week consultation, starting September 13 2016 to 5 December
2016, for members of the public to see the proposed changes and give feedback.
Within the West Midlands region, the proposal is for a reduction from 59
constituencies to 53 constituencies. Constituencies must have an electorate that
is no smaller than 71,031 and no larger than 78,507.
The BC LEP will maintain a neutral view but for individuals, the proposals and
maps for the boundaries of all English constituencies can be viewed on the
Boundary Commission for England website - http://www.bce2018.org.uk/
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
19th September 2016
European Structural and Investment Fund Update
1.

Introduction

1.1 The report provides an update on the changing landscape for the European Structural and
Investment Fund (ESIF) programme following the European Union (EU) exit decision. Details
are also included on the current funding allocations across the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) and European Social Fund (ESF) funding streams.
2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board note the contents of the report.

3. Report Detail.
Nationwide planning for regeneration schemes funding through ERDF totals around £5.3bn
to 2020, the originally planned end to the current ESIF programme.
The ESIF programme was successfully launched in the Black Country in the spring of 2015,
with an estimated total value of £152 million (based on current exchange rates)
ERDF calls were first to launch across the UK, with the Black Country delivering two rounds
of open calls, the first in March 2015 which included Priority 1 (Innovation), Priority 3 (SME
Competitiveness), and Priority 4 (Low Carbon). A further call was launched in September for
Priority 6 (Environment), which closed in December 2015.
Following the referendum and the decision to leave the EU, the Government gave a strong
commitment that only those projects which are signed by the time of the Autumn Statement
would be secured. This has been confirmed locally, with our programme lead from the
Managing Authority (DCLG).
Calls previously planned for September and early April 2017 have since been cancelled, with
a suggestion that strategically important, regional projects may be considered on an adhoc
basis. There is, as yet, no definition of what a strategically important project is, or any
process for presenting these projects for appraisal.
For ERDF programmes, the Black Country will see the delivery of at least 33 projects across
the sub-region, with the majority of delivery providing Priority 3 SME support activities.
The Black Country has committed:
•
•
•
•
•

55% of Priority 1 Research and Innovation Budget
31% of Priority 2 ICT
81% of Priority 3 SME support
23% of Priority 4 Low Carbon
32% of Priority 6 Environment.

This equates to around £37 million, with a further £35 million remaining uncommitted. The
main areas where there is currently lower performance are under Priority Axes 1, 4 and 6 –
Research and Innovation; Low Carbon Economy and Protecting the Environment and
Promoting Resource Efficiency. (a list of projects is included below)
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For ESF programmes, commitments have been made for YEI, SFA and BIG Opt-ins.
Commitments are:
•
•
•

£16,707,650 YEI
£14,383,672 SFA
£10,000,000 BIG Building Better Opportunities.

These are based on a current exchange rate of 0.78, (which may change and will affect the
amount of funding available to the projects). An estimated £30 million remains uncommitted.
Delivery of projects will be heavily scrutinised, with Technical Assistance projects being refocussed to support audit and compliance across the programme
Moving Forward
EU funding will form an integral part of negotiations for Brexit and nothing is likely to emerge
until the Government triggers the Article 50 process, which it is estimated will take around
two years to completion. At the earliest, this will take us to 2019, giving us at least 2-3 years
to deliver programme activity.
Underspend in projects will not be re-committed and it is in the interests of each contracted
project to adhere closely to agreed project timetables and spend criteria.
£65 million (£130 million including match funding) to support the economic growth of the
Black Country.
4.

Financial Implications
The cancellation of further calls and no further contracting could potentially lead to the loss
of £65 million (£130 million including match funding) which would have been utilised to
support economic growth activity for the Black Country.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium
Contact Officer
Zoey West
External Funding Team Lead
Tel: 01922 655998
Email: zoey.west@walsall.gov.uk
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Project
Innovation
Product
Support
Knowledge exchange and
enterprise network
System Analytics for
Innovation
Focus Digital
Product
Innovation
Accelerator
Innovation Networks
Smart Concept Fund
Research and Innovation
Drive
BRIC
(Brownfield
Research and Innovation
Centre)
Dudley
Advance
Innovation Impact
Advanced
Materials
Characterisation
and
simulation hub (AMCASH)
Innovation Vouchers
EBRI
BC Digital Passport
WM Growth Accelerator
MAS
Enhancing International
Trade
BC Industrial Symbiosis
WM A2F
RAISE
Aston Programme for
Small Business
Enterprise Action
Better off in Business
BC GOLD
AIM for the BC
Grand Post House
BECCI
SMILE
Low
Carbon
growth
support
BC Blue Network
ENTRESS
Bilston Urban Village
BC TA
Very Light Rail

Organisation
University
Wolverhampton
University
Wolverhampton
Aston University

of

Priority Axis
1 Research & Innovation

of

1
1

Coventry University
University of Warwick

1
1

Coventry Uni
Uni of Wolverhampton
Uni of W’ton

1
1
1

Uni of W’ton

1

Dudley College

1

Uni of B’ham

1

Aston Uni
Aston Uni
W’ton Uni
Pera
WM
Manufacturing
Consortium
Chamber consortium

1
1
2
3 SME Competitiveness
3

International Synergies
Financial instruments
Access to Business
Aston Uni

3
3
3
3

Uni of W’ton
Princes Trust
W’ton CC
W’ton CC
W’ton CC
W’ton Uni
Ngage solutions
Groundwork WM

3
3
3
3
3
4 Low Carbon
4
4

BC LEP
W’ton Uni
BC LEP
WMBC
DMBC

6 Environment
6
6
9
1/4

3
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Growth Programme Board
Local and National Sub-Committee
Chairs

15th August 2016

Dear Colleague
EUROPEAN STRUCTURAL AND INVESTMENT FUNDS GROWTH
PROGRAMME
Following the government’s statement about the European Structural and
Investment (ESI) Funds after the EU referendum, I am writing to set out the
arrangements for the England ESI Funds Growth Programme.
The government has now announced that all multi-year projects administered by
government with signed contracts or funding agreements in place, and projects to
be signed in the ordinary course of business before the Autumn Statement, will be
fully funded, even when these projects continue beyond the UK’s departure from
the EU.
In the medium term, the Treasury will work with departments, Local Enterprise
Partnerships and other relevant stakeholders to put in place arrangements for
considering those ESIF projects that might be signed after the Autumn Statement
but while we still remain a member of the EU. Further detail will be set out ahead
of the Autumn Statement and we will ensure these spending commitments remain
consistent with value for money and our own domestic priorities.
In the longer term, we will want to consider the future of all programmes that are
currently EU funded, once we have left the EU. Leaving the EU means we will
want to take our own decisions about how to deliver the policy objectives
previously targeted by EU funding. Over the coming months, we will consult
closely with stakeholders to review all EU funding schemes in the round, to
ensure that any ongoing funding commitments best serve the UK‘s national
interest, while ensuring appropriate investor certainty.
Department for Communities and Local Government
SW, Fry Building
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DF

Tel 0303 444 3157
julia.sweeney@communities.gsi.gov.uk

These arrangements are set out in a letter from the Chief Secretary to the
Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union regarding EU funding
commitments on GOV.UK:
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/545767/CST_let
ter_to_SoS_for_DExEU_August_2016.PDF).
Thank you for your forbearance during this period. I look forward to working
with you to deliver growth outcomes for the remainder of our ESI Funding and to
plan how to take advantage of future opportunities to do more to support growth
across the country.
Yours sincerely

Julia Sweeney
Director, European Programmes and Local Growth
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
19th September 2016
Consultation – Make Your Mark
1.

Background

1.1 The West Midlands Combined Authority has commissioned a Proposition Project
and is undertaking a consultation phase focusing on the three LEP areas, to
include the Black Country.
1.2 It is envisaged that a West Midlands Steering Group will be established for the
project, to include public and private partnerships.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Board Members’ note the update and the associated presentation.
2.2 That the Board provide feedback on the project outputs to include: the “Make Your
Mark” concept; the proposed West Midlands brand architecture; and the
visualisation of the brand.
2.3 That the Board nominate a Member to the proposed Steering Group.
3.

Report Detail

3.1 The project has an initial consultation phase and a presentation will supplement
this report at the meeting.
3.2 The timescale is as follows: • September – Briefing and consultations
• October – Brand Development
• November – Brand options and refinements
• December – Finalising the brand (assets, architecture and plans)
3.3

Attached is a briefing note of the Proposition Project.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Hywel Ruddick
Tel: 01384 471142
Email: Hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.gov.uk
Source documents –
West Midlands Combined Authority – Proposition Project (attached)
1
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West Midlands Combined Authority - Proposition Project
Project sponsor – Martin Reeves, Chief Executive, WMCA
The West Midlands Combined Authority has commissioned a Proposition Project that will
create a regional economic branding, which includes tourism, for the West Midlands region.
It will focus on the West Midlands competitive positioning, rather than a localised place
brand (i.e. it will work with other organisations, LA and place identity systems). However, it is
important to note, that whilst the brand is focused on unlocking investment potential, it
should not be too functional/rational – it needs to be emotionally engaging and have clear
and relatable brand values.
The project benefits are as follows:
a) The regional economic brand will be used as a tool to sell the West Midlands
across domestic and overseas markets; and
b) To attract more businesses and visitors to the region, and ultimately boost the
local economy; and
c) To create a shared position and brand vision that will support the region and raise
its profile across the globe.
The project outputs include:
a) To refine, as necessary, the ‘Make Your Mark’ concept - considering the revised
geography and partnership dynamics; and
b) Establish a West Midland brand architecture system – that will define the areas
naming and terminology, both collectively and in conjunction with sub regions across
all scenarios; and
c) Visualise the brand – delivering a creative solution that identifies the area both
collectively and/or sub regionally.
The project will have an initial consultation phase, focusing on the three LEP areas (a) the
Black Country and; (b) Coventry and Warwickshire and; (c) Greater Birmingham and
Solihull. Alongside this, a West Midlands wide Steering Group will be established for the
project that will comprise of public and private sector partnerships.
The following timeframes are currently being implemented:
SEPTEMBER – Briefing and consultations
OCTOBER – Brand development
NOVEMBER – Brand options and refinement
DECEMBER – Finalising the brand (assets, architecture and plans)
JANUARY / MARCH 2017 – Implementation planning
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
19th September 2016
Combined Authority (CA) Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) – Draft Performance
Management Framework
1

Introduction

1.1 The Combined Authority’s SEP was adopted with the establishment of the
Authority in June 2016. The CA SEP Board has now been developing a
Performance Management Framework to monitor the progress of the Plan. The
draft Framework is set out as Appendix 1 to this report.
1.2 The Board is also developing a set of dashboards to provide the monitoring
information in an accessible format for differing audiences engaged with the
Plan. The draft top-level dashboard is attached as Appendix 2.
2

Recommendations

2.1 That the draft PMF be supported.
2.2 That the Board comments on the draft Dashboard and notes the ongoing work
being undertaken by the CA SEP Board.
3. Background
3.1 The WMCA Performance Management Framework (PMF) aims to provide a
clear framework against which success can be measured across the WMCA.
The Vision for the area has a number of smart objectives with clear targets which
are based on an agreed vision led economic and social future for the area
underpinned by extensive modelling work undertaken using the Oxford
Economic model. The objectives are measured in the PMF by a selection of
strategic headline indicators, which measure the impact of activity in the WMCA.
These indicators cover a range of theme areas including productivity,
employment and skills, infrastructure, competitiveness, sustainability, and public
service reform - and provides measures of economic, social, fiscal and
environmental impact.
3.2 The CS SEP Board has supported the draft framework and has given initial
consideration to a range of top level indicators to provide the basis for the Board
and Combined Authority’s monitoring of performance and effectiveness set out
at Appendix 2.
3.3 In considering the draft Dashboard the SEP Board has asked for further work to
be undertaken: a) on a range of dashboards to be used for differing audiences/bodies who will
need to be informed/monitor differing levels or elements of the Plan;
b) to more clearly reflect the priority of innovation within the Plan and also the
significance of infrastructure within the CA’s expenditure programmes,
particularly transport;
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c) to reflect the differing timelines for various objectives;
d) on whether an indicator can be developed to show measures for social
mobility.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Source Documents
Attached.
Published Sources – CA SEP
Contact Officer
Nigel Easom
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: nigel_easom@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

DRAFT
MEETING OF CHAIRMEN OF WEST MIDLANDS LOCAL
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIPS
Action Points Arising from the Meeting Held at 4.00pm on 11th
May 2016 at the Baskerville House, Birmingham
Present:
Jonathan Browning – Coventry & Warwicks LEP;
David Frost – Stoke and Staffs LEP;
Mark Stansfeld – Worcs LEP;
Andy Street – Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP;
Stewart Towe – Black Country LEP;
Graham Wynn – Marches LEP.
In Attendance:
Tom Walker – Cities & Local Growth Unit;
Tony Bray – BIES Local;
Jacqui Casey – Marches LEP;
Katie Trout - Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP;
Martin Yardley - Coventry & Warwicks LEP;
Paula Deas - Coventry & Warwicks LEP;
Delma Dwight - Black Country LEP;
Warren Ralls – LEP Network;
Nigel Easom - Black Country LEP.
19/16 Welcome
Chairmen welcomed Tom Walker, Tony Bray and Warren Ralls to
the meeting.
20/16 Notes of Meeting Held on 11th May 2016
Received.
21/16

Discussion with Director, Cities & Local Growth Unit
Tom Walker, Director, Cities and Local Growth Unit and Tony
Bray, BIS Local attended the meeting and updated on progress of
new Government, ministerial changes, future of EU funding and
progress of LGF and Devo deals. Discussion focussed on:1

Devo/LGF – Government commitment to Devo process including
round two and establishment of mayors was emphasised.
Government’s openness to local solutions was reiterated though
uncertainty around development outside of city areas was noted.
Skills – the continuing need for a clear strategy to develop links
with schools was emphasised by chairmen along with the need for
commitment by Government to the business and skills agenda and
clear approach to adult skills. The scope for LEPs to lobby through
the outcomes of area reviews was highlighted. The scope for
LEPs to act as conduit to develop and promote new ideas was
also noted.
EU Funding – the immanence of an announcement concerning
contracted projects and projects to be agreed before the Autumn
Statement was noted. Tom reported that Government would be
looking to discuss with partnerships and others the future of
unallocated funding. The need for joint working and exchange to
build knowledge and allay uncertainty in relation to EU and other
funds including LGF was stressed. The Government remained
committed to working with LEPs to develop their pipelines of
projects and invest in significant new opportunities.
The
appointment of Ministers to act as local growth champions were
noted (Jesse Norman for Marches, Margot James for other West
Mids LEPs).
Department for International Trade – Chairmen were concerned
that the establishment of new department might result in a
temporary loss of focus on prime role of boosting trade and
business and emphasised that it needed to be locked into the
Industrial Strategy. Tom and Tony emphasised that the Ministers
from the Department were part of the Cabinet Committee on the
Strategy.
HS2 – Tom updated on position concerning funding and ongoing
discussions.
Chairmen emphasised the importance of the
development.

2

22/16

Local Growth Fund – Challenge Sessions - Feedback
Further to Note 14/16 and pursuant to the discussion at Note 21/16
above, Chairmen noted the signals being given concerning further
economic stimuli being announced in the Autumn Statement and
the scope for further funding. Chairmen emphasised the regions
success in utilising LGF and discussed using this success as the
basis for further lobbying particularly around the Conservative
Party Conference in Birmingham.
Agreed that LEP Senior officers be requested to collate a paper
on the LEPs successes in utilising LGF and other funding and
possible proposals for further development to form basis for further
lobbying in advance of the Autumn Statement and particularly at
the Conference in Birmingham 2nd-5th October.

23/16 LEPs and New Industrial Strategy
Patrick White, Metrodynamics attended the meeting to discuss the
work it was undertaking with the LEP Network to inform LEPs
contribution to the development of the Government’s Industrial
Strategy. This included:•
•
•
•

LEPs work to date on devolution.
What shape an industrial strategy might take and how should
LEPs engage with business to help shape an industrial
strategy?
In what ways are LEPs engaging with and working with local
businesses and examples of good practice
Where can LEPs be on the front foot offering solutions and
assistance.

Chairmen emphasised:o
o
o
o
o
o

Clarity that business brought to scrutiny of strategy and
project development;
Skills as area where further focus needed;
LEPS developed robust partnerships, building bridges
between public and private sectors;
Importance of placed base approach incorporated in SEPs;
SEPs provide model as ‘mini-industrial strategies’;
Policies support success based around supply chain and of
scale to make impact.
3

Patrick and Warren Ralls outlined next steps and timetable for
completion of work including individual discussions with LEPs and
presentation of findings to 10th October LEP Network
meeting/event.
24/16 Midlands Engine and Connect Update
Chairmen noted the development of the Engine and Connect and
discussed the need to ensure they were properly supported, with
clear economic goals and lobbying strategy for transport
objectives.
Agreed that Sir John Peace be invited to the next meeting or, if
possible an earlier meeting be arranged to discuss next steps in
the development of the Engine and Connect.
25/16 LEP Network Update
Graham Wynne and Warren updated on LEP Network and Warren
reported further on the ongoing work to make events more relevant
and useful for LEP Chairmen and members see Note 16/16). The
scope for the Network to support examples of best practice was
also discussed.
26/16 AoB – Midlands Engine Investment Fund
Chairmen received an update on the development of the Midlands
Engine Investment Fund and negotiations with British Business
Bank (BBB) and the differences between the emerging proposals
and the original conception for the fund. Concern had been
expressed the proposed small business loan fund would not be
able to offer loans of under £25,000 which was an identified need
in the ex-ante assessment. It was also noted that the funding
agreement was on hold following the EU Referendum result.
Agreed that the current position of discussions with BBB be noted
and that, if necessary, a further paper be submitted to Chairmen
on the proposals and the need for lobbying to secure a Fund that
met the West Midlands’ needs.
27/16 AoB – Science and Innovation Audit

4

The timetable for finalisation of the Audit was noted and Chairmen
discussed the need for the audit to meet the West Midlands’
requirements. The discussions at Government level were noted.
Agreed that, unless input is required at an earlier time, detailed
consideration be given to the Audit at the next meeting.
28/16 Date of Next Meeting
27th October 2016 - 3.00pm

Meeting ended at 6.00pm
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
19th September 2016
BLACK COUNTRY STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN –LOCAL GROWTH FUND
Report on Recommendations of Funding Sub Group
1.

Introduction
This report summarises the latest committed spend position for 16/17 year end and Forecasts the
year end position prior to further additions to the 16/17 Programme of LGF supported schemes.
Board members are requested to endorse additional bids against 16/17 LGF Funding.
The report is being considered by the Funding Sub-Group at its meeting on 14th September 2016 and
the minutes and their recommendations will be forwarded separately.

2.

Recommendations
The Funding Sub-Group is being recommended:• LEP Board members are requested to note 15/16 LGF / LTB awarded, 100% has now been Claimed.
• LEP Board members are asked to note latest Forecast slippage in 16/17 LGF Programme
• LEP Board members are asked to consider LGF support for the following projects:
• Managing Short Trips – additional Walking & Cycle paths scheme bid of £1.44m in 16/17 from
Centro / Canals & Rivers Trust
• Walsall College – additional Engineering equipment £149k in 16/17
• LEP Board members are asked to consider LGF support for the following Site Investigations bids:

Bull Street, West Brom, Sandwell. £59k in 16/17
• LEP Board members are asked to consider accelerating LGF support for the existing Goscote Lane
Housing scheme bringing forward £2.382m into 16/17, and reprofiling the remaining years of LGF
support within the overall £8.8m LGF Grant Award.
• LEP Board members are requested to note continuing Development of the Black Country Pipeline.
• That the actions endorsed outside the previous normal FSG business meetings be Approved.

3.

LGF Allocation for 16/17 £46.3m
Total LGF / LTB funding allocation for 16/17 is £46.3m. Initial testing of projected scheme spends in
16/17 has already commenced with a series of Q1 Project Review updates. A range of changes are
now reflected Programme Dashboard “1 of 3”. Although the 16/17 programme appears to be fully
committed detailed discussions have revealed a potential slippage against the baseline programme of
circa. £5m by 31/03/2017.

4.

Forecast slippage in 16/17 LGF Programme
Project Reviews have resulted in Reforecasts being submitted to more accurately reflect current 16/17
year end expectations. LEP Board approved £5m over programming against 16/17 allocation.
Effectively seeking to target £52m of Committed spend on schemes for LGF funding in 16/17.
Currently, it is estimated that total capacity available within that £52m target is approximately £10m,
consisting of circa £5m slippage on existing schemes and the need to over programme by £5m.
Programme Office are actively encouraging Councils to submit their Strategic Projects’ bids to
supplement the existing 16/17 Programme. In addition Programme Office is seeking opportunities to
accelerate support to existing successful LGF supported schemes that are already delivering valuable
outputs, similar to the proposed acceleration of LGF support for Goscote Lane scheme detailed below.
1
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5.

Additional LGF bids, for consideration.
1. Managing Short Trips – additional Walking & Cycle paths scheme bid of £1.44m in 16/17 from
Centro / Canals & Rivers Trust
This project is an extension of the existing Managing Short Trips programme. Managing Short Trips
combines infrastructure and innovation to deliver sustainable urban mobility in the context of ongoing
economic growth, directly addressing several key barriers to growth in the Black Country:
• Accessibility: The area’s multi-centric pattern of employment means that a mobile pool of
workers is needed to serve these growing industries
• Severance of communities from access to employment, education and training opportunities
• Traffic Congestion
• High levels of deprivation – low levels of car ownership mean that people are heavily reliant on
public transport. Walking and cycling can offer a cheaper alternative to people on low
incomes.
These issues are made even more prevalent given the multiple strategic centres that exist and the
need for access to, from and between each. The provision of the necessary infrastructure is therefore
the first step in instilling a culture of sustainable travel.

The Managing Short Trips programme has been developed in response to these challenges in order to:
• Make the most efficient use of local transport networks by targeting short trips which can be
undertaken by active modes. Reducing localised congestion supports more efficient access to
the strategic transport network which in turn supports regional export growth and
international competitiveness.
• Support access to education, employment and training, through the development and
promotion of cost effective and reliable travel options.
• Support social inclusion by reducing severance and more effectively connecting local
communities with employment and other services.
• Integrate walking and cycling into the core ‘transport offer’ in the Black Country.
• Facilitate behaviour change, by working directly with businesses, schools, colleges and
communities to promote the benefits of active travel.
Delivery of new canal cycle paths is supported by WMCA and Local Authority sustainable travel teams
who promote and launch this new infrastructure to businesses and the community.
The project will generate benefits to the Black Country economy and residents and be an important
catalyst for future growth and prosperity in the region by delivering 6.31 Km of canal tow path improved
for use as off-road cycle paths by March 2017.
2.

Walsall College – additional Engineering equipment £149k in 16/17
This project will purchase new equipment and provide facilities the College does not currently have
within the Engineering & Construction Department, further offering high specification facilities to
service the gap between supply and demand for engineering, plastering and plumbing skills for the
benefit of young people, unemployed adults and employers in Walsall and the wider Black Country.
It will allow the College to address these current skills deficiencies, succession planning and the
recruitment challenges faced by engineering, construction and maintenance employers. This
investment will provide a solution to both the initial training requirements for school leavers as well as
unemployed and existing workforce including apprenticeships.
Any individual will be able to undertake any of the qualifications, subject to meeting appropriate
entry criteria. The investment will unlock the barrier for unemployed people to access the training they
need to take up labour market opportunities and allow for increased adult learner numbers. This will
also allow the College to offer increased amounts of block release delivery models to employers which
are currently in high demand, the college is currently unable to do with the existing equipment and
accommodation constraints. Specifically the College will be able to provide;
• C&G Level 3 Engineering
2
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• BTEC Level 3 Engineering (additional units)
• Plastering apprenticeship framework (2 years)
• Plumbing apprenticeship (block release)
The Area Review team have encouraged Walsall College to continue to grow and meet the needs of
Engineering and Construction employers, especially with a focus on apprenticeships. The team visited
the Walsall College main Engineering and Construction site at Green Lane and encouraged us to
continue to expand the site and provision; this bid forms the initial stages of that work.
The College is currently working with, Homeserve, WHG, Kier Group, CLC, INTU, Starrant Plumbing,
ESP Energy, Hankinsons, Shaylor Group along with many others who have advised the College that
they would welcome the opportunity to be able to use the College to address their skills shortages and
employment requirements. These employers have cited their demand for upskilling and apprentices
in plumbing, multi-skills, engineering and plastering should the College be able to offer it.
6.

LGF support in 16/17 for the following Site Investigations bids
1.
Bull Street, West Brom, Sandwell bid £59k in 16/17k
This bid seeks support for a first set of Site Investigations wrapped with a Feasibility Study bid, to
inform the wider Full Business Case bid expected in 17/18. This SI bid focuses on land under Sandwell
MBC control and non-invasive desktop investigations, performed by Sandwell staff, of land owned by
other parties. A further fully invasive SI bid for third party owned land is likely to commence in early
17/18. The £90.4k bid has been being evaluated by Thomas Lister and £59k determined as the
maximum eligible LGF support to be offered for this bid. Recommended that Sandwell deliver specific
costings from Contractors prior to Grant Award, to replace their initial estimates.
“The full scheme FBC is a strategic priority scheme for Sandwell will result in the comprehensive
transformation of the eastern and southern areas of West Bromwich town centre, playing a vital role
in sustaining its focus for retail, business and leisure. The scheme will initially focus on delivering a
major new leisure facility, attracting footfall from across the West Midlands conurbation, promoting
the visitor and evening economies which the town centre currently lacks. It is anticipated that this will
act as the key catalyst to support the ongoing regeneration of the eastern & southern town centre
areas, whilst further enhancing the leisure offer, creating aspirational town centre homes, and
commercial opportunities.”
“In order to provide a comprehensive evidence base for the Full Business Case, and to inform the
master-plan for the regeneration of the Bull Street site area, feasibility studies are necessary to
ascertain more accurate cost estimates and work areas. The project is seeking feasibility funding for
financial year 16/17 to assist in this process. More feasibility work will be required but this cannot be
complete prior to March 2017. The 16/17 period of feasibility will comprise the following elements: “
• Bat Survey – Initial Assessment (must be undertaken during September 2016 ‘seasonal’);
• Asbestos Survey of Queen’s Square multi-storey car park & units 167-177 Princess Parade
(complete Feb 2017);
• Topographical, Utilities, and Drainage Survey (complete Jan 2017);
• Party Wall Survey and 3D Modelling to inform the demolition process (complete Feb 2017).
“Running parallel to the feasibility stage of the project, SMBC is preparing the Full Business Case
and subject to its findings it is thought that the project will involve:
• Demolition of the existing Queen Square multi-storey car park and associated site preparation
works;
• Demolition of existing dilapidated retail units fronting Princess Parade and associated site
preparation works;
• Delivery of a sub-regional leisure facility, in partnership with a private sector operator,
providing gap funding support to enable the creation of a high quality facility, consistent with
3
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•
•

recent investment through the New Square scheme. Initial consideration has been given to
proposals for an ice rink as part of an evaluation of alternative leisure uses;
Working with the private sector to deliver a new mixed use development scheme comprising
active ground floor units (including retail, leisure and commercial uses) with residential
apartments above;
Delivering new development within a high quality public realm environment that is consistent
with the aspiration of partners for the development of West Bromwich town centre as a focus
for economic development within the wider West Midlands conurbation.”

The Outputs that the Full Strategic scheme will deliver will focus on utilisation of 1.6 hectares of land
within the City Centre. Outputs will be further informed and refined from the results of the SI
findings.
The current outputs quoted for the full scheme, listed in the Black Country Pipeline include 0.7
hectares of remediated land, 174 Jobs created, 36 Housing Units & 500sq.m of Commercial
Floorspace.
7.

Acceleration of the existing Goscote Lane Housing scheme bringing forward £2.382m into 16/17
Following the Q1 review with the Goscote Lane Team, they have accepted the opportunity to
accelerate LGF Grant support into 16/17, where previously none was profiled. The Goscote Lane
Housing scheme has delivered 222 housing units to the rental and Market sectors with high levels of
rapid take up by Owners / occupiers. The success of the first two Phases, supported by LGF in 15/16,
has led to the acceleration of “commencement of Phase 3 Construction into 16/17”, a year early than
originally predicted. WHG are confident that they will have incurred sufficient costs on Phase 3 to
justify a claim of £2.832m in 16/17, that will be consistent with the intervention rate detailed in their
Grant Award contract.
This appears to be an opportunity to support the accelerated delivery of Housing units on an
already established successful site. The revised delivery profile of Housing Units is currently being
confirmed by WHG with the Phase 3 Contractor. It is suggested that any endorsement of Accelerated
LGF support be subject to confirmation of that revised delivery profile of Housing Units.

8.

Continuing Black Country Pipeline Development for 16/17 through to 20/21
LEP Board are requested to note the continued growth in the Black Country pipeline now recorded
on Dashboard 2. The opportunity to share Black Country vision for future economic growth with
WMCA has been embraced and a range of priority schemes have been brought forward by Council
colleagues, some Commercial developers, Colleges and the University.
Currently the Pipeline is £0.58bn, accelerating GVA by over £3bn and is capable of delivering over
14,000 houses, over 20,000 Jobs, over 400 hectares of Remediated Land, over 700,000 sq. mtr of
Commercial Floorspace, and over 30,000 sq. mtr of Learning Floorspace.
Each of the constituent bids is supported by an Initial Proposal, as a gateway to entering the pipeline
Bidders are being encouraged to develop Full Business Cases as a prelude to being considered for
LGF, GD3, or any other sources of Funding that become available to the LEP. Simultaneously a
prioritisation process is being developed to ensure that in a time of scarce resource the highest priority
schemes attract the earliest funding. Prioritisation process will be worked up with Council colleagues
before being submitted to the LEP Funding Sub Group for consideration.

9.

Matters considered outside normal meetings, August 2016 - Extract from FSG request
The Funding Sub Group considered and endorsed “off line” Heads of Terms (HoT’s)
recommendations for inclusion in the following three schemes Grant Award contracts, at the request
of the Walsall Accountable Body and Joint Committee Secretariat.
• Airfield Drive
• Dudley Brownfield Land & Housing
4
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• Pensnett
The following comments are a summary of the main changes for each Scheme, providing the detailed
HoT’s to be included in the Grant Award contracts.
Airfield Drive
The Airfield Drive scheme bid has been refined.
• Original Grant award was for 16/17 support. This is now reclassified as Gap funding linked to
delivery of new single warehouse/industrial unit with a minimum of 4,877 sq.m. (52,500 sq.ft.)
warehouse and integral offices. Therefore Grant support is now offered at an intervention
rate based on delivery of the Warehousing & integrated offices.
• Original application was from Trebor as lead applicant with ASK as joint applicant. ASK holding
the land agreement over the proposed build site. The scheme is now likely to be delivered
through a sister company Kay Properties. Therefore Approval is sought from the LEP Board to
reflect a change in the Grantee to Kay Properties. NB: Walsall AB have already undertaken the
required DD on Kay Properties as part of the original application process.
• Grant support funding will now be staged over 16/ 17 £67k and 17/18 £304k, a total Grant
award of £371k.
• Clawback provisions are summarised as:
Upon disposal of the completed scheme or 3 years subsequent to Practical Completion,
whichever is the earlier, the disposal price obtained (if freehold) or otherwise the market value
of the scheme as assessed by an RICS Registered Valuer with a duty of care to WMBC shall be
compared with the appraised market value (£4,710,800) and in the event that the achieved /
assessed Market Value shall exceed the appraised market value, then 50% of the uplift in value
shall be recoverable by WMBC, such clawback sum capped at the maximum sum (£370,993).
Dudley Brownfield Land & Housing development
The Dudley Brownfield Land & Housing development conditions remain as previously detailed in
the Evaluation report. The HoT clarifies recommendations for inclusion in the Grant award contract
and separates out observations that are not intended to be conditions of Grant support to Dudley.
• Funding is profiled over each of the years of delivery of Housing Units on the 9 sites in the bid.
• Clawback provisions largely relate to the Middlepark Road site, which will offer a proportion of
Market Housing Units.
• These Clawback provisions are summarised as:
In the event that any of the identified sites (excluding Middlepark Road) are sold, clawback will
be triggered, with 100% recoverable up to the level identified in the table at Appendix 2 and
50% of any site value derived which exceeds this level.
In relation to Middlepark Road, grant will be recoverable in the event total capital receipt
relating to disposal of the site exceeds £1,904,312 such clawback to be calculated at a rate of
47.62% of uplift.
Pensnett Estate Extension
The Pensnett Estate Extension Scheme bid from LC Properties has now been reclassified from a
Gap Funding bid to a Remediation / Infrastructure bid.
• The main effect is to change the flow of Grant support from an Intervention rate against each
of the Commercial Units completed, to direct early Grant support for provision of facilitating
infrastructure to support opening up the site for future development.
• Grant support becomes claimable largely in 16/17, as previously approved by the LEP Board.
Practical completion is expected by 31/03/2017, but may run over into 17/18. Approval
remains requested for 16/17 only at this stage.
5
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•

Clawback provisions are applied to ensure the Commercial Units are delivered within a
reasonable period after practical completion of the Grant supported Infrastructure works.

10. DRAFT Transport Dashboards owned by Transport Director
There is now an extensive range of Transport schemes being progressed, which the LEP Board are
aware of but have yet to receive in a single summary. Transport Dashboards are now under
development, potentially for presentation to the October LEP Board, by Transport Director.
The Transport Dashboards will summarise individual schemes progress within these groupings:
• Major Schemes
• Metro
• Rail
• Sustainable Transport
• Accessing Growth – smaller local road access schemes.
These Dashboards are presented as early DRAFT, to inform LEP Board members of future Reporting
developments. It is anticipated a completed draft will be available to the October FSG meeting.
11. Major Scheme Bids being progressed through Evaluation process
The following non Transport Major Scheme bids have been received and are presently under going
Evaluation by Thomas Lister. It is expected that they will be brought forward to future Funding Sub
Group meetings for consideration, and if endorsed submitted to October or November LEP Board.
• VLR
• Heath Town
• Music Institute
• Black Country Living Museum
• Countryside Properties - Doulton Road, Rowley Regis.
• Wolverhampton Interchange additional bid for “Steam Mills” redevelopment
Paul Mellon
Interim SEP Delivery Director
01384 471160
Paul_mellon@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents
Papers for the Funding Sub-Group 14th September 2016
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership Funding Applications Sub-Group
18th July 2016 at 1.30pm at Central Campus, Wolverhampton
University, Wolverhampton
Present:

Simon Eastwood
Tom Westley

Carillion plc;
Westley Group.

In Attendance: Paul Mellon
Rachel Goodwin
Paul Mountford
Conrad Parke
Nigel Easom
Apologies:
20/16

Black Country Consortium Ltd.
Black Country Consortium Ltd.
Sandwell MBC;
Sandwell MBC;
Black Country Consortium Ltd.

Paul Brown, Chris Handy and Ninder Johal.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 13th June 2016 were circulated.
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 13th June 2016 be
received and confirmed as a correct record.

21/16

Growing Priority Sectors – Programme Update
Further to Minute No. 15/16, Conrad Parke gave an overview of the
status of the applications for Growing Priority Sector funding and of the
overall performance of the programme.
With reference to Minute No. 08/16, he also reported that Intralox Ltd
had withdrawn its application and would now be investing at another
location in Europe.

1
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22/16

Growing Priority Sectors – Application for Funding – Simco Ltd
(Score 32/76)
The Sub-Board considered an application for funding for £161,000.00
for a £809,143.00 project to refurbish recently purchased new premises
and allow the Company to expand into a new site. The project would
create eighteen new jobs by March 2022 at £8,944 per job and an
average salary of £22,800.00 per annum.
The Sub-Board was of the view that, although the application
represented a very low risk opportunity to contribute to the expansion of
a successful business and to also to assist in attracting a new
technology to the region, the low return on investment being offered
and the current financial position of the Company meant that it did not
represent the best use of the remaining Growing Priority Sector funds.
Agreed that the application be not supported on the grounds that it
does not represent the best use of available Growing priority Sector
funds for the reasons set out above.
(Sandwell MBC officers left the meeting after consideration of this item.)

23/16 Local Growth Fund (LGF) - 2015/16 Year End Claims Value
The Sub-Board noted that claims to the value of £29.95m had been
received against 2015/16 LGF and Local Transport Block (LTB)
allocations, which represented 100% utilisation of available Grant. The
final value of claims to be carried forward against the 2016/17
allocation remained to be confirmed.
24/16

LGF - Forecast Slippage in 2016/17 Programme
The Sub-Board noted that initial testing of projected scheme spends in
2016/17 had shown a projected £1.2m of slippage against a funding
allocation of £46.3m. Project reviews would be undertaken throughout
August to validate each project’s status and confirm both their delivery
of outputs and forecasted year-end spend positions.

25/16

Additional LGF Bid - Brownfield Land and Housing Scheme Dudley MBC
The Sub-Board considered an application from Dudley MBC for grant
funding of £440,000 in 2016/17 and £2,846,000 in total for the
2
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remediation of 6.88 hectares of land, comprising nine separate vacant
brownfield sites suitable for housing redevelopment. Dudley MBC
subsequently intend to deliver affordable housing, which it would retain
on eight of the sites, together with part of a further site (Middlepark
Road) delivering a total of 237 residential units, of which 149 would be
affordable with final units delivered in 2020/21. Other public sector
funding leverage would be in the order of £11.8m together with private
sector funding leverage of £18.3m. The sites were all within Dudley
MBC’s control and ownership.
Agreed that the application by Dudley MBC for a total of £2.846m of
LGF with £440,000.00 in 2016/17for for Brownfield Land and Housing
schemes be approved subject to the exclusion of duplicate counting of
professional fees and proposed conditionality clauses that include
clawback specifically in relation to the market housing provision,
particularly on the Middlepark Road site.
26/16

Additional LGF Bid - Pensnett Estate Extension - LCP Properties
Further to Minute No. /15, the Sub-Board considered an application for
funding from LCP Properties for a Phase 1 bid in respect of 3.72
hectares (9.19 acres) at Pensnett Industrial Estate. The scheme
proposed to deliver infrastructure works (access road and services),
reconfiguration of LCP’s car park, the construction of 130,000 sq.ft of
speculative industrial space and a 31,500 sq.ft pre-let industrial unit,
with the proposed grant being used to facilitate the infrastructure works.
Through the due diligence appraisal process, a reduced funding
viability gap of £1,844,262 had been established. The State Aid
intervention level of 10% relevant to “Large Enterprise” at this location
restricted the level of grant funding to a sum of £1,653,246.00. As the
applicant had already received site investigation funds of £42,165.00,
the recommended figure had been further reduced to £1,611,081.00.
The project would unlock a key growth area by providing the
infrastructure required to further develop a high quality employment site
and ensure there was a pipeline of high quality property available to the
market.
The Sub-Board noted the need to ensure that clauses were in place to
cover any savings in costs and if values exceeded those anticipated
Agreed:-
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1) that the application by LCP Properties
for a maximum of
£1,611,000 in 2016/17 for phase one of the extension of Pensnett
Industrial Estate be approved subject to conditions addressing
savings on construction costs and, in the event that achievable
values exceed those assessed in the bid, 50% of that uplift in
value should be repaid;
2) that, if necessary, Thomas Lister should be employed to support the
preparation of the condition set out above and the assessment of its
applicability.
27/16

Additional LGF Bid - Dudley College, Specialist Equipment for
HVM Sector Skills Bid
The Sub-Board considered an application by Dudley College for
£104,400 in 2016/17 to purchase specialist equipment for the high
value manufacturing sector, “precision lathes and turret mills” to
support the further expansion of it’s Advance training for High Value
Manufacturing & Engineering Skills programme, directly providing
apprenticeship training and up-skilling the workforce to further support
automotive and aerospace supply chains. The additional specialist
training equipment would directly deliver an additional 215 Level 2 &
Level 3 Apprenticeships over the next five years, facilitating the
creation of 100+ HVM jobs and safeguarding over 200 existing jobs.
Members were of the view that the application should be approved but
noted the declaration of interest in relation to the application.
Agreed that the application by Dudley College for £104,400.00 in
2016/17 for specialist equipment for HVM sector skills be referred to
the LEP Board for determination.
(Tom Westley declared an indirect, non-pecuniary interest in this
application.)

28/16

Additional LGF Bid - Halesowen College, Creation of Access
Centre
The Sub-Board considered an application by Halesowen College for
£700,00 in 2016/17 for an Access Centre to replace out-dated art and
design studios that would otherwise be mothballed and bring them in to
use for adult students aimed at increasing level 4+ progression and
adult literacy/numeracy needs. The establishment of the Centre,
aligned with building capacity, to address adult higher skills and adult
4
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literacy & numeracy, would allow the College to directly create 895
Additional Learner Assists in “access to HE” GCSE Maths and GCSE
English, 40 new apprenticeships, 25 newly created jobs and 3
business assists up to 2020/21.
Agreed that the application by Halesowen College for LGF funding of
£700,000.00 in 2016/17 for the creation of an Access Centre be
approved.
29/16

LGF Site Investigations Bids - 2016/17
The Sub-Board considered two applications for Site Investigation
funding:Bourne Street, Coseley, Dudley
Ideal Estates Limited had applied for £63,600 to carry out site
investigation works at Bourne Street, Coseley. The site was capable of
delivering between 53 and 118 housing units on a remediated
brownfield site, subject to overall viability.
The applicant had
confirmed that the level of funding proposed was sufficient to progress
the detailed investigations.
Wharf Approach, Aldridge, Walsall
Hortons Estate Ltd. had applied for £16,300 in 2016/17 to carry out
investigations to assist in the de-risking of an allocated employment
development site comprising an area of circa. 1.295Ha (3 acres), with
an indicated deliverable floor space of 2,975 sq.m (32,023 sq.ft). The
site was located within the Eastern Opportunity area and was a
designated employment site. Indicative scheme proposals identified a
potential future development comprising four individual industrial units
Agreed that the following applications for site Investigations funding be
approved:a) Ideal estates Ltd. for Bourne Street, Coseley - £63,600 in 2016/17;
b) Hortons Estate Ltd. for Wharf Approach, Aldridge, Walsall - £16.300
in 2016/17.

30/16

Accessing Growth - A459 Dudley Road/Coombs Road Halesowen
Further to Minute No. 18/16, the Sub-Board were asked to agree to the
allocation of £180,000.00 of LGF LTB funding in 2017/18 to enable the
5
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completion of the A459 Dudley Road/Coombs Road Halesowen
scheme.
Agreed that the allocation of funding for 2017/18 for the completion of
the scheme be approved.
31/16

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Tranche 1
Further to Minute No. 18/16, the Sub-Board was asked to consider a
request that the £100,000 Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Tranche 1
development funding approved for 2015/16 be paid against the 2016/17
grant allocation. Delays in completing contracting arrangements with
Centro had prevented the submission of a claim for 2015/16.
Agreed that the request to transfer the payment of the funding for the
first tranche of funding for the Metro line to 2017/18 be approved.

32/16

LGF Pipeline Development 2016/17 - 2020/21
The Sub-Board noted the current position of the pipeline of projects
with projects to the value of £0.58bn, accelerating GVA by over £3bn
and capable of delivering over 14,200 houses, over 20,300 Jobs, over
390 hectares of remediated land, over 680,000 sq. m of Commercial
floorspace, and over 31,000 sq. m. of Learning Floorspace.
The Chair fedback on the discussion and outcomes of the recent
‘challenge’ session with the Secretary of State and noted the further
work necessary to refine the Round Three Growth Deal submission.

33/16

LGF Application - Bonner Studs
Further to Minute No. 18 /16, the Sub-Board noted that a further
response was awaited from the Company following the request for
additional information.

34/16

AoB- Change Request – Woods Lane Site Assembly
Further to Minute No. 18/16, Paul Mellon reported further on
discussions with Sandwell MBC concerning the proposed change
request in respect of the Woods Lane Site Assembly scheme and
submitted a proposed statement of reassurance from the Council
concerning the proposed use of the funding and delivery of the scheme
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outputs. Members also referred to the need for further evaluation of
proposals for the site put forward by developers.
Agreed:1)

2)

35/16

that the proposed change request be approved, subject to:a) receipt of the formal statement of reassurance as now set out;
b) commitment to complete the spend of the remainder £5.14m
(LGF Grant awarded) by 2020/21;
c) Sandwell MBC agreeing to underwrite any shortfall in business
assists (number of enterprises receiving grant support) costs
resulting from alternate use of the £900,000 of funding);
that the Council be recommended to employ additional
consultancy expertise to evaluate the developer’s proposals as the
scheme develops.

Dates of Future Meetings
31st August 2016 – 10.00am;
20th October 2016 – 10.00am
10th November 2016 – 10.00am
30th November 2016 – 2.30pm
(The meeting closed at 2.30 p.m.)
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
19th September 2016
British Business Bank
Midlands Engine Investment Fund
1.

Background

1.1 This paper provides an update on the Midlands Engine Investment Fund. The
Investment Strategy and procurement strategy for the Fund have now been
agreed by the Strategic Operations Board made up of LEP representatives and
the British Business Bank which governs the Fund.
1.2 Procurement of sub-fund managers is set to begin shortly, slightly later than
planned due to the EU Referendum result. It is expected funds will be available
for SMEs in early 2017.
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Board Members note the update.
3.

Report Detail

3.1 The Midlands Engine Investment Fund is a £250m debt and equity fund for SMEs
in the Midlands Engine area. It was announced in the 2016 Budget and is made
up of contributions from 11 LEPs from their European Structural Investment Funds
allocations, legacy funding from the old Regional Development Agencies, a loan
from the European Investment Bank, a loan from British Business Bank’s own
funds and a grant from HM Treasury. The Black Country LEP is the second
biggest contributor by value to the fund, but as a ratio of the contribution as a
proportion of its business stock, it is the most committed.
3.2 Due to the EU Referendum result, The Department for Communities and Local
Government, which administrates European Structural Investment Funds, had put
on hold signing any further funding agreements. This has caused a delay in the
agreed timetable for the fund to be made available to SMEs, originally planned for
December 2016. The Chancellor’s recent commitment to guarantee funding
agreements signed before the Autumn Statement should mean that the Midlands
Engine Investment Fund will now launch in early 2017.
3.3 Following their appointment in February 2016, British Business Bank had initially
proposed an Investment Strategy for the MEIF which officers in the West Midlands
cross-LEP Access to Finance group considered to vary too greatly from the
original Strategy devised by the group before BBB’s involvement, and which was
informed by the original Ex Ante assessment that was commissioned to identify
demand for the fund. As a result, officers submitted a briefing paper to the
Strategic Operations Board members, calling for an additional smaller equity fund
to be created. This was agreed on 17th August.
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3.4 Immediately following the agreement, British Business Bank circulated another
proposal which sought to clarify that the percentages in the definition of each of
the sub-funds referred to the number of investments as opposed to the value of
the investments. This would have curtailed the ability of the MEIF to meet its
economic development objectives and make amounts of less than £250,000
available to SMEs, which is one of the key problems identified in the original Ex
Ante assessment. Following intervention by LEP representatives, notably Pat
Hanlon from GBS LEP, British Business Bank again backed down and have
confirmed that the percentages relate to the value. Pat Hanlon’s email is
reproduced below.
3.5 British Business Bank has submitted a report to the Industrial Development
Advisory Board, due to meet in London on 9th September, to agree the allocation
of the legacy funds of Advantage West Midlands into the Midlands Engine
Investment Fund, as well as from the East Midlands Development Agency. It also
submitted the application to DCLG for the European Structural Investment Fund
and has confirmed that the loan from the European Investment Bank is still
available following the EU Referendum result.
3.4 Procurement of sub-fund managers will commence shortly, and a framework is
expected to be in place before the end of 2017. The Strategic Operations Board
will advise British Business Bank on the appointment of sub-fund managers.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Dan Carins
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: dan_carins@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source documents –
British Business Bank - Midlands Engine Investment Fund Q&A document
(Version2 – 23 August)
http://british-business-bank.co.uk/ourpartners/midlands-engine-investment-fund/
Letter from Pat Hanlon – detailed below
Dear All,
Having reflected over the weekend and following several discussions I am
afraid to say that we find ourselves in a very disappointing position.
Given the time constraints we are under, we should be collaborating to ensure
the success of MEIF but we now have a significant change presented by BBB
which materially reduces the economic gains while unduly increasing the
financial gains. The GBS and X-LEP strategy has always been to balance
these competing forces; to maximise economic gain while safely repaying the
debt we take on and creating a legacy for the future. This revision takes us
2
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even further away from our agreed and public strategy.
As others have mentioned, the model is highly dependent on the assumptions
employed and the real skill will be BBB articulating to and selecting the best
Fund Managers and then managing them to the strategy. That is the job they
pitched for and won.
There are two issues that we cannot reconcile at this time and much greater
clarity will be required if we are be able to fully consider the proposed
revisions;
1/ How do we as the LEP/X-LEP/RAB/SOB consider this revised position
meets the market failure as identified in the Ex-Ante and are we moving closer
to or further from it? Are we happy that the quantum for sub £250k
interventions materially reduces, where the failure is greatest in that space?
Could somebody please present us with high and low case calculations on a
value and number basis across all four Lots? Suggest we use 80% of the
maximum in any lot size.
2/ How and when we as the LEP/X-LEP/RAB/SOB started thinking of
allocating on the basis of 'number of interventions' rather than 'value'? I can
find no record in any Minutes or LEP/X-LEP/RAB/SOB Board Papers that use
'number' while logic certainly leads to 'value'. Indeed the slide deck presented
by BBB at the MEIF Investment Strategy Workshop held on 28th June
specifically takes about how much, not how many. To my certain knowledge,
GBS has never thought of it other than by value.
The revised BBB proposal is therefore, in GBS opinion at least, a move from
value to number which lowers the sub £250k allocation significantly and as
such is completely unwelcome.
We would appreciate confirmation from DCLG of their understanding of the
proposed method of allocation from the outset and if that has changed at any
point.
We would appreciate information regarding all of the other Public Sector
interventions managed by BBB and others such as the earlier JEREMIE's,
NPIF and the North East's current strategy. Do any of these work on a % of
the number of loans, ie can we have confirmation that this is indeed how
these things are indeed structured.
Can BBB please inquire of DCLG if there is any flex in the deadline of the end
of the month, as I do not feel I am empowered to make this
decision unilaterally, given that it is potentially so adrift from our expectations.
Yours sincerely
Pat
3
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
19th September 2016
LEP Funding Report
Purpose of the Report
1.1 To present to the board the final position regarding the LEP funding at the year-end 31st
March 2016.
1.2 To seek permission from the LEP board for Walsall MBC to continue to administer the LEP
funds in 2016/17
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Board:
2.1 Approve the updated LEP expenditure and balances at 31st March 2016
2.2 Grant Walsall MBC permission to continue to administer the LEP funds
Core Funding 2015/16
3.1 Core funding awarded to the Black Country LEP is as follows:
Core Funding (to build
Award
Claimed
Balance
capacity)
2012/13
125,000
125,000
0
2013/14
250,000
250,000
0
2014/15*
253,000
236,978
16,022
2015/16
250,000
119,912
130,088
2016/17
250,000
0
250,000
Total
1,128,000
731,891
396,110
*An extra £3,000 awarded in 14/15 to fund the LEP Network
3.2 The table below details the 2015/16 budget for LEP core funding (as approved by the LEP
Board and incorporated into the 15/16 Business Plan) and the associated actual
expenditure.
3.3 Programme Office costs are now being met by a LGF grant, and expenditure on permanent
and temporary capacity costs have now been transferred to that cost heading. This has
increased the balances available for utilisation by the LEP board.
Core Budget agreed by LEP Board
SEP Programme Office Permanent Capacity
Costs
Events Exhibitions and Conferences
BCC Capacity and Administrative Costs
Corporate Board Development
Sponsorship of LEP Network 2015/16
2015/16 Budget Total
Contingency (Balance bought forward from
2014/15)
Total

Budget
£

Actual £

Variance
£

141,780

0

141,780

10,000
93,220
5,000
0
250,000

43,415
70,045
1,452
5,000
119,912

-33,415
23,175
3,548
-5,000
130,088

16,022

0

16,022

266,022

119,912

146,110

Strategic Funding 2015/16
4.1 Strategic funding awarded to the Black Country LEP is as follows:
Strategic Funding

Award

BCC
Claimed

2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
Total

250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
1,000,000

250,000
115,441
125,506
0
490,947

W’Ton
cc
Claimed
23,574
32,500
0
56,074

Balance
0
110,985
91,994
250,000
452,979

4.3 The table below details the 2015/16 budget for LEP Strategic funding (as approved by
the LEP Board and incorporated into the 15/16 Business Plan) and the associated
actual expenditure.
Strategic Budget agreed by LEP Board
SEP Programme Office Temporary
Capacity Costs
Marketing Communications & PR
Wolverhampton CC Low Carbon
Development*
Walsall MBC Technical Assistant Post*
Walsall MBC Technical Assistant Post*
2015/16 Budget Total
Development fund allocated to low
carbon project (Wolverhampton)
Development Funds not yet allocated
(bought forward from 2014/15)
Total

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium
Contact Officer
Gloria Bates
Company Accountant
gloria_bates@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1384 471108

Budget
£

Actual £

Variance

81,320

0

81,320

77,847

79,868

-2,021

32,500

32,500

0

25,000
33,333
250,000

12,305
33,333
158,006

12,695
0
91,994

23,574

23,574

0

110,985

0

110,985

384,559

181,580

202,979
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP (LEP)
EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS (PEOPLE THEME ADVISORY)
BOARD
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 8.30am on
12 July 2016 at Business Solutions Centre, Wolverhampton
Science Park, Wolverhampton
th

Present:
George Andrews – Ansaldo NES;
Janette Breckles – GTG;
Jackie Dunne – Wolverhampton University;
Cllr Val Gibson – Wolverhampton CC;
Cllr Simon Hackett – Sandwell MBC;
Richard Halstead - ECF;
Chris Luty – BCTG;
Terry Somerfield – ZF; and
Sarah Middleton – Black Country Consortium;
In Attendance:
Lisa Bird – Black Country Chamber of Commerce
Kim Rowlands – BIS;
Rosie Heron – CTG;
Colin Parker - Black Country Consortium;
Deniece Gabriel – Black Country Consortium;
Manjit Galsinh - Black Country Consortium;
Angela Moore – Black Country Consortium;
Kelly Thomas – Sandwell MBC;
Neil Thomas – Dudley College; and
Hywel Ruddick - Black Country Consortium
Apologies: Claire Boliver, Nick Bubalo, Liz Dicks and Mike Hood.
23/16 Welcome and Introductions
The Chair welcomed members to the meeting. He particularly
welcomed new Members to the Advisory Board, Cllr Val Gibson
and Rosie Heron.
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24/16 Minutes of the Meeting held on 5th April 2016
The minutes of the meeting held on 5th April 2016 were circulated.
Cllr Simon Hackett referred to Minute no. 15/16, regarding NEETS
– Developing a Black Country Approach and advised that a
meeting was to be scheduled across the Black Country local
authorities to discuss how to address NEETS, following the
presentation on Sandwell’s approach.
The Chairman referred to Minute no. 14/16 LGV Driver Training
and stated that a response had been received from the
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Department of
Transport, Lord Tariq Ahmad of Wimbledon. The letter advised
that the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA): • Was committed to reducing the national average waiting time
for a practical vocational test to 3 weeks by 31 July and as
at 27 June the national average waiting time was 2.9 weeks.
• Had not withdrawn the direct entry scheme for LGV
examiners and it was anticipated that by the end of July
there would be a further 22 examiners conducting tests at
centres across the Britain.
Agreed: 1. That the minutes of the meeting held on 5th April 2016 were
confirmed as a correct record; and
2. That the response from the Department of Transport be
noted and the letter circulated to Advisory Board Members.
25/16 FE Area Based Review – Update
The Board received a presentation on the FE Area Based Review
detailing the work undertaken; noting that every college wished to
remain independent institutions, whilst collaborating with other BC
Colleges; detailing the priority area each college was leading on;
and highlighting the following five emerging recommendations: • Dudley College to remain independent and collaborate;
• Sandwell College to remain independent and collaborate;
• Halesowen College and King Edwards Sixth Form to become
part of an Academy Trust and would remain independent;
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• Walsall College to seek partnership/merger opportunities
with South Staffordshire College; and
• City of Wolverhampton College to be given a 6 month
extension to consider options around historic debt reduction.
The Board were advised that the final meeting would be held on 20
July, where the final report would be shared and considered by
Governors from each College.
The Chairman asked if the LEP could provide assistance and was
advised that the LEP had funded the feasibility study and had
worked with partners on the Review, which had completed earlier
than expected and that the LEP would continue to collaborate with
the colleges.
Neil Thomas added that three quarters of the identified work
streams had commenced and the metrics were being considered
against the work streams.
Councillor Simon Hackett asked what was involved with the
collaboration and was advised that it had included attendance at
meetings, formal sharing of resources and joint planning. Neil
Thomas added that the level of collaboration was different for each
work stream, thus for apprenticeships, whilst jointly delivered each
college worked to their strengths; for NEETs there was a more
collaborative model; and for Adult Skills there was a different
approach again, as adults tended to travel further to obtain the
course/training they required.
A discussion ensued regarding the levels of collaboration in a
competitive environment and the Chairman advised that from an
industrial perspective, collaboration as a means to an end thus
there needed to be goals and challenges, which were reflected in
the recommendations. He commented that there appeared to be
broad support for the recommendations and, it was
Agreed that the recommendations of the FE Area Review as
detailed above be endorsed
(Councillor Simon Hackett declared a non-pecuniary interest as he
undertook sessional teaching at Sandwell College and reserved
his right to peak and vote on the matter should he decide to do so).
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26/16 Programmes on a Page - Skills
The Board received a presentation on the Programmes on a Page,
which provided detailed updates on the progress on targets
against objectives, and statistical comparisons with national
statistics on the Skills for the Supply Chain – Focus on
Apprenticeships; Skills Capital; Schools – Raising Skills for the
Future; and Skills for the Unemployed.
The Chairman commented that the summary was very useful in
that any strategy could be predicated on a robust data source
which highlighted the significant challenges faced. He welcomed
the investment in infrastructure, with the BC colleges collaborating
and whilst noting the employment pool supply side, commented on
the what was the demand side, that is for his industry the nuclear
industries skills requirement.
In regard to the data it was asked what were the immediate
priorities over the forthcoming 6 months. The meeting was advised
that the aim was to work collaboratively to address objectives at
both ends of the spectrum thus there would be support for
employers training, initiatives to higher level skills thus raising the
Gross Value Added (GVA).
Sarah Middleton added that in the short term the LEP used the
Local Growth Fund (LGF) and other public funds to deliver projects
to support the objectives identified. In regard to the Apprenticeship
levy, whilst 245 businesses used apprenticeships there was a
need to find out why companies did not use them and what action
could be used to accelerate the take up of apprentices.
Kelly Thomas stated that there was a need to look at marginalised
groups where the usual traineeship package was not right, such as
those with learning difficulties.
The Chairman asked how the work could be measured in relation
to future employment opportunities and Kim Rowlands advised
that the Government had placed the apprenticeship levy in the
control of employers, thus they wanted to see that the provision on
the ground was meeting the employers’ needs. The Chairman
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commented that in regard to the nuclear industry the constraint
was the ability to attract and retain the people with the right skills,
but that in the Midlands there was a good supply of fabricators and
welders etc. However, in relation to the other end of the spectrum,
that is HS2, there would be a need for high level engineering
project managers, where there was a skills shortfall.
Agreed that the Programmes on a Page – Skills dashboards,
associated objectives and progress be noted.
27/16 HS2 Skills for the Supply Chain Working Group
The Board received a presentation ON HS2 and the work
undertaken in preparation, principally the meeting was advised: • Co-located in Birmingham and Doncaster.
• With the advent of the Combined Authority, Birmingham City
Council had established a HS2 Policy Group to look to
maximise growth and employment opportunities.
• Three sub-groups had been created: - Retune – to get
people ready; Ignite – to attract people to the industry; and
Accelerate – to raise the skill level of the workforce to those
required for whole life cycle of HS2, that is construction,
infrastructure, operating etc.
Colin Parker advised that he lead the Accelerate Group, following
the Skills Factory model, identifying skill shortages and potential
for LGF to be used to support initiatives provide training for people.
Sarah Middleton stated that complimentary to HS2 a database of
companies had been developed, with ongoing maintenance to
seek to raise GVA. It provided real business and contract
opportunities across the Black Country and she highlighted that
one of her Team would attend a future meeting to present the HS2
element of the database.
The Chairman welcomed the presentation and stated that the remit
was to consider what the employers current and future needs were
for high value manufacturing. He highlighted that in Sheffield
aerospace and nuclear industry requirements were being targeted
and that there was a need for the West Midlands to invest in
complimentary capability for the industries it had.
Agreed that the Advisory Board note the update.
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28/16 Careers and Enterprise Company – Appointment of Enterprise
Advisers
a) Progress Update
The Board were advised that in Wave 1 of the project 45
schools had been approached and Enterprise Advisers had
been recruited by July 2016. In Wave 2 of the project the
remaining senior schools, excluding Special Educational
Needs (SEN) and Pupil Referral Units (PRU). A pipeline of
Enterprise Advisers had been developed so that schools
could see at a glance the best organisations to work with for
their outcomes.
It was asked what activity was undertaken in an Enterprise
Adviser role and the meeting was advised that they acted as
a critical friend not a careers adviser role. The aim was to get
pupils career ready for what businesses were looking for.
The Chairman acknowledged that whilst qualifications were
an enabler, it was attitude an application that an employer
required.
On a question regarding how Advisers were evaluated, it
was stated that that the Careers Enterprise Company
considered not only the number of young people going
through the scheme but also the impact. At Black Country
level the Economic Intelligence Unit at the BC Consortium
Ltd., could assist.
It was commented that it was in schools’ interest to retain
pupils in schools, thus independent advice was to be
welcomed. However, in relation to SEN and PRU pupils
there was a lack of work experience opportunities and that
looked after children should also be a focus. The Board were
advised that at present the scheme was not measured in that
way.
The meeting was advised that the aim in Wave 2 was to
engage more high quality Enterprise Advisers through the
BC Chamber of Commerce and that the pipeline of
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volunteers were advised of the time commitment and the
benefits they received doing the role.
The Chairman concluded that there was a need to stimulate
the programme, to understand the role of an Adviser ofr
potential recruits and that the HS2 agenda could be used to
accelerate and ignite the programme.
b) Investment Fund Beneficiaries
The Board were advised that the £5 million Careers and
Enterprise Fund had been created to increase the number of
encounters young people had with employers which
dramatically reduced their chances of becoming a NEET and
increased future salary prospects by 18%. Whilst the Black
Country had been unsuccessful at the final stage, following a
meeting with the Chairman of the LEP we have been invited
to resubmit our bid, in a more innovative, focused and with a
sustainability strategy. Sustainability could be achieved
through upskilling of teachers and school based careers
staff.
Whilst unsuccessful there were eight programmes what were
successful and would operate in the Black Country, these
being: - Engineering Development Trust – Industrial Cadets;
Founders4Schools – Raising Career Aspirations of Students;
Solutions for the Planet; The Access Project – Increasing
Access in the Black Country; The Challenge – Headstart;
The Ideas Foundation – Creative Ladders; Worldskills UK –
Championing the Way; and Your Life & MyKindaFuture –
The Best School Trip Ever.
Agreed: 1. That progress on the appointment of Enterprise Advisers to
work with local schools be noted;
2. That the Board request business partners to promote the
Enterprise Adviser role;
3. That the specification for an Enterprise Adviser role be
created.
4. That the HS2 programme be advised of the Enterprise
Adviser role;
5. That the eight programmes that were successful under the
Careers and Enterprise Fund be noted; and
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6. That the Black Country Consortium Ltd. reshape the bid with
a package of new interventions focused on the four Black
Country LEP transformational sectors and including
sustainability.
29/16 European Social Fund and European Social Intervention Fund
– Upskill the Workforce in the Black Country
The Board received a report on the Skills Funding Agency (SFA)
who were leading on the strategic priority, Skills for Growth,
whereby the Black Country has a labour market with the right level
of skills and qualifications to meet the needs of businesses,
particularly in the area’s priority growth sectors.
It was noted that post Brexit there was a need to review what
impact there would be on funding and also in relation to the
Combined Authority (CA), the need for all funding pools to be
resolved.
Kim Rowlands advised that any adult education monies which
were currently used by the SFA would be passed to the CA to
utilise.
Agreed that the update be noted.
30/16 Update on Skills Capital Projects
a) Dudley Advance II – Centre for Advanced Building
Technologies
The Board received a presentation on the Centre for Advanced
Building Technologies (CABT). Principally the building works
were progressing, with the hand over anticipated to be
April/May 2017; curriculum development was taking into
account major construction initiatives; Laing O’Rourke,
Construction Industry Training Board, the Very Light Railway
and Midland Metro. It was reported that there was also a
proposal for an Institute of Technology in the black Country and
further dialogue would be undertaken with BIS if this was
approved.
On a question of the age range to be trained at the CABT, the
meeting was advised that it would deal with advanced, higher
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level ie level 3 and above thus supporting school leavers,
apprenticeships and also provide for professional updating.
A question was raised regarding the University of
Wolverhampton’s proposal for a University technology college
and it was confirmed that this was still happening at the Sin
synergy with Springfield Brewery development.
b) Elite Centre
The Board were advised that the vision for the Elite Centre was
of a national centre of excellence.
Other developments being proposed/undertaken were
application had been submitted to planning for a school of
Architecture and the Built Environment and the Elite Centre for
Manufacturing Skills which was supported by the BC LEP with
Dudley College on board as partners. It was noted that Thomas
Vale, Carillion and Redrow were also on board.
It was commented that the vocational element be welcomed as
there was a gap between the use of IT and engineering in the
construction industry as opposed to the manufacturing industry.
It was noted that Accord Housing were seeking to construct a
demonstration house on the site that would link into the Garden
Village agenda, putting quality into design.
The Chairman welcomed the effort to establish the
infrastructure to meet the training needs, thus linking in with
Enterprise Advisers roles in schools. In regard to the
development of construction skills in the Black Country he
suggested that the colleges should link in with West Cumbria
colleges on a construction skills collaboration.
Agreed that the updates be noted.
31/16 Combined Authority and Skills
Productivity & Skills Commission)

–

Update

(including

The Board were advised that the CA had established a
Productivity & Skills Commission to articulate key lines of enquiry
including – collaboration, leadership and management, and work
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ready. The Commission was chaired by Dr Andy Palmer, CEO of
Aston Martin.
The Chairman advised that 16 people had attended the first
meeting the meeting had consider the skills gap for West Midlands
employers and to bridge the gap. They had also been advised that
the GVA gap with the national GVA was 9.6% and the only way to
plug that gap would be through the creation of higher value jobs.
It was asked that the Productivity and Skills Commission but
retained as a standard item on the Agenda.
On a question whether the Advisory Board should seek to
influence, the Chairman advised that himself and Sarah Middleton
were members of the Commission and, as such, would exert their
influence on behalf of the Advisory Board.
Agreed: 1. That the update be noted;
2. That the item become a standing item for the Advisory
Board.
32/16 Actions and Final Remarks
The Chair thanked members for their input and attendance and
stated that his view the FE Area Review and Skills agenda
provided a large agenda to support but also provided a grate
opportunity for the West Midlands with a pool of employers
engaged to communicate their needs with education providers and
the community.
33/16 Date of Next Meeting
It was noted that the next meeting was scheduled to be held on
12th October 2016 at 8.30 am.
34/16 Future Agenda Items
The following items were noted for inclusion on the next Agenda: • Sector Skills Plan – BeActive
• Walsall College Risual IT Academy
Meeting ended at 10.35am.
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Chairman
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Agenda Item 12 a
Update on Black Country Area Review

In September 2015 Nick Boles officially announced Area Reviews and a framework was
published “Reviewing post -16 institutions: guidance on area reviews”. The aim of the
review was to ensure that there are fewer, more resilient, financially sustainable Colleges in
the future.

“To achieve this aim we need strong education and training institutions
which have high status and are genuine centres of expertise. On that basis,
and at a time when we are asking all publicly funded institutions to consider
how they can be more efficient, it is right that we review post-16 provision
in every area. We need to ensure that we have the right balance of
provision, including capacity to deliver three million apprenticeships by
2020.

Within the framework provided, colleges, local authorities, local enterprise
partnerships (LEPs), local employers and others have been encouraged to
work together. These reviews will support collaboration and strengthen local
partnerships, including through the creation of local outcome agreements.
They will help encourage stronger local influence, ahead of future
devolution of adult skills provision, and where combined or lead authorities
already have devolution deals we will expect them to take a leading role.
The outcomes are likely to touch on all colleges. In some cases this may
involve curriculum rationalisation, while in others restructuring is
likely to be needed.”

The Area Review of the Black Country commenced on 29 April. In total, 4 meetings were
scheduled as follows:
•
•
•
•

Steering Group Meeting 1 – An introduction to the process and presentations from
the Local Authorities, LEP
Steering Group Meeting 2 – A review of the curriculum offered across the Black
Country
Steering Group Meeting 3 – A review of estate and resources and initial options
discussions
Steering Group Meeting 4 – A review of the report produced by the Area Review
team and confirmation of the recommendations for each college within the Black
Country
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Each college considered their options and every college wished to remain
independent institutions and collaborate with the other Black Country Colleges.
What does Collaboration of the Black Country Colleges mean?
Within the Black Country there is a long and successful record of colleges working on a
collaborative basis under the branding of Black Country Partnership for learning which was
incorporated as a company limited by guarantee in March 2003. College Principals meet
regularly and an annual calendar includes engagement with a range of stakeholders and
representative bodies including the EFA, SFA, University of Wolverhampton and the AOC.
At each meeting there is provision for Black Country LEP representation. Principals have
also met with all Black Country MPs and examples of work in the past include:•
•
•

Delivery of the ESF Funded project “Skill Up” between 2013 and 2015
EMSI and RCU reports on the sub-region.
Development of the “Engineering Sparkling Talent” collaborative activity in spring 2015.

It is through this group that colleges are able to nominate representatives to the Black
Country LEP Board, Employment & Skills Board, Black Country Consortium, AOC Regional
Committee and the Walsall Principal is regional representative on the West Midlands
Combined Authority providing feedback to the group.
As a mature and well established group this provides a strong framework for engagement
across the Black Country as evidenced at the first Steering Group Meeting for the Area
Review of the Black Country. The offer of David Collins, FE Commissioner for colleges to
actively support the Area Review process has already generated a very positive response
from all Colleges. The purpose of this paper is to provide background to the current position
and the current initiatives.
Current Position
Over the last 12 months there has been an increase in collaboration and activity between
colleges in recognition of the changes to the environment including reductions in public
funding, curriculum, LEP, WMCA and Area Review. Briefly, these activities include:•
•

•
•

•

The introduction of College Chairs/Principals’ meetings to provide strategic overview.
The renaming of the former Black Country Partnership for Learning to Black Country
Colleges as a company limited by guarantee which is wholly owned by the six Colleges
with all Principals being Directors. The Memorandum and Articles of Association have
also been reviewed and extended to provide a vehicle for delivering any activities on
behalf of colleges with particular regard to the provision, delivery and management and
operation of education and associated services.
Commissioning a report on the financial performance of the six colleges through BDO
Stoy Hayward.
RCU report providing a detailed area analysis of provision currently delivered by colleges
informing current and future patterns of learner demand, local economic and skills
priorities and local demographic factors.
A report providing a high level review of Adult Skills provision in Black Country Colleges
undertaken by Kim Thorneywork.
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•
•

The delivery of a programme of CPD shared working and capacity building activities
during the summer term 2016.
The colleges are committed to working collaboratively in addressing key priorities for the
Black Country. Each college is leading on priority areas of work as follows:
Apprenticeships - Led by Sandwell College
High Needs Provision –City of Wolverhampton College
Adult Skills –Dudley College
Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET) –Walsall College
Literacy and Numeracy –Walsall College
Higher Education –Halesowen College
Profile of the Black Country Colleges –King Edward VI College
Shared Services –Halesowen College

The process was described by the FE Commissioner as being the easiest Area Review they
had done as they were not dealing with difficult colleges with poor quality or finance. All
Colleges are ‘Good’ Colleges (Ofsted) and, with the exception of City of Wolverhampton
College, all colleges have good financial health.
The recommendations of the Area Review are to be agreed by each Governing Body and
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Dudley College to remain independent and collaborate
Sandwell College to remain independent and collaborate
Halesowen College and King Edwards Sixth Form are becoming part of an Academy
Trust and would remain independent
Walsall College will seek partnership/merger opportunities with South Staffordshire
College
City of Wolverhampton College to be given a 6 month extension (December 2016) to
consider options around historic debt reduction.
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Careers and Enterprise Programme
Summer Term Report 2016
Project Name
Enterprise Co-ordinator

Careers and Enterprise Company and
Enterprise Company (CEC)
Deniece Gabriel (EC)

Project Summary
The purpose of a local Enterprise Adviser network is to create powerful, lasting connections
between local businesses, schools and colleges in the area. The aim of the partnership and
Enterprise Programme is to
• Develop young people’s employability skills
• Increase Aspiration of young people via contact with inspirational employers
• Share the understanding of the economy, enterprise, personal finance and the structure
of business organisations and how they work on a national and local level.
The Black Country project aims to work with existing organisations such as the Education
Business Partnerships, National Careers Service, Business in the Community & DWP to
target 45 of the regions 85 senior schools to identify, link in and coordinate an Enterprise
Adviser to each school. The project will particularly try to ensure that schools from areas of
higher unemployment are prioritised.
WAVE 1 (Academic Year 15/16)
• Target 46 schools using various deprivation indicators such as FSM, Lowest GCSE results,
EAL and % recorded NEETS.
• Kick start the Enterprise Adviser Network.
• Recruit Enterprise Advisers
• Recruit 3 Enterprise Co-ordinators
WAVE 2 (Autumn Term 2016)
The remaining 37 schools will be approached to join the programme with the aspiration that
ALL schools in the Black Country have an Enterprise Adviser to support them on their
Business and Engagement Strategy.
Milestones
Start Up
Priority Schools Identified
Engage wave 1
Enterprise Advisers 1st Wave recruited
Enterprise Adviser Training/Risk assessments (DBS,
safeguarding, etc.)
Enterprise Advisers Matched with Schools (1st
wave)
Recruit Wave 2of EA’s/Broker Schools
Full Complement of Enterprise Co-ordinators
2 x Black Country Consortium
1 x Wolverhampton Local Authority
Steering Group set up to oversee CEIAG delivery in

Status
Complete
Complete
On going
Complete
On Track/On
going
On Track

Finish
Dec 2015
Dec 2015
July 2016
July 2016
1st Meeting June
2016
July 2016

On Track
Complete

Dec 2016
13 June 2016

Complete

June 2016

the Black Country

Outputs

Enterprise Coordinators
Enterprise
Advisers
Schools

Autumn
Term 2015
(Wave 1)

Spring
Term 2016
(wave 1)

Target
Forecast
Actual
Target
Forecast
Actual

1
1
1
10
10
6

Target
Forecast
Actual

5
5
0

Tasks Delayed
• None
Tasks Planned
Development of CEIAG directory and
Opportunity Page.
Website development

WAVE 2
Autumn
Term
2016
3
3
3
38
20

Total

1
1
1
10
15
0

Summer
Term
2016
(Wave 1)
1
1
1
25
20
11

15
10
6

20
20
14

43
20

83
55

(3 withdrawn)

In progress
To be developed

Develop local comms with LEP

In progress

Launch Event of the EAN Network

October 2016

Organise local network events with EA’s,
October 2016
Industry and Schools
Black Country Bid for CEIAG activity within
To be developed
the community
Key Project Risks and Issues
Risk
EA’s fail to achieve strategic and objective goals
Risk
Turnover of Enterprise Advisers
Risk
Continuous pipeline of EA’s
Risk
Sustainability/Legacy
Issue
Non engagement of Schools
Deniece Gabriel
Enterprise Co-ordinator
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Summer Term 2016

3
3
3
83
75
17

Careers and Enterprise Dashboard Sept 2016
Research shows that when young people have greater exposure to employers whilst at school they achieve better outcomes.
In Wave 1 of the programme, 45 were invited to join the Enterprise Adviser Network (EAN). These schools were targeted using various
deprivation indicators such as FSM, lowest GCSE Results, EAL and % Recorded NEETS. Out of the 45 schools in wave 1, 22 schools have
expressed and interest or signed up to the programme.
In Wave 2, the offer has been extended to 79 schools with a view to include all schools in the Black Country ( total 102 schools) following
development of the SEND engagement strategy for schools. 2 additional Enterprise Coordinators (3 total) have been recruited to help us
realise our vision - all schools to have an allocated Enterprise Adviser for Local Industry.
Wave 2 - All Schools

Target Schools by Local
Authority

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Dudley
28
23
Dudley

Sandwell

Walsall

Target

Wolverhampton

65
60
55
50

Wolverhampton

Actual Sept 16

Target No. of
Enterprise
Advisers with
MOU's
No of matched
school / Adviser
(Actual)

45
40

70

65

60
50

45

40
30

30

MOUs - Advisers
(Actual)

20
10

6

EOI - Advisers
(Actual)

0
Jan

Jun

Sept

Dec-16

Mar-17

Jun-17

50

55

MOUS - Schools
(Actual)

20

EOI - Schools
(Actual)

10

6

0
Jan

Jun

Target No. of
Schools with
MOU
No of matched
school / Adviser
(Actual)

30

10
10

Walsall

21

2016-17 Forecast Vs Actuals - Schools

70
60

Sandwell

Total

2016-17 Forecast vs Actuals - Enterprise Advisers

30

30

Sept

Dec-16

Mar-17

Jun-17

Aug-17

Aug-17

Careers & Enterprise Company - Enterprise Adviser Network Dashboard 16-17 V6.0

Officer: Colin Parker

Source Data: Skills Factory/careers and enterprise/pr Status Reports (Confidential - not fo

or public review)
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
COMPETITIVENESS THEME ADVISORY BOARD
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 9:00am on
6 July 2016 at Business Solutions Centre, Wolverhampton
Science Park, Wolverhampton
th

Present:
Paul Brown – LEP Board (Chair);
Andy Cox – LEP Board
Paul Nicol – SIMCO
Cllr John Reynolds – Wolverhampton CC;
John Wood – Liberty
In Attendance:
Gary Dimmock – University of Wolverhampton
Sarah Middleton - Black Country Consortium
Christine Hamilton – UKTI
Steve Havins – UKTI
Julie Haywood – Housing
Keren Jones – Wolverhampton City Council
Wayne Langford - Black Country Consortium
Apologies
Cllr Kurshid Ahmed, Marc Fleetham, Richard Halstead, Michael
Mychajluk, Steve Parker and John Poole.
16/16 Welcome and introductions/role and the purpose of the Board
The Chair welcomed everybody to the meeting and members
introduced themselves.
Wayne Langford advised that DM been approved for £125k per
year. He stated that there was work to undertaken around the
service and that it was run by Dave Shepherd of Marketing
Birmingham. He advised that an update would be presented to the
next meeting.
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17/16 Minutes of the Meeting held on 24th March 2016 and Matters
Arising
The minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 2nd December
were circulated.
Views were sought on Brexit.
John Wood advised that the exchange rate was good news for
exporters and that it should be looked at as a positive. There
would be increased costs for importers, uncertainty may deter
some companies from investment and some companies were
likely to relocate.
Christine Hamilton stated that several people she had
communicated were looking at the result as an opportunity and it
did represent good news for exports.
Andy Cox advised that he had received larger order from and
Italian company post Brexit because of the change to the
exchange rate.
Julie Heywood commented on community tensions and advised
eastern Europeans had been targeted because of housing. Keren
Jones stated that she had been advised of tensions in schools
between children and Andy Cox commented acknowledged that
there were current tensions but he felt it would calm down.
Agreed: –
1) That the Brexit views be noted; and
2) That the minutes of the meeting held on 2nd December be
received and confirmed as a correct record.
18/16 Black Country Super SEP, SEP and Combined Authority
Update
Sarah Middleton updated the Board on the Black Country Strategic
Economic Plan (SEP) and stated that it provided a refresh on the
economic plan with a Delivery Plan to include a pipeline of
propositions. In regard to areas around the competitiveness
agenda, she advised that: • renewal of existing industrial land locations was being
undertaken;
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• there was a programme of uplift for existing businesses in a
poor location, “grot spot”;
• interventions were being undertaken to drive a dynamic
business base to include marketing position of produce;
• LGF3 funding – pitch for £120 million being made to
Ministerial Challenge session;
• West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)Super SEP
being developed across 3 LEP geography – the Chair
requested that Members be sent a link to the WMCA Super
SEP. Sarah Middleton advised that the Super SEP had a
significant focus on job growth including £504,000 from LGF
and £49,000 from the WMCA budget to improve workforce
skills.
• She advised that the WMCA had been formally vested and
that there were nine portfolios: - Strategic Lead, Health and
Wellbeing, Economic Growth, Public Service Reform, Skills
and Productivity, Housing and Land, non-constituent lead for
Finance and Investments and Midlands Engine, with a LEP
lead identified.
On a question on actions the Advisory Board may need to
undertake Sarah Middleton advised that a report would be
submitted to the next meeting advising of the key themes of the
Advisory Board linked to WMCA, to include the propositions, the
UKTI plan and the Innovation Audit.
The Chair commented on the complexity of the eleven LEPs,
devolution and Brexit and stated that there was a need to move
forward. Sarah Middleton stated that it was necessary to consider
what elements were important to the BC, gather more intelligence
and extract items of relevance. She stated that there was an
ambition to create a “growth company” premised on working more
collectively, thus Marketing Birmingham were now operating
across the WMCA geography.
John Wood asked if the change in political leadership had changed
any of the focus of the WMCA and was advised it had not.
The Chair concluded that the Government were driving devolution
and that LEPs needed to move forward with the Midlands Engine
agenda.
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Agreed: 1) That the update be noted; and
2) That Members be sent the web page links detailed above.
19/16 HVM City Update
Wayne Langford advised that the site was live – hvmcity.co.uk –
but still being tested for constructive criticism. He took Members
through the site highlighting the 13 separate tiles with 3 currently
animated – health, rail and automotive.
He stated that the ambition was to have 10,000 Black Country
businesses registered within a year and ultimately to aim for 1520,000 businesses to be registered.
It was queried how easy it was to get on to the site as the public
sector project requirement of Building Information Modelling (BIM)
was not easy to achieve for a small company and how much
registration would cost. Wayne Langford advised that there was
support through the site for businesses to become BIM proficient
and that to register would be free. He added that it was only
available to BC businesses.
A query was raised regarding any “hidden preferences” built into
system, that is a default suppliers list and it was agreed to cross
reference this with the developers.
The Chair queried who maintained the site and was advised that it
was the four BC local authorities but that ongoing maintenance
and future development of the site did need to be funded
Agreed: (1) That the Board note the update; and
(2) That officers investigate and report back on whether “hidden
preferences” had been installed in the program.
20/16 MIPIM
Wayne Langford introduced the item and stated that he would
circulate the evaluation report to Advisory Board members when
complete.
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He advised that the annual MIPIM would be held in October and
BC LEP and Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP were working
through Marketing Birmingham to pull partners together. Currently
150 businesses had confirmed involvement.
Agreed: 1)
that the Board note the update; and
2)
that the MIPIM evaluation report be circulated to
Members.
21/16 Midlands Engine Pitchbooks
The meeting was advised that currently the Midlands Engine had a
total value of £14.4 million, which was supporting 40 projects. On a
question from the Chair, Wayne Langford advised that BC
opportunities would link in the HVM City site.
Agreed that the update be noted.
22/16 Hub/Business Support
Dashboards and Outputs

–

Workplan

development

–

Keren Jones provided an update to the Board and highlighted|: • Need to improve CRM and tracking mechanisms;
• Eco-system – need better CRM as currently underwrite it
ourselves;
• Development of the HVM City project into the Business
Growth Hub;
• A University post has been seconded in to the Team;
• 3 Growth Hubs – view needed at local level/;
• Contractual and collaboration agreements in place.
Sarah Middleton advised that the key challenge with four service
level agreements was to show what was being purchased and its
impact. She highlighted that the dashboards needed to show
added value.
On a question whether Sandwell MBC had it’s own HUB, Keren
Jones advised this was dealt with by her and Wayne and thus
Sandwell delivered the same support.
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Agreed: 1) That the business plan be completed and the draft
dashboard be circulated to Advisory Board members by the
end of August 2016, for comment; and
2) That the revised business plan be submitted to the next
meeting.
23/16 Strategic Business Engagement
Paul Nicol presented the repot and highlighted the action plan for
the Ecosystem. He circulated the report and asked for feedback to
made to himself. It was suggested that a small number of
companies be approached initially. He advised that the if the
initiative was not to be launched before the next meeting it could
be launched at MIPIM in October.
Andy Cox queried the methodology to pick up smaller companies
and Paul Nicols advised that smaller companies would be pulled
along. John Wood advised that a good start would be the Business
Champions group based in Wolverhampton. He suggested that the
report could be presented and talked through there, with their next
meeting being scheduled for September and the Chairman being
Phil Barnett.
Sarah Middleton referenced the need to tackle GVA per head and
develop a mechanism where the successes could be understood
and consideration of how the supply chain could grow. It was
noted that Keren Jones would liaise with Paul Nicols in regard to
measuring success.
It was queried what value Growth HUB navigators added and the
meeting was advised that they navigated businesses through what
support products were available and noted that continuity was key
to the role.
Agreed
1) That Paul Nicols and Wayne Langford attend the next meeting
of the Wolverhampton Business Champions Group on 14th
September 2016; and
2) That the outcome be reported to the next meeting of the
Advisory Board.
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24/16 Innovation
Garry Dimmock presented this item and agreed to circulate the
slides to the Advisory Board. He stated that the report was to make
Members aware of what existed as public/private innovation and
the links available. He referenced the IPSS Programme to assist
businesses but stated that contract approval was required;
referenced Smart Concept Funds, which was awaited feedback;
and highlighted the establishment of the Brownfield Research and
Innovation Centre at the Springfield Brewery site. He stated that if
these initiatives were not happening they would still want
companies to act innovatively.
The Chairman queried how companies were approached and
Sarah Middleton advised of the Innovation Audit being undertaken
in August across the eleven LEPs. She stated that the Advisory
Board needed to understand the Innovation Audit in line with a
sector relevance and stated that Pam Woodall could do an update
for the Board.
Agreed: 1) That the Innovation Presentation slides be circulated to the
Board;
2) That the update be noted; and
3) That “Pam Woodall” submit the Innovation Audit update to the
Board.
25/16 UKTI Update report
Christine Hamilton stated that post Brexit, whilst it was
acknowledged that Britain was a good place to do business many
projects had stalled. She stated that the aim of UKTI was to create
100,000 more exporters by 2020.
Sarah Middleton stated that this represented a challenge for the
Black Country, as currently 40% of identified strategic companies
in the area did not export. The Chairman asked that an analysis of
exporting and non-exporting companies be submitted to the next
meeting.
It was noted that an extra resource to assist the development of
trade external to the EU would assist. The meeting was advised
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that currently UKTI had a 10% reduction in spending in 2016 and
2017 and that the number of advisers had reduced from 7 to 5.

Andy Cox commented that the Midlands Engine seemed to be the
correct model and that Brexit should now be viewed as an
opportunity.
Steve Havins referenced European Regional Development Fund
and stated that the Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) had appointed Coventry University to align
funding through the Chamber of Commerce.
The Midlands Engine timetable of trade visits to North America,
China, India and the Middle East were noted. It was suggested
that the flyers for these visits could be sent out with the next
agenda.
Agreed: 1) That the UKTI update report be noted: and
2) That details of the forthcoming trade visits be circulated to BC
companies.
26/16 Access to Finance
The Chair Advised he was on the Investment Board of the
Midlands Engine and there was a £250 million pot to cover eleven
LEP areas. He stated that they were aware of the West Midlands
Super Output Areas and that funds would be circulated in
January/February 2017, with grants available for small businesses
to a maximum of £25,000, available at the ned of this year.
He advised that British Business Banking (BBB) had legacy
funding from the European Investment Bank and that he was
impressed by the BBB.
Agreed that the report be noted.
27/16 LEP Communications Strategy
Sarah Middleton presented the LEP Communications dashboards
for information.
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Agreed that the dashboards be noted.
28/16 Employment and Skills Board – Update on Enterprise
Programme
Deniece Gabriel presented the report. Sarah Middleton highlighted
that the Business Champions worked with local schools and stated
that there was an increased focus in Wolverhampton. For the next
meeting she advised that information was required on Black
Country schools who were involved with the Enterprise
Programme, details of which businesses had engaged with these
schools and details of the schools’ OFSTED performance.
It was noted that there was a need to investigate how many work
experience opportunities local businesses were providing and in
regard to the Apprenticeship levy, how apprenticeship openings
could be used to attract business advisers.
Agreed that a report be submitted to the next meeting of the
Advisory Board on the terms outlined above.
29/16 Any Other Business
a) SMST Benchmark Tool – Wayne Langford advised that they
would be invited to the next meeting.
b) Strategic Innovation Audit - Pam Woodall to report to the next
meeting.
c) UKTI – additional work to be undertaken with the LEP Board
Lead Member for exports, Andy Cox, and report back to the
next meeting.
30/16 Future Meetings
2nd November 2016 at 8.30am

Meeting ended at 10.40am.
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Agenda Item 14

BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
PLACE MAKING AND LAND THEME ADVISORY BOARD
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 8.30am on
23 June 2016 at National Metalforming Centre,
47 Birmingham Road, West Bromwich
rd

Present:
Chris Handy – Chair;
Neil Baxter - Keepmoat
Tim McKee – Dunton Environmental
Mark S Robinson - Carillion
Georgia Stokes – Birmingham and Black Country Local Nature
Partnership
In Attendance:
Simon Tranter – Walsall MBC
Sarah Middleton, Wayne Langford, Andrew Stott, Chris Styche and
Hywel Ruddick – Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Marianne Paige – Wolverhampton City Council, on behalf of Stuart
Everton – Black Country Director of Transport;
Apologies: Cllr Paul Moore, Simon Eastwood, Stuart Everton,
Gary Fulford, James Hill, Barbara King, Simon Neilson, Steve
Parker, Matthew Rhodes and Tom Westley.
21/16 Welcome and Introductions
Chris Handy welcomed members and attendees introduced
themselves.
22/16 Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 21st April 2016 were circulated.
It was noted that Minute12/6 Minutes should be amended to read:
- “That the minutes of the meeting held on 15th February 2016…”
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The meeting was advised that Minute No. 13/6 The Black
Country Strategic Economic Plan – Proposition Development
– Black Country Blue Network, had passed the outline application
stage and would now proceed to the full bidding stage with a
deadline of 29 July 2016 to submit the full bid.
With reference to Minute 14/6, Black Country Brownfield Centre
of Excellence, it was noted that the Brownfield Centre of
Excellence “Collaboratorium” would be held on 28th June 2016 at
the University of Wolverhampton. A report on the event would be
submitted to the next meeting.
Agreed: 1) that the minutes of the meeting held on 21st April 2016,
subject to the amendment detailed above, be received and
confirmed as a correct record; and
2) that the updates on Minute 13/6 Black Country Blue Network
bid, proceeding to full bidding stage and Minute 14/16 Black
Country Brownfield Centre of Excellence, be noted.
23/16 Environmental Asset
The Advisory Board received a presentation on the Environmental
Asset. Andrew Stott advised that: • 12 indicators were used to map the quality of the
environment – looking at land, demographics and population.
• The Asset was undertaken over the 30 identified towns in the
Black Country;
• All of the Black Country had been spatially mapped and
areas of land assigned for different uses;
• The full Environment Asset report, which included medium
and long term targets would be distributed to Members
following the meeting.
• The aim was to produce a quality environment for the Black
Country and a number of technical studies would underpin
the core strategy.
• Additional work was required in planning terms and from a
planning point of view it was asked what was termed “good
land”. The meeting was advised that the Environmental
Asset was by its nature an environmental view of land and
there was a need to use the information to drive a pipeline of
projects.
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• Reference was made to Sites of Nature Conservation
(SINCs) and Sites of Local Importance to Nature
Conservation (SLINCs) – which had a measurement for how
people could access green open space within 300 metres of
their home. It was noted that for some sites within the Black
Country this was not achievable.
• It was suggested that the information provided would also
benefit from including a slide with an overlay of house prices.
• It was suggested that there was merit in providing the
information as it stood some 20-30 years ago and a future
projection, to include potential new housing developments.
Georgia Stokes advised that she would ask for attendance from
the Black Country Nature Improvement Area (NIA) to present at
the next place group meeting on the ecological strategy, links to
IMDB and opportunities for improvement/development.
Andrew Stott advised that the next step was to provide a pipeline
of projects to include details of available funding, that developers
could incorporate in their plans. The meeting was advised that the
challenge was to create an affordable menu of things that would
not put developers off. There was a need to consider a balance
between a public and private blend of developments.
Georgia Stokes suggested a workshop be held to consider a
public/voluntary sector focus and the Chair advised that this would
still need to synthesise with private developers.
Additional matters to consider for the pipeline for projects
included:• Project Office were looking for multiple outcomes.
• Better to identify a gap in the market which would attract
funding
• Environmental Impact to be added into pipeline
• Need to consider the quality of the environment not just build
houses
• Open space maintenance – not cutting grass verges would
deliver greater bio-diversity
• Noted that DEFRA had delivered their own plan but that the
interpretation of land values was more subtle
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• Whilst some funding was available from existing budgets
there was a need to consider how the Advisory Board could
influence it being used in other ways.
• Encouragement for developers to build in green space to
their proposals.
The Chair stated that there was a need to excite the local
population around the Garden City agenda, through a
photographic competition of the natural assets or legacy assets ie
buildings.
It was suggested that the next Agenda include, the BC delivery
plan, outlining the ambitions and including any available funding
streams.
Andrew Stott asked that any further comments, following the
circulation of the full document be submitted through to him.
Agreed: 1)
2)

3)

That the contents of the presentation be noted;
That the NIA be invited present at the next place group
meeting on the ecological strategy, links to IMDB and
opportunities for improvement/development; and
That further comments be submitted via the Black Country
Consortium Ltd.

24/16 MADE
Sarah Middleton gave an update on MADE and the work they were
doing on how to link in with developers.
The Chair advised that speed was required and that there was a
need to link in with the Garden City principles, thus there was a
need to show what happens.
Agreed that an update on MADE be submitted to the next
meeting.
25/16 Black Country Broadband Dashboard
The report and dashboard were submitted and the meeting was
advised that there were areas which fell outside of the European
Union funded premises programme. However, as a result of the
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investment, when a property signed up to broadband, the project
received a repayment, which enabled the redeployment of
investment. The plan was currently ahead of schedule and there
was a plan to complete the remaining areas.
Wayne Langford stated that one of the key outcomes of the Smart
City agenda was the digital roll out and it was noted that whilst
take up was currently poor, it was improving. He advised that there
would soon be 97% coverage across the Black Country and that
the Minister supported the Black Country to be the first to deliver.
The Chair stated that there should be an information campaign to
encourage take up.
Agreed that the update be noted.
26/16 Smart City Strategy
The Chair, in the absence of Ric Bravery, gave a brief update on
the Smart City Strategy and highlighted: • A workshop had been held at the University of
Wolverhampton Science Park on 17 May which was well
attended. It provided an outline of work undertaken so far, an
opportunity for networking between interested people and
organisations, plus some project ideas to take forward;
• A virtual ‘working group’ had been established following the
workshop and further drafts of the Smart City Strategy and
Project Pipeline have been issued for comment; and
• The next stages would be to have a meeting of the working
group to discuss finalising the Strategy and developing the
project pipeline further.
He advised that the Smart City Strategy would be brought back to
a future meeting for recommending approval to the Board. He
stated that the Digital Strategy was looking ten years ahead and
there was a need to finalise the strategy and project pipeline, so
that projects were available when funding was identified.
The Chair noted that the Smart City Strategy should include the
“Healthy Towns” aspect, plus the environmental agenda of
designing healthy living. He suggested that public health teams
should be involved and Sarah Middleton advised that the BeActive
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Team should be involved, as they undertook projects around the
Health and Wellbeing Agenda.
It was noted that Wayne Langford and James Connelly could
action this element and link in with HVM City.
The Chair referenced activity undertaken at in Wolverhampton, the
Springfield Brewery site and noted that it was 18 months to two
years from completion.
Wayne Langford stated that there was a need to have a
demonstrator estate and that a report of a future meeting could be
how to link in the Smart City agenda, with Housing Development in
the Future.
Agreed: 1) that the update be noted;
2) that a report on Housing Development in the future be
submitted to the next meeting.
27/16 Combined Authority and Strategic Economic Plan – Verbal
Update
Sarah Middleton provided an update and detailed: • The WMCA had been vested and the AGM would be held in
the week commencing 27th June 2016, where it was
envisaged the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) would be
formally adopted;
• Members would be sent a link to the SEP, once formally
adopted;
• Post the EU Referendum there would be further devolution
deals and the Land Commission was relevant to the Place
agenda, which was led by Paul Marcus.
• Portfolios had not yet been allocated to include Land,
Housing and Transport, but would be politically led until the
appointment of the Mayor in May 2017;
• In regard to a question on where brownfield land would sit,
the meeting was advised that under the Black Country
Delivery Plan, this came under Land Reclamation. The
meeting was also advised that a bid for further monies to top
up the BC investment was nearly ready for submission.
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Simon Tranter advised that there was a need to keep close links
with Finance Birmingham, as there could be further monies that
the Black Country could bid into.
Agreed that the Advisory Board note the update.

28/16 Black Country Transport including Midlands Connect
Marianne Paige detailed that a Cycling and Walking Strategy was
currently being developed, similar to the Birmingham Cycle
Revolution, and would link into the Garden City proposals and
other key strategies. The Chair highlighted a scheme where “cycle
garages” had been incorporated thus providing a “door to door”
journey and suggested the Strategy should include something
similar. It was noted that a similar scheme was in operation at
Birmingham Airport. Marianne Paige advised that this was
included in the strategy.
Agreed that Advisory Board note the update.
29/16 West Midlands Interchange – Stage 1 Consultation
Marianne Paige advised that whilst the site at Four Ashes was
outside the Black Country environs, it was strategically significant.
She stated that the Department for Transport had a national
strategy for freight and that the site was off junction 12 of the M6.
She highlighted that the Stage 1 consultation document detailed 2
options for the site; that it was envisaged there would be ten trains
per day and that the document listed the key benefits which would
benefit the West Midlands economy.
There was general support for the proposal and consensus that it
would benefit the region. It was suggested that colleagues across
the North West region’s LEPs may wish to support such a scheme.
Sarah Middleton advised the meeting that Transport remained a
standing item on the Agenda and stated that Stuart Everton was
developing a pipeline of projects that could be implemented should
funding become available.
Agreed: -
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1) That the West Midlands Interchange Stage 1 consultation
document be noted; and
2) That the document be circulated to the North West region’s
LEP Boards to enable them to feed into the consultation
process.

30/16 MIPIM
Wayne Langford gave an update on the outcome of MIPIM 2016,
to include: • The first company to move to the Black Country as a result of
MIPIM had relocated to Wolverhampton – Countryside
Properties.
• Energy Infrastructure – KPMG and GVA had advised that it
was a challenging site and they had been asked how they
would tackle it.
• UKTI had worked on the MIPIM stand;
• A future LEP Board meeting would be held at the Olympic
Village and there was potential to extend the invitation to
senior officers.
In regard to MIPIM 2017, he advised that eleven LEPs were
involved, including input from Marketing Birmingham and Derby,
that the pavilion would be 200 square metres; the combined
marketing budget would be £600,000, with the aim of levering in
other partnership budgets, as well as seeking sponsorship.
Agreed that the update be noted.
31/16 Place Pipeline Development
Simon Tranter advised that the officers Place group had discussed
the development of a pipeline of projects. He stated that they were
pulling together sites into a core strategy, which was subject to
independent appraisal by Thomas Lister, Chartered Surveyors, to
gauge the market view.
He advised that there were physical challenges with many of the
sites, such as land remediation, thus they needed the true costs of
bringing sites forward to inform funding bids. Work was being
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done, in conjunction with UKTI, on how to present sites to the
market.
He advised that future meetings would focus on: • Work around the geography to include regeneration
corridors; transport priorities and linking in with employment
land.
• Housing land and the Garden City agenda, informing future
funding bids, so that the Black Country was in a position to
benefit from future funding streams.
• Prudential borrowing being used to grow existing businesses
and attract new businesses to create employment
opportunities for local people.
• Programming pipeline projects in to different timescales such
as 2-3 years, 5 years and 10 years plus, to allocate against
potential funding streams.
Sarah Middleton stated that the delivery plan would need to reflect
timelines and that the challenge was how to present this to an
outside audience, thus the need for private sector influence, such
as KPMG knowledge on financial investment.
Simon Tranter referred to the housing point of view and stated that
a Sub-group existed who considered the Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA) world, marrying up opportunities for HCA funding.
The Chair advised that the development of the Garden City
proposal had been a collective approach and it was noted that
there was a need to identify the next steps and progress needed to
be reported back to the Advisory Board.
In regard to promoting and developing sites the following
comments were made: • Marketing sites needed to include transport links, Metro
extension, better schools and environmental information for
potential developers.
• Oldbury had land available but there was a need to
understand why developers had not taken up opportunities ie
perceptions of the area.
• Smaller sites were not always attractive to developers but if
they could be parcelled up together to create attractive
packages for investment.
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• The Advisory Board and wider LEP could shape
programmes but were not the experts and were open to
good ideas.
Neil Baxter stated that the bottom line for a developer was the
need to make a profit thus investors for private rented
developments need to consider the potential return. Whilst he
acknowledged that there were homes for sale the big issue was
the social rented sector and the Chair advised that this needed to
be corrected.
Neil Baxter added that the extra care housing market was
expanding with an aging population. It was noted that there was a
social care crisis across the country and whilst it was noted that
there was funding for land remediation, there was a further
opportunity to develop a strategy that favoured other
developments rather than properties being built solely for sale.
The Chair commented that in the early stages developers could be
assisted with the viability of areas and then advised in the future
when transport and other infrastructure developments were likely
to increase land values. It was noted that there was a need to
“blend” developments of high value and low value stock, so that
there was a reasonable return across the piece.
Simon Tranter advised that there were continuous conversations
with developers and that the planning process required
streamlining. The next stage was to work with landowners and
through compulsory purchase orders to assemble a portfolio of
viable sites.
It was noted that there was a need to revisit the delivery plan and
dashboards to provide a more sophisticated private sector view. If
there was a need for a developer to have a minimum 5% profit,
then a scheme could be worked through with the profit incentive as
the starting point.
Agreed that the officers incorporate the views of the Advisory
Board into the Place Pipeline Development.
32/16 HVM City
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Wayne Langford presented the live site hvmcity.co.uk; showed
examples of the interactive tool to include health, automotive, rail
and advised that 9 of the 13 tiles remained to be animated; he
stated that commercial sponsorship was being sought; and
concluded that it was the first interactive local infrastructure
investment tool in the country.
Martin S. Robinson advised that Carillion were using the virtual
hospital web pages and were in discussion regarding the virtual
rail station. He stated that the site was working and being used.
Agreed that the update be noted.
33/16 Conclusion and Next Steps
Chris Handy advised that there was a lot of work and activity
ongoing in a range of areas providing momentum to the Black
Country economy.
34/16 Any Other Business
Black Country Geopark
Andrew Stott advised that UNESCO scrutineers from Finland and
China were visiting the Black Country between the 20th – 24th June
to assess the Black Country Global Geopark Project. The project
linked 45 sites of natural and cultural heritage importance across
the region to tell a Black Country landscape story. If successful,
the Black Country Geopark would be the world’s first urban
Geopark. He stated that, if UNESCO status was achieved, it was
likely that it would increase the Black Country’s visitor economy,
which in 2015 was valued at £944 million, by increasing annual
income and investment to the region.
Brownfield Research and Innovation Centre (BRIC)
Andrew Stott advised that the University of Wolverhampton had
submitted an outline European Regional Development Fund bid for
a total project cost of £3 million, which represented 50% funding.
The bid was to develop a portion of the Springfield Brewery site for
the BRIC.
35/16 Date of Next Meeting
11

It was noted that the next meeting would be on 14th September
2016 at 8.30am, at the National Metalforming Centre.
Meeting ended at 10.40 am.
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BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE – 7 September 2016
PROPOSED DECISIONS – Decisions set out below cannot be implemented until 5 clear

working days after publication of this notice which is 15
2.

16/0040

Notes of Previous Meeting held on
22 June 2016

September 2016

It was resolved that:
The notes of the meeting held on 22 June
2016 be confirmed as a true record.

3.

Matters Arising from the notes of the
previous meeting

None.

4.

Declarations of Interest

None.

5.

Local Government (Access to
Information) Act, 1985 (as amended):
To agree that the public be excluded
from the private session during
consideration of the agenda items
indicated for the reasons shown on the
agenda.

There are no items to be considered in
private session.

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
A4101 High Street, Pensnett
Strategic Access Improvement
Scheme – Grant Agreement approval
– Stuart Everton

It was resolved that the BCJC:

6.

7.

16/0041

16/0042

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Wolverhampton Civic Hall and Grand
Theatre (Growing the City Centre
Cultural and Business Events Offer)
– Approval to Amend the existing
Grant Agreement – Tim Johnson

2.1

Approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to a Grant Agreement with
Dudley Council for £3.8million of preallocated Local Growth Fund (LGF)
elements of the A4101 Pensnett High
Street, transport scheme with delivery
to commence in the 2016/17 financial
year.

2.2

Note the changes to the milestones and
outputs of the A4101 Pensnett High
Street scheme since it was conditionally
approved by the Joint Committee in
November 2015.

2.3

Note that the conditions associated
with that approval have been fulfilled.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

That the
approval to
Agreement
Council for

Joint Committee grants
amend the existing Grant
with Wolverhampton City
the Wolverhampton Civic

BCJC – 7-9-16
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Hall & Grand Theatre project to reflect
the recent cashflow changes.

8.

16/0043

Black Country Collaboration
Agreement – Request to recommend
changes to the Member Authorities
and the Black Country Consortium
Ltd and approval for a funding
submission into the West Midlands
Combined Authority – Simon Neilson

2.2

That the Joint Committee grants
approval to transfer £1.64m from the
2016/17 LGF grant allocation into
2017/18.

2.3

The Joint Committee are asked to note
that the total LGF grant allocation
awarded to the project remains the
same at £7.0m and that LGF grant
award runs from 2015/16 – 2017/18.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1 That the Joint Committee recommends
to the Black Country Consortium
Limited and the Cabinets of Walsall
Council, Dudley Council, Sandwell
Council and Wolverhampton City
Council that the following changes are
approved for inclusion through a Deed
of Variation to the existing Black
Country Executive Joint Committee City
Deal & Growth Deal Collaboration
Agreement:
2.1.1 That the Joint Committee be
delegated further powers from
each Councils Cabinet to enable
it to make decisions relating to
funding applications into and
funding received through or from
the West Midlands Combined
Authority, and the scope of the
Collaboration Agreement is
widened to include this by
amending the current Annex A Terms of Reference; Functions
of Black Country Executive Joint
Committee, as revised and
included as Attachment 1 to
this report.
2.1.2 That all references to the City
Deal
and
Growth
Deal
throughout the Collaboration
Agreement are amended to: City
Deal,
Growth
Deal
and
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Combined Authority.
2.1.3 That the following description of
the Combined Authority is
added to section 1 (Definitions)
part
of
the
Collaboration
Agreement
as
follows:
Combined Authority means
the West Midlands Combined
Authority and its successors.
2.2

9.

10.

16/0044

16/0045

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Approval of Resources for
Programme Management,
Development and Support – Simon
Neilson

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Wharf Approach, Aldridge – Site
Investigation – Simon Neilson

That the Joint Committee grants
approval for a Black Country application
into the Combined Authority’s Land
Remediation Fund, based upon its
current priority projects pipeline to be
submitted at the earliest opportunity.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

Approves the widening of the use of
LGF funding by the four Black Country
Councils and the Black Country
Consortium as approved by the Joint
Committee on the 9 March 2016, within
the limits set out in table 3.1.1, to
include all costs associated with the
development and submission of
projects,
programmes
and
bid
submissions to all available funding
sources, in addition to the current LGF
programme.

2.2

Notes that each Local Authority and the
Black Country Consortium will be
required to identify revenue funding to
under-write claimed costs for activity
where a project has not achieved full
approval status. If no asset results from
the development work carried out, then
these costs will become abortive
revenue expenditure.
These costs
would then need to be funded by the
employing entity.

It was resolved that the BCJC:
grant approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
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to a Grant Agreement with Horton Estates
to the value of £16,300 to deliver the Local
Growth Fund (LGF) funded elements of
Wharf Approach, Aldridge Site Investigation
– with delivery to commence in the 2016/17
financial year.
11.

12.

13.

14.

16/0046

16/0047

16/0048

16/0049

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Bourne Street, Coseley – Site
Investigation – Alan Lunt

It was resolved that the BCJC:

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Halesowen College, Creation of
Access Centre for HE – Grant
Agreement Approval – Alan Lunt

It was resolved that the BCJC:

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Dudley College, Specialist
Equipment for HVM Sector – Grant
Agreement Approval – Alan Lunt

It was resolved that the BCJC:

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Accessing Growth – A459 Dudley
Road/Coombs Road, Halesowen,
junction improvement – Approval to
Amend the Existing Accessing
Growth Grant Agreement – Stuart
Everton

An Amendment to the report was
requested by Stuart Everton and Alan
Lunt as the figure contained in the report
recommendation for the value of the Grant
Agreement was incorrect.
The report
recommendation should read “to the
value of £180,000”.

grants approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
to a Grant Agreement with Idea Estate Ltd,
Dudley to the maximum value of £63,565
to deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF)
funded elements of Bourne Street, Coseley
Site Investigation – with delivery to
commence in the 2016/17 financial year.

grants approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
to a Grant Agreement with Halesowen
College to the value of £700,000 to deliver
the Local Growth Fund (LGF) funded
elements of Halesowen College, Creation of
Access Centre for HE project – with delivery
to commence in the 2016/17 financial year.

grants approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
to a Grant Agreement with Dudley College
to the value of £104,400 to deliver the Local
Growth Fund (LGF) funded elements of
Dudley College, Specialist Equipment for
HVM Sector project – with delivery to
commence in the 2016/17 financial year.
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It was resolved that the BCJC:

15.

16.

16/0050

16/0051

2.1

grants approval for the Accountable
Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall
Council) to proceed to amending the
existing Grant Agreement with Dudley
MBC to the value of £180,000 to
deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF)
funded elements of the Accessing
Growth - A459 Dudley Road/Coombs
Road, Halesowen - Junction
Improvement .
Whilst delivery of the scheme is
planned to commence in the 2016/17
financial year, the commitment
contained within this report is for
2017/18 project spend.

2.2

The Joint Committee are asked to note
that the above amendment is in
addition to the LGF grant allocation for
delivery in 2016/17 awarded to the
project by the Advisory Board on the
25th February 2016 and the Joint
Committee on the 20th April 2016.

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Dudley Brownfield Land
Improvement Programme – Phase 1
– Grant Agreement Approval – Alan
Lunt

It was resolved that the BCJC:

Black Country Local Growth Deal –
Pensnett Estate Extension
Development – Grant Agreement
Approval – Alan Lunt

It was resolved that the BCJC:

grants approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
to a Grant Agreement with Dudley MBC to
the value of £2,846,204 to deliver the Local
Growth Fund (LGF) funded elements of the
Dudley Brownfield Land Improvement
Programme project – with delivery to
commence in the 2016/17 financial year to
include any terms and conditions approved
by the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
and the Advisory Board to the Joint
Committee.

grants approval for the Accountable Body for
the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed
to a Grant Agreement with London and
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Cambridge Properties Ltd to the value of
£1,605,226 to deliver the Local Growth Fund
(LGF) funded elements of the Pensnett
Estate Extension Development project – with
delivery to commence in the 2016/17
financial year to include any terms and
conditions approved by the Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) and the Advisory Board to
the Joint Committee.

Date of future meetings
 Wednesday 23 November 2016, 11.15am at Walsall MBC
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Agenda Item 16
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
19th September 2016
Black Country LEP Communications report for August 2016.

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of LEP communications activity and its
impact in August 2016.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes this report.

3. 1 Communications report
Focus of activity
• Review of Communication Channels
• Redesign and rewrite of BC LEP website
• July E-newsletter
• BC LEP Cloud based ‘Private’ file sharing system
• WMCA Mayoral Consultation
• WMCA Identity Proposition
Marketing & Communications Review
A review of MarComms procedures and collateral has been undertaken including Internal
communications as well as outward facing materials and channels with the following
outcome.
Dashboards – we are looking to develop the dashboard to not only report on marketing activity
but make links between BC LEP, business opportunities and programmes. We would
welcome thoughts from the Board on how to identify and understand the triggers that bring
businesses together either those needing support or of mutual interest, e.g. explore how
we can get a cohort of smaller businesses together so that we can talk business at their
level, identify access routes and methods of engagement.
Mail chimp – we have upgraded our Mail Chimp account to enhance our database to facilitate
effective communication with the businesses.
Cross Black Country Marketing Group – we are identifying marketing professionals from private
and public sector across Black Country to generate more press opportunities and raise the
profile and visibility our combined work.
MarComms Strategy – refresh and positioning against LEP priorities in line with the Business
Plan – to be presented at a future Board meeting.
Internal Communications Plan - development of an action Plan to ensure that all BCC Ltd
employees are aware of activity and developments including launch of the BCC Intranet,
which will act as the information portal.
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Redesign and rewrite of BC LEP Website
The new version of the BC LEP website is currently being proofed and tested, to be live in
October.
LEP newsletter – July 2016
News stories:
Local Growth Fund is transforming the Black Country
Made in the Black Country Showcase at the House of Commons
Broadband programme passes 20,000 homes and Beacon for the Blind case study
WMCA Mayoral Functions scheme Consultation
UNESCO Global Geopark visit to Black Country
Midlands Engine Investm,ent Fund
Heart of England Community Fund
LEAN in Europe (Driving Competitiveness)
Analysis:
- Emails sent – 3,709
- Emails delivered – 3,643.
- Views & forwards – 1,663
- Unique opens – 673; 18.47%
- Unique user click through – 2.83%
- Soft bounces –1.51%
Open rate (the number of emails sent out opened by the recipients divided by the total
number of emails sent as a percentage) averages vary dependent on sector, with average
rates ranging from 17% - 19.5%.
An email is only counted as "opened" if the recipient also receives the images embedded
in that message. A large percentage of email users have image-blocking enabled on their
email handling systems. This means that even if they open the email, they won’t be
included in the open rate, meaning it can be a false representation of actual viewing
numbers. Next E News out 15th September 2016

BC LEP Cloud based ‘Private’ file sharing system
As requested at an earlier Board meeting, a cloud based ‘private’ file sharing system has
been identified and being set up for testing. The intention is for it to be live for Board
members in time for the October meeting. Further information and guide on functionality
and usage will be supplied following testing.

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)
The LEP are still working with the WMCA communications team to devise a business
engagement plan for the West Midlands Strategic Economic Plan. This involves
communicating with businesses from all sectors across a variety of communications
channels.

WMCA Mayoral Consultation – this is now finished, a final report will be published
on the WMCA website.
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WMCA Identity Proposition: Marketing Birmingham have been commissioned to work up
the Identity proposition for WMCA working with each LEP. There will be a presentation at
the September Board meeting followed by a consultation day for each LEP. The intention
is to set up a Steering Group comprising of LEP Marketing Lead plus 4 colleagues
representative of the Board.

3.2

Media coverage
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:
July coverage 2016:

AVE GRAND TOTAL

£171,389.00

August coverage 2016:

AVE GRAND TOTAL

£70,568.50

Summary of stories under separate cover.
E Media Statistics
Website
Users 431; Visits 524; page views 1,112.
Tweets
LEP followers increased from 5,301 followers in June 2016 to 5,455 in July and 5,540 in
August.
Top Tweet in July was #GBHighST Awards with 2,934 impressions
Top tweet in August was #MadeintheBlackCountry with 6,196 impressions
79 Tweets in July
85 tweets in August
LinkedIn
366 followers
4. Financial Implications
None identified
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Angie Took
LEP Communications
01384 471133
Angie_Took@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
The media coverage is referenced for its source and is in the public domain.
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PR activity log – July 2016

AVE GRAND TOTAL: £171,389.00
Broadcast/websites
5 July 2016 – Local Growth Fund Interchange Project was featured on the front page of the
Express and Star.

AVE value = unknown

11 July 2016 – Local Growth Fund project updates PR was featured as a news item on
Chamber website http://www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/bccc-news/item/3298-local-growthfund-is-transforming-the-black-country-new-homes,-improved-infrastructure-anddevelopment-of-key-sector-training-facilities
AVE value of £150
11 July 2016 - Heath Town Community Hub officially opened PR was featured as a news
item on Chamber website http://www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/bccc-news/item/3300resident-led-community-centre-in-heath-town-opened-by-geoff-thompson-mbe
AVE value of £150
13 July 2016 – Made in the Black Country Exhibition at the House of Commons PR was
featured as a news item on Chamber website http://www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/bcccnews/item/3311-black-country-lep-kick-starts-black-country-day-celebrations-with-a-specialexhibition-at-the-house-of-commons
AVE value of £150
20 July 2016 - International development leader returns to her roots to lead change to get
more people active PR was featured as a news item on the Chamber
website http://www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/bccc-news/item/3346-internationaldevelopment-leader-returns-to-her-roots-to-lead-change-to-get-more-people-active
AVE value of £150

22 July 2016 - Black Country Broadband Project passes 20,000 premises milestone PR was
featured as a news item on Chamber website http://www.blackcountrychamber.co.uk/bcccnews/item/3352-beacon-centre-for-the-blind-welcomes-pace-of-fibre-broadband-roll-out
AVE value of £150
Total value: £750.00
_________________________________________________________________________
Complete list of July coverage – 182 articles (total value: £170,639.00)
'Major economic boost' as £26m road scheme is finally completed
Walsall Advertiser (Main), 30/06/2016, p.2, Dan Newbould
local areas for schemes like this. We are delivering the biggest investment in roads in a generation that will help
businesses, create jobs and help the economy grow." Tom Westley, Black Country LEP board member said:
"This is fantastic news for the Black Country. "Our Enterprise Zone has been described as the most successful
nationally and has already generated £1.5
Local Growth Fund transforming the Black Country
The Birmingham Press (Web), 05/07/2016, Unattributed
The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's £500 million Growth Deal is transforming the Black Country.
Year Two has seen completion of new homes, improved infrastructure and development of key sector training
Community centre in Heath Town opened by Geoff Thompson MBE
BBP Media (Web), 04/07/2016, Unattributed
Partnerships (CSPs) in England working to provide opportunities for people to participate in sport and physical
activity across the Black Country. For more information about the BeActive Partnership
visit http://www.blackcountrybeactive.co.uk/ Unattributed [sourcelink]http://www.bbpmedia.co.uk/news/healthwellbeing/community-centre-in-heath-town-opened-by-geoff-thompson-mbe.html
City to be part of regional presence at property fair
Leicester Mercury (Business Weekly), 05/07/2016, p.3, Tom Pegden
[HL]:-City to be part of regio
Cash is helping to build better future
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 05/07/2016, p.18, Jessica Labhart
SLOWLY but surely the West Midlands is being transformed as empty buildings are brought back into use and
new ones built, bringing jobs and opportunity to the region. Now the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
is revealing how its huge number of projects funded through its Growth Fund are progressing. One of the projects
to benefit is the Science, Technology
Tweet for Black Country Day
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 05/07/2016, p.24, Unattributed
The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership is encouraging local businesses to support Black Country Day It
will be leading a social media campaign on the day - Thursday, July 14 Leicester to be part of regional presence at MIPIM
Leicester Mercury (Web), 05/07/2016, Unattributed
are now in discussions with the other Midlands areas to have a Midlands pavilion."The MIPIM 2017 Midlands
Pavilion will be made up of local enterprise partnerships covering Birmingham, Solihull, the Black Country,
Coventry & Warwickshire, Leicester and Leicestershire, Stoke & Staffordshire, Derby and Nottingham,
Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Worcester, the South East Midlands and the Welsh border.Ms Donnellan said
MIPIM organisers Reed
Major extension to Pensnett Estate given the go ahead
BQ Magazine (Web), 05/07/2016, Unattributed
property. Two years ago, LCP invested £1.5m on Progress Point, a speculative development on the estate
comprising 21,000 sq ft of high quality warehouse and industrial space. The Black Country Local Enterprise

Partnership (BCLEP) has been supporting LCP with this latest development, having received Site Investigation
Funding. Both parties are working together to obtain next stage gap
Local Growth Fund is transforming the Black Country
BBP Media (Web), 05/07/2016, Unattributed
The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's £500million Growth Deal is transforming the Black Country.
Year Two has seen completion of new homes, improved infrastructure and development of key sector training
facilities
Major extension to Pensnett Estate given the go ahead
Commercial News Media (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
of commercial property. Two years ago, LCP invested £1.5 million on Progress Point, a speculative development
on the estate comprising 21,000 sq ft of high quality warehouse and industrial space.The Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (BCLEP) has been supporting LCP with this latest development, having received Site
Investigation Funding. Both parties are working together to obtain next stage gap funding
Showcasing the best of the Black Country
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.12, Peter Madeley
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Showcasing the best of the Black Country
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.12, Peter Madeley
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Showcasing the best of the Black Country
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.12, Peter Madeley
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Teams come together for volleyball
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.13, David Cosgrove
getting there." He said that the organisers wanted to thank Sandwell Council, Volleyball England and Sandwell
Leisure Trust for their support in running the event. They have also thanked the Black Country BeActive
Partnership.
Teams come together for volleyball
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.13, David Cosgrove
getting there." He said that the organisers wanted to thank Sandwell Council, Volleyball England and Sandwell
Leisure Trust for their support in running the event. They have also thanked the Black Country BeActive
Partnership.
Teams come together for volleyball
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 06/07/2016, p.13, David Cosgrove
getting there." He said that the organisers wanted to thank Sandwell Council, Volleyball England and Sandwell
Leisure Trust for their support in running the event. They have also thanked the Black Country BeActive
Partnership.
Growth Fund helps build a healthy future for the Black Country
BusinessDesk (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
connecting residential, employment and education hubs like the i54 Enterprise Zone as well as encouraging
healthier, and greener, approaches to travel. Stewart Towe, chairman, Black Country LEP, said: “The Growth

Fund is helping the LEP to invest in, and change the landscape of, the whole Black Country. From new build
specialist
06/07/2016 Growth Fund helps build a healthy future for the Black Country
BusinessDesk (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
connecting residential, employment and education hubs like the i54 Enterprise Zone as well as encouraging
healthier, and greener, approaches to travel. Stewart Towe, chairman, Black Country LEP, said: “The Growth
Fund is helping the LEP to invest in, and change the landscape of, the whole Black Country. From new build
specialist
Major extension to Pensnett Estate given the go ahead
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
sq.ft of commercial property. Two years ago, LCP invested £1.5 million on Progress Point, a speculative
development on the estate comprising21,000 sq ft of high quality warehouse and industrial space.The Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership (BCLEP) has been supporting LCP with this latest development, having
received Site Investigation Funding. Both parties are working together to obtain next stage gap funding
06/07/2016 Black Country business park expansion scheduled for Q4 start
BusinessDesk (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
and industrial space. The expansion of the estate is being supported by the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, which is keen to provide the industrial space needed in order to attract new businesses to the area.
Black Country business park expansion scheduled for Q4 start
BusinessDesk (Web), 06/07/2016, Unattributed
£1.5m on Progress Point, a speculative development on the estate comprising 21,000 sq ft of high quality
warehouse and industrial space. The expansion of the estate is being supported by the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership, which is keen to provide the industrial space needed in order to attract new businesses to
the area. It is working with LCP to obtain next
£H.7m training site for skills in pipeline
Sandwell Chronicle (Main), 07/07/2016, p.15, Unattributed
in 2017 and it is hoped it will become the new institute of technology in the Black Country. The scheme received
£7.6 million of crucial funding was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) through its
Growth Deal. It is now due to go before Sandwell Council's planning committee in the next few weeks. Ninder
Johal, an LEP
£11.7 m skills centre set to open in 2017
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 07/07/2016, p.13, Unattributed
2017 and it is hoped it will become the new institute of technology for the Black Country. The scheme received
£7.6 million of crucial funding, which was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP),
through its Growth Deal. The plans are now due to go before Sandwell Council's planning committee this
summer. Businessman Ninder Johal, an LEP board
Lalli to speak at Nachural Business Ball
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 12/07/2016, p.24, Unattributed
black tie events in the region this summer. Its chairman, Ninder Johal, who was president of the Black Country
Chamber of Commerce and is currently a board member of the Black Country LEP, said it was a sign of the
confidence in the economy and in particular the strength of the Black Country economy. The four boroughs
covered by the
Chamber celebration of Black Country Day
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 12/07/2016, p.13, Unattributed
sizes achieve their growth plans with the ultimate aim of boosting the Black Country economy." In addition, to
further celebrate the diversity and strength of business within the region, the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) - the organisation made up of business leaders and council chiefs with the job of promoting
investment and helping create jobs in the area
Mixed palette exhibition at The Portal
Towpath Talk (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed

brand new, light, spacious gallery. Local art by local people!"Major funding partners for the project to create the
Portal include the European Regional Development Fund £997,000, Heritage Lottery Fund £989,000, Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership £755,000 and Biffa Award £500,000. Other charitable donors include The
Garfield Weston Foundation, J P Getty Jr Charitable Trust, Headley Trust, The Wolfson Foundation, Dudley
£H.7m training site for skills in pipeline
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 07/07/2016, p.11, Unattributed
in 2017 and it is hoped it will become the new institute of technology in the Black Country. The scheme received
£7.6 million of crucial funding was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) through its
Growth Deal. It is now due to go before Sandwell Council's planning committee in the next few weeks. Ninder
Johal, an LEP
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Malvern Gazette (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Droitwich Spa Advertiser (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Redditch Advertiser (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Evesham Journal (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Halesowen News (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Dudley News (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Hereford Times (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in

the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Worcester News (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Kidderminster Shuttle (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Cotswold Journal (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Stourbridge News (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Tewkesbury Admag (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Ledbury Reporter (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Bromsgrove Advertiser (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from
Black Country businesses celebrated at the House of Commons
Ludlow Advertiser (Web), 12/07/2016, Unattributed
BLACK Country businesses were put in the spotlight at the House of Commons today (Tuesday). Dudley North
MP Ian Austin joined forces with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to hold a showcasing event in
the Jubilee Room, which gave government ministers and MPs the chance to see how the region produces
everything from

Black Country LEP kick starts Black Country Day celebrations
The Birmingham Press (Web), 13/07/2016, Unattributed
Ahead of Black Country Day on Thursday 14th July, the Black Country LEP joined forces with Ian Austin MP for
Dudley North, to host a showcase of goods manufactured in the Black Country to MPs on Tuesday 12th July at
Bostin' reasons to celebrate heritage
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Jamie Brassington
the Black Country. People used to say it was the place of industry, but it still is. Steve added festival organisers,
alongside the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and the Black Country LEP, were travelling down to
Westminster on Tuesday to promote business in the Black Country. Asked about why he felt people should be
proud of the region, he
Talent and skill showcased in Commons
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Unattributed
with guests meeting in the Jubilee Room at the Commons from 11am to 4pm. The event was organised by
Dudley North MP Ian Austin. Mr Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership with the
aim of giving local business figures, Government Ministers and MPs the chance to meet Black Country
businesses and see how the region's production
Bostin' reasons to celebrate heritage
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Jamie Brassington
the Black Country. People used to say it was the place of industry, but it still is. Steve added festival organisers,
alongside the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and the Black Country LEP, were travelling down to
Westminster on Tuesday to promote business in the Black Country. Asked about why he felt people should be
proud of the region, he
Talent and skill showcased in Commons
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Unattributed
with guests meeting in the Jubilee Room at the Commons from 11am to 4pm. The event was organised by
Dudley North MP Ian Austin. Mr Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership with the
aim of giving local business figures, Government Ministers and MPs the chance to meet Black Country
businesses and see how the region's production
Talent and skill showcased in Commons
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Unattributed
with guests meeting in the Jubilee Room at the Commons from 11am to 4pm. The event was organised by
Dudley North MP Ian Austin. Mr Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership with the
aim of giving local business figures, Government Ministers and MPs the chance to meet Black Country
businesses and see how the region's production
Bostin' reasons to celebrate heritage
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 13/07/2016, p.14, Jamie Brassington
the Black Country. People used to say it was the place of industry, but it still is. Steve added festival organisers,
alongside the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and the Black Country LEP, were travelling down to
Westminster on Tuesday to promote business in the Black Country. Asked about why he felt people should be
proud of the region, he
Black Country Festival 2016: Where to enjoy the celebrations in Sandwell, Wolverhampton and Dudley
Native Monster (Web), 13/07/2016, Unattributed
in the Black Country. People used to say it was the place of industry, but it still is.Steve added festival organisers,
alongside the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and the Black Country LEP, were travelling down to
Westminster on Tuesday to promote business in the Black Country.Asked about why he felt people should be
proud of the region, he said:
Heath Town Community Hub
Black Country Bugle (Main), 13/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
room, computers, 3D printing, laser cutting and digital manufacturing and participate in yoga classes from mixed
groups to closed sessions for Muslim women. Helen Annetts, PR on behalf of the Black Country Consortium

Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
[HL]:-Bostin' party brings pri
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Bromsgrove Advertiser (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Bromsgrove Advertiser (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Hereford Times (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Dudley News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Kidderminster Shuttle (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Stourbridge News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Worcester News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Halesowen News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how

Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Tewkesbury Admag (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Ludlow Advertiser (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Ledbury Reporter (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Malvern Gazette (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Redditch Advertiser (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Dudley News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Cotswold Journal (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Evesham Journal (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how

Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Evesham Journal (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Halesowen News (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms celebrate the Black Country in Parliament in event organised by Dudley MP Ian Austin
Ledbury Reporter (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Black Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country
Festival celebrations.Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
to organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Droitwich Spa Advertiser (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
Country businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Stourbridge firms champion the Black Country in Parliament
Malvern Gazette (Web), 14/07/2016, Unattributed
businesses flying the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin teamed up with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership to
organise the event to give business figures, Government Ministers and MPs from all parties chance to meet
Black Country business bosses and see how
Frustration at delay over traffic island
Express and Star (Sandwell) (Main), 15/07/2016, p.13, Richard Gutteridge
end of last year, but drivers still regularly finds themselves stuck in jams at the roundabout which leads onto the
M5. A bid for funding has been submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) but there has
been no decision yet on whether the scheme will receive support. Councillors have approved 'hamburger' island
plans which would see it
Roundabout overhaul plans stall
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 15/07/2016, p.13, Unattributed
the end of last year, but drivers still find themselves stuck in jams at the roundabout which leads onto the M5. A
bid for funding has been submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership but it has not yet made a
decision. Councillors have approved plans which would see the roundabout, which is used by 92,000 drivers a
day,
Global Entrepreneur to speak at Awards dinner
The Phoenix Newspaper (Web), 15/07/2016, Unattributed
the largest black tie events in the region. Its Chairman Ninder Johal, who was president of the Black Country
Chamber of Commerce and is currently a board member of the Black Country LEP, commented that it was a sign
of the confidence in the economy and in particular the strength of the Black Country Economy. The Black Country
LEP area

Heath Town Community Hub
Black Country Bugle (Web), 15/07/2016, Unattributed
computers, 3D printing, laser cutting and digital manufacturing and participate in yoga classes from mixed groups
to closed sessions for Muslim women. Helen Annetts, PR on behalf of the Black Country Consortium Unattributed
[sourcelink]http://www.blackcountrybugle.co.uk/heath-town-community-hub/story-29498511-detail/story.html
[/sourcelink]
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Walsall Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.18, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.18, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Global Entrepreneur to speak at Awards dinner
The Phoenix Newspaper (Web), 15/07/2016, Unattributed
the largest black tie events in the region. Its Chairman Ninder Johal, who was president of the Black Country
Chamber of Commerce and is currently a board member of the Black Country LEP, commented that it was a sign
of the confidence in the economy and in particular the strength of the Black Country Economy. The Black Country
LEP area
£11.7m skills centre set for brewery site
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 16/07/2016, p.12, Marion Brennan
an education facility, requiring alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a mezzanine
floor. Ambitious The ambitious project has been funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have contributed a further £4.15m.
The application to Wolverhampton City Council reveals plans for a display and
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.17, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
#11.7m skills centre set for former Springfield Brewery site
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 17/07/2016, Unattributed
brewery to an education facility, requiring alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a
mezzanine floor.The ambitious project has been funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have contributed a further
£4.15m.The application to Wolverhampton City Council reveals plans for a display and demonstration
Training site for skills in pipeline
Sandwell Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.12, Unattributed
in 2017 and it is hoped it will become the new institute of technology in the Black Country. The scheme received

£7.6 million of crucial funding was allocated by The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) through its
Growth Deal. It is now due to go before Sandwell Council's planning committee in the next few weeks. Bosses
behind the scheme
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Sandwell Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
1,400 jobs for investment hub
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 18/07/2016, p.23, Unattributed
it has emerged. The hub was first revealed by Business Minister Anna Soubry at the Midlands Engine
Conference on July 4. It represents the region's 11 enterprise partnerships, including The Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership. When established, the headquarters will be responsible for creating 1,400 jobs and
bringing £15 million of foreign investment into the region over the next three
Bostin party brings pride back to people
Express & Star (Kidderminster) (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
[HL]:-Bostin party brings prid
Bostin' party brings pride back to people
Stafford Express & Star (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
[HL]:-Bostin' party brings pri
Showcasing the best of region at Westminster
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 14/07/2016, p.8, Unattributed
invited to a one-off event at Westminster to showcase all that is great about innovation and entrepreneurialism in
the Black Country. Dudley North MP Ian Austin has worked with the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to give local business figures, Government ministers and MPs from all parties the chance to meet
businesses and see how the region produces everything
Dudley Canal Trust celebrates award for excellence
Towpath Talk (Web), 18/07/2016, Unattributed
exhibition, learning suite and function room, restaurant and improved access.Major funding partners for the
project to create the Portal include the European Regional Development Fund £997,000, Heritage Lottery Fund
£989,000, Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership £755,000 and Biffa Award £500,000. Other charitable
donors include The Garfield Weston Foundation, J P Getty Jr Charitable Trust, Headley Trust, The Wolfson
Foundation, Dudley
M6 Junction 10 revamp in Walsall gets public support
Walsall Advertiser (Web), 18/07/2016, Unattributed
to offer their views on proposals to widen M6 junction 10 in a bid to tackle congestion last December.The £65m
project, paid for by funding from Highways England and the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, will also
see improvements to the A454 Black Country Route and the nearby junction of Wolverhampton Road, Bloxwich
Lane and Tempus Drive.Out of more than
Plans for flagship manufacturing skills centre submitted as part of #11.75 project
University Of Wolverhampton (Web), 18/07/2016, Unattributed
Campus as part of a £11.75m project have been submitted.The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is
set to open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's
Growth Deal.The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to
improve productivity and growth in the high value manufacturing

International development leader returns to her roots
The Birmingham Press (Web), 19/07/2016, Unattributed
The Black Country BeActive Partnership is delighted to announce the appointment of Deborah Williams as the
new chair of their board. Deborah has an impressive business and finance career both on
Formal bid for £11.7m centre
Shropshire Star (Main), 19/07/2016, p.16, Unattributed
to an education facility, with alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a mezzanine floor.
The ambitious project has been funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have contributed a further £4.15m. The
application to Wolverhampton City Council reveals plans for a display and
University in line to have manufacturing skills site
Shropshire Star (Main), 19/07/2016, p.5, Unattributed
as part of a £11.75m project have been submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is set to
open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's Growth
Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve
productivity and growth in the high value
Manufacturing firms show MPs what this region is famous for
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 19/07/2016, p.35, Unattributed
Ahead of Black Country Day on July 14, the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership joined forces with Dudley
North MP Ian Austin to stage a showcase of goods manufactured in the Black Country to MPs. The event in the
19/07/2016 #11.7m plans for skills centre on former brewery site take a step forward
BusinessDesk (Web), 19/07/2016, Unattributed
The plans, put forward by the University of Wolverhampton, would see the development of The Elite Centre for
Manufacturing Skills (ECMS), funded through £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership’s
Growth Deal and £4.15m from industry partners.
#11.7m plans for skills centre on former brewery site take a step forward
BusinessDesk (Web), 19/07/2016, Unattributed
Springfield Brewery site in Wolverhampton. The plans, put forward by the University of Wolverhampton, would
see the development of The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS), funded through £7.6m from the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership’s Growth Deal and £4.15m from industry partners. The plans include the
redevelopment of an L-shaped brick building which was constructed in the early
The M5 Mile ? a circus of creativity
Polaroids and Polar Bears (Web), 19/07/2016, Unattributed
Mile came as part of a vision for a Black Country Garden City which MADE developed as an entry to the Wolfson
Economics prize. MADE are now working with the Black Country LEP to deliver part of this vision.Before the
event the site sat empty, save for the odd cyclist and dog walker, just like on any other day. This
Plans for flagship manufacturing skills centre submitted as part of #11.75 project
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 19/07/2016, Unattributed
of a £11.75m project have been submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is set to open for
business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from t he Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's Growth Deal.
The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve productivity
and growth in
South Staffordshire College and Walsall College in merger talks
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 20/07/2016, Unattributed
and Tamworth, is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage
a £2 million reduction in funding from the Government.Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as 'merger opportunities'.However, Walsall College bosses said it would be too
early to class it as a full merger.They were also unable
International development leader returns to her roots
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 20/07/2016, Unattributed

The Black Country BeActive Partnership is delighted to announce the appointment of Deborah Williams as the
new Chair of their Board. Deborah has an impressive business and finance career both on
Two colleges in Talks on 'merger'
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.1, Carl Jackson
is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2 million
reduction in funding from the Government. Opportunities Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as offering 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would
be too early to class it as a full merger. They
Two colleges in Talks on 'merger'
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.1, Carl Jackson
is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2 million
reduction in funding from the Government. Opportunities Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as offering 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would
be too early to class it as a full merger. They
Two colleges in talks on possibility of 'merger'
Express and Star (Sandwell) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.5, Unattributed
Tamworth, is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2
million reduction in funding from the Government. Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would be too
early to class it as a full merger. They were
Two colleges in talks on possibility of 'merger'
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.5, Unattributed
Tamworth, is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2
million reduction in funding from the Government. Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would be too
early to class it as a full merger. They were
Two colleges in talks on possibility of 'merger'
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.5, Unattributed
Tamworth, is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2
million reduction in funding from the Government. Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would be too
early to class it as a full merger. They were
Going for manufacturing growth in the Black Country
University Of Wolverhampton (Web), 20/07/2016, Unattributed
the Black Country Manufacturing is set to grow as work begins on one of the hubs of a new flagship
manufacturing skills centre in the heart of the Black Country.The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) approved £8.04 million funding for a new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) in Wolverhampton
with training hubs due to open in Tipton, Dudley,
Wolverhampton plans new manufacturing facility
Edquarter (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
Campus as part of a £11.75m project have been submitted.The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is
set to open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's
Growth Deal.The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to
improve productivity and growth in the high value manufacturing
Wolverhampton plans new manufacturing facility
Building 4 Education (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
Campus as part of a £11.75m project have been submitted.The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is
set to open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's
Growth Deal.The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to
improve productivity and growth in the high value manufacturing

Wolverhampton plans new manufacturing facility
UniversityBusiness.co.uk (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
as part of a £11.75m project have been submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) is set to
open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's Growth
Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve
productivity and growth in the high value
New chairman at sports group
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.11, Unattributed
chairman with an impressive business and finance career. Deborah Williams, originally from Wolverhampton,
said she was 'thrilled' to return to her roots and pick up the challenge of running the Black Country BeActive
Partnership. It is one of 44 county sports partnerships (CSPs) in England working to provide opportunities for
people to participate in sport and physical activity across the
New chairman at sports group
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.11, Unattributed
chairman with an impressive business and finance career. Deborah Williams, originally from Wolverhampton,
said she was 'thrilled' to return to her roots and pick up the challenge of running the Black Country BeActive
Partnership. It is one of 44 county sports partnerships (CSPs) in England working to provide opportunities for
people to participate in sport and physical activity across the
New chairman at sports group
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 20/07/2016, p.11, Unattributed
chairman with an impressive business and finance career. Deborah Williams, originally from Wolverhampton,
said she was 'thrilled' to return to her roots and pick up the challenge of running the Black Country BeActive
Partnership. It is one of 44 county sports partnerships (CSPs) in England working to provide opportunities for
people to participate in sport and physical activity across the
It's curtain up on city halls designs
Shropshire Star (Main), 21/07/2016, p.23, Unattributed
given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were addressed, with
the work now costing £14.4 million. It is part funded by a £6.6 million Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
Growth Deal grant.
It's curtain up on Civic halls designs
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 21/07/2016, p.4, Lisa Wright
venue were given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were
addressed, with the work now costing £14.4m. It is part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership Growth Deal grant. The revised costs also include an extra £2.6m, which will be covered by
additional net income generated from the refurbished Civic Halls
£260k grant supporting growth and jobs
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 21/07/2016, p.12, Simon Penfold
A Wednesbury castings firm has secured almost £260,000 in funding to help it grow and create new jobs.
Funding has been approved by the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, LEP, to support Alucast's £1.3
million plan for new machinery and acquisition of a further site. The company, which specialises in casting
aluminium parts for
Long-awaited railway station edges nearer
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 21/07/2016, p.5, Alex Ross
step closer after a £3 million grant toward the ambitious project was received. The proposal was revitalised last
year following the announcement of the Midlands Growth Strategy. And now The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership has given a multi-million pound grant to the scheme for this financial year. Initially £4.1m was put
forward, but this has since been reduced to
Wolverhampton Civic Hall: Images showcase the new look
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed

given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were addressed, with
the work now costing £14.4m. It will be part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
Growth Deal grant. The revised costs also include an extra £2.6m, which will be covered by additional net income
generated from the refurbished Civic
In pictures: First look at Wolverhampton Civic Halls redesign
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
listed venue were given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were
addressed, with the work now costing £14.4m.It is part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership Growth Deal grant.The revised costs also include an extra £2.6m, which will be covered by additional
net income generated from the refurbished Civic Halls over
In pictures: First look at Wolverhampton Civic Halls redesign
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
were given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were addressed,
with the work now costing £14.4m. It is part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
Growth Deal grant. The new balcony at the Wulfrun Hall will increase capacity by 230 The revised costs also
include an extra £2.6m, which
21/07/2016 Appointments: Chair for sports partnership appointed; Entrepreneur selected to promote
Women in Enterprise; and more
BusinessDesk (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
THE Black Country BeActive Partnership has appointed Deborah Williams as chair of the board.
Support for revamp on M6 was 'overwhelming'
Walsall Advertiser (Main), 21/07/2016, p.2, Dan Newbould
offer their views on proposals to widen M6 junction 10 in a bid to tackle congestion last December. The £65m
project, paid for by funding from Highways England and the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, will also
see improvements to the A454 Black Country Route and the nearby junction of Wolverhampton Road, Bloxwich
Lane and Tempus Drive. Out of more
Black Country is celebrated
Stourbridge News (Main), 21/07/2016, p.20, Unattributed
the flag for the region at a bash in Parliament on July 12, an event held as part of Black Country Festival
celebrations. Dudley North MP Ian Austin and the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership organised the
event, held in the Jubilee Room at the House of Commons, to boost the profile of Black Country manufacturing in
Westminster and highlight
Long-awaited Aldridge train station edges nearer
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
step closer after a £3 million grant toward the ambitious project was received. The proposal was revitalised last
year following the announcement of the Midlands Growth Strategy. And now The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership has given a multi-million pound grant to the scheme for this financial year. Initially £4.1m was put
forward, but this has since been reduced to
Going for manufacturing growth in the Black Country
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
Manufacturing is set to grow as work begins on one of the hubs of a new flagship manufacturing skills centre in
the heart of the Black Country. The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) approved £8.04 million
funding for a new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) in Wolverhampton with training hubs due to open
in Tipton, Dudley,
Black Country Broadband Project passes 20,000 premises milestone
The Birmingham Press (Web), 22/07/2016, Unattributed
More than 20,000 businesses and households are now able to access high-speed fibre broadband thanks to the
ambitious Black Country Broadband Project, lead partners Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership and BT
announced today. Areas of Aldridge, Bearwood, Cradley Heath, Greets Green and Lyng, Halesowen,
Kingswinford, Leamore, Penn, Pleck, Smethwick, Soho and Victoria, and West

Jobs hope as work set to begin on new manufacturing skills base
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 22/07/2016, p.16, Marion Brennan
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the highvalue manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
Jobs hope as work set to begin on new manufacturing skills base
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 22/07/2016, p.16, Marion Brennan
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the highvalue manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
Jobs hope as work set to begin on new manufacturing skills base
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 22/07/2016, p.16, Marion Brennan
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the highvalue manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
Wolverhampton to host `Funding for Manufacturing' event?
The Bip (Web), 22/07/2016, Unattributed
source the funding that is right for your business, so it's able to prosper and grow. Regional expert funding
professionals from Lloyds Bank, Pera Consulting, Close Brothers Asset Finance, Black Country Consortium and
Black County Transformational Gold will speaking at this breakfast event. They have years of experience of
working with manufacturing businesses such as yours and will ensure that you get
£600m windfall from development
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/07/2016, p.6, Unattributed
[HL]:-£600m windfall from dev
The five key men to lead Wolves into the new era
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/07/2016, p.78, Unattributed
on the club's board. The Black Country businessman is best known for being a director at Tarmac plc, where he
worked for 35 years. Also on board of governors at Black Country Consortium. 5 JOHN GOUGH. Another local
businessman and supporter. Like Bowater, Gough joined the Wolves hierarchy in 2006 and has often spoken and
represented the club at public
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on the club's board. The Black Country businessman is best known for being a director at Tarmac plc, where he
worked for 35 years. Also on board of governors at Black Country Consortium. 5 JOHN GOUGH. Another local
businessman and supporter. Like Bowater, Gough joined the Wolves hierarchy in 2006 and has often spoken and
represented the club at public
PLENTY TO A ATTRACT
Wolverhampton Magazine (Main), 01/08/2016, p.43, Unattributed
impact of the Civic Halls and the Grand Theatre was £7.9m per annum, supporting 639 jobs. This information
was important in making the business case to the council and the Black Country LEP for securing the funding for
a major refurbishment of the Civic Halls, and also funding for the Grand Theatre." During Enjoy Wolverhampton
venues such as the theatre,

Frustration on traffic island overhaul delay
Sandwell Chronicle (Main), 21/07/2016, p.9, Unattributed
end of last year, but drivers still regularly find themselves stuck in jams at the roundabout which leads onto the
M5. A bid for funding has been submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) but there has
been no decision yet. Councillors have approved 'hamburger' island plans which would see it split into two in a
bid to
AL11.7m plans for skills centre on former brewery site take a step forward
BusinessDesk (Web), 25/07/2016, Unattributed
The plans, put forward by the University of Wolverhampton, would see the development of The Elite Centre for
Manufacturing Skills (ECMS), funded through £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership’s
Growth Deal and £4.15m from industry partners.
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Halesowen News (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry Hill
and Brierley Hill Terminus. Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November. Mike Wood
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Stourbridge News (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Future is bright for new awards
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 26/07/2016, p.24, Unattributed
of its economy and its role in world affairs, the future was still very bright. Mr Johal, until recently the president of
the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and a Black Country LEP board member, spoke about the need to
assert leadership and more critically to involve the voice of business during the Brexit negotiations. He also
spoke about the
New skills centre will help growth of manufacturing
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 26/07/2016, p.21, Unattributed
MANUFACTURING is set to grow as work begins on one of the hubs of a new flagship manufacturing skills
centre in the heart of the Black country. The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership approved £8.04 million
funding for a new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills in Wolverhampton with training hubs due to open in
Tipton, Dudley, West Bromwich
Work on Springfield brewing along nicely
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 26/07/2016, p.5, Unattributed
to an education facility, requiring alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a mezzanine
floor. The ambitious project has been funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have contributed a further £4.15m. The
application to Wolverhampton council reveals plans for a display and demonstration
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Droitwich Spa Advertiser (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry Hill
and Brierley Hill Terminus. Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November. Mike Wood
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Redditch Advertiser (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise

Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Cotswold Journal (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Kidderminster Shuttle (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Ludlow Advertiser (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry Hill
and Brierley Hill Terminus. Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November. Mike Wood
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Evesham Journal (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Hereford Times (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Dudley News (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Tewkesbury Admag (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Worcester News (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP

Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Malvern Gazette (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
Brierley Hill's #600m Waterfront enterprise plans take a step closer
Ledbury Reporter (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
are also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry
Hill and Brierley Hill Terminus.Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November.Mike Wood MP
First glimpse of what refurbished Civic Halls will look like
The Phoenix Newspaper (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
assistance to 250 local businesses, including the use of spaces at the Civic Halls. The improvement programme
will cost £14.4 million and will be part funded by a £6.6 million Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Growth
Deal grant. The revised costs also include an extra £2.6 million, which will be covered by additional net income
generated from the refurbished Civic
Springfield Brewery latest: Education centre work at Wolverhampton site brewing up nicely
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
an education facility, requiring alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a mezzanine
floor. The ambitious project has been funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have contributed a further £4.15m. The
application to Wolverhampton council reveals plans for a display and
West Mids `can attract London workers'
Insider Media Limited (Web), 27/07/2016, Unattributed
how wonderful things are there," he said. The economic and infrastructure improvements seen in the region is
the result of closer relationships between the public and private sector, said Stewart Towe, chairman of the Black
Country LEP. He called for more to be done to build on this. A full report on the roundtable will appear in the
WEST MIDS 'CAN ATTRACT LONDON WORKERS'
Midlands Insider Daily (Main), 27/07/2016, p.37, Unattributed
is how wonderful things are there," he said. The economic and infrastructure improvements seen in the region is
the result of closer relationships between the public and private sector, said Stewart Towe, chairman of the Black
Country LEP. He called for more to be done to build on this. A full report on the roundtable will appear in the
September
Enterprise zone could bring 7,000 new jobs to area
Dudley News (Main), 27/07/2016, p.15, Dan Sharp
also plans for new metro stops at New Road, Cinder Bank, Pedmore Road, Canal Street, Waterfront, Merry Hill
and Brierley Hill Terminus. Council bosses, along with its partners at the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership, have now submitted the final business case and anticipate the plans being formalised in the new
chancellor Philip Hammond's autumn statement in November. Mike Wood
The Nachural Summer Business Ball and Awards 2016
Asian Today (Web) , 27/07/2016, Unattributed
Mr Ninder Johal who is CEO of the organisers of the Awards, and who was until recently the President of the
Black Country Chamber of Commerce and sits as a Black Country LEP Board member, spoke about the fallout of
the Brexit vote. Whilst he asserted that it was going to be very uncertain in the short term, if the
Latest plans submitted for Springfield Campus
Public (Web), 27/07/2016, Unattributed
the construction industry.The ECMS Hub will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country,
designed to improve productivity and growth in the high value manufacturing (HVM) sector. The Black Country

LEP has been instrumental in ensuring the project will deliver provision that doesn't currently exist in the
region.The University of Wolverhampton bought the site in 2014. Between 1873
Artists exhibit 'a mixed palette'
Towpath Talk (Main), 01/08/2016, p.66, Unattributed
new, light, spacious gallery. Local art by local people!" Major funding partners for the project to create the Portal
include the European Regional Development Fund £997,000, Heritage Lottery Fund £989,000, Black Country
Local Enterprise Partnership £755,000 and Biffa Award £500,000. Other charitable donors include The Garfield
Weston Foundation, J P Getty Jr Charitable Trust, Headley Trust, The Wolfson Foundation, Dudley
MP puts plans to the Chancellor
Stourbridge News (Main), 28/07/2016, p.19, Unattributed
[HL]:-MP puts plans to the Cha
Highways bosses hope for 'hamburger'
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 29/07/2016, p.14, Richard Guttridge
it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope that funding for
the scheme will be forthcoming. Council leader Steve Eling told the Ex-press& Star earlier this month the project
Highways bosses hope for 'hamburger'
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it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope that funding for
the scheme will be forthcoming. Council leader Steve Eling told the Ex-press& Star earlier this month the project
AXE HANGS OVER LLOYDS BRANCHES
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 29/07/2016, p.1, Simon Penfold
the unions involved will be bargaining hard for the best possible deal should the bank go ahead." Ninder Johal,
on the boards of both the Black Country Chamber and the Black Country LEP, said: "We've known since 2008
that the bank's been under severe pressure but this latest reduction of 3,000 is serious. "This could be a sign of
things
AXE HANGS OVER LLOYDS BRANCHES
Express and Star (Sandwell) (Main), 29/07/2016, p.1, Simon Penfold
strength, following continued private sector deleveraging, significantly improved mortgage affordability and low
levels of unemployment," he said. Ninder Johal, on the boards of both the Black Country Chamber and the Black
Country LEP, said: "We've known since 2008 that the bank's been under severe pressure but this latest reduction
of 3,000 is serious. This could be a sign of things
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Highways bosses hope for 'hamburger'
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it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope that funding for
the scheme will be forthcoming. Council leader Steve Eling told the Ex-press& Star earlier this month the project

Work starts on skills hub
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.15, Unattributed
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the high-value manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
7,000 jobs boost on the Waterfront
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.4, Unattributed
[HL]:-7,000 jobs boost on the
New skills centre planned
Machinery Market (Main), 28/07/2016, p.20, Unattributed
in Wolverhampton. The plans, put forward by the University of Wolverhampton, would see the development of the
Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) - funded through £7.6 million from the Black Country LEP's Growth
Deal and £4.15 million from industry partners. They include the re-development of an L-shaped brick building
from the early 1880s that was originally used as the
Unveiling first new look for the civic nightspots
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.17, Unattributed
given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were addressed, with
the work now costing £14.4m. Changes It will be part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership Growth Deal grant.The revised costs also include an extra £2.6m, which will be covered by additional
net income generated from the refurbished Civic Halls over
7,000 JOBS BOOST on the waterfront
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.4, Unattributed
[HL]:-7,000 JOBS BOOST on the
plans to BeActive in new role
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.2, Unattributed
chairman with an impressive business and finance career. Deborah Williams, originally from Wolverhampton,
said she was 'thrilled' to return to her roots and pick up the challenge of running the Black Country BeActive
Partnership. It is one of 44 county sports partnerships (CSPs) in England working to provide opportunities for
people to participate in sport and physical activity across the
Colleges may join forces in merger
Walsall Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.9, Carl Jackson
Tamworth, is rated good by Ofsted, although chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a £2
million reduction in handing from the Government. Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership describe the move as 'merger opportunities'. However, Walsall College bosses said it would be too
early to class it as a full merger. They were
Rail station plans boost with £3m for project
Walsall Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.2, Unattributed
step closer with the issuing of a £3 million grant toward the project. The proposal was revitalised last year
following the announcement of the Midlands Growth Strategy. And now The Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership has given a multi-million grant to the scheme for this financial year. Initially £4.1.million was put
forward, but this has since been reduced to £3m.
Work forges ahead on new skills hub
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.21, Unattributed
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the highvalue manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
Colleges in talks over possibility of joining forces
Cannock & Lichfield Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.21, Unattributed

to explore the idea of joining up with Walsall. Chiefs have faced a tough financial year having had to manage a
£2 million reduction in government funding. Documents from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
describe the move as 'merger opportunities'. Walsall College said it would be too early to class it as a full merger.
South Staffordshire bosses were

Made in the Black Country, Sold Around the World

Black Country LEP Communications Report – July 2016
Overview
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Update on the Local Growth Fund
Black Country Day social media campaign #MadeInTheBlackCountry
MP Showcase of Black Country Manufactured Goods at the House of Commons
West Midland Combined Authority Mayoral WMCA Functions Scheme Consultation
Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills – project PR updates
Black Country Broadband project milestone PR
July e-newsletter

Website analytics

Total visits 524

Users 431

Page views 1,112

Top pages:

Social media analytics
LEP followers increased from 5,301 followers on 30 June 2016 to 5,455 on 31
July 2016.

Tweets
Tweet
impressions
Profile visits
Mentions
New followers

June
2016

July
2016

69
54.7k

79
78k

1,662
60
195

2,469
107
154

Followers:

Top Tweet earned 6,196 impressions
Businesses encouraged to support @officialBCday tomorrow
#MadeInTheBlackCountry bit.ly/28PkxEA pic.twitter.com/1gkgfs5WTO

366
followers

Media coverage & AVE
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:

July 2016 £171,389.00 (June 2016 £134,109.40)
Springfield Brewery latest: Education centre work at Wolverhampton site brewing up nicely - £5,192.00
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 26/07/2016, Unattributed
an education facility, requiring alterations to the 130-year-old listed building and the insertion of a mezzanine floor. The ambitious project has been
funded through a £7.6m investment by The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership via its Growth Deal. Industry and education partners have
contributed a further £4.15m. The application to Wolverhampton council reveals plans for a display and
Long-awaited Aldridge train station edges nearer - £5,192.00
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
step closer after a £3 million grant toward the ambitious project was received. The proposal was revitalised last year following the announcement of
the Midlands Growth Strategy. And now The Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership has given a multi-million pound grant to the scheme for this
financial year. Initially £4.1m was put forward, but this has since been reduced to
Wolverhampton Civic Hall: Images showcase the new look - £5,192.00
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 21/07/2016, Unattributed
given planning permission in May as new structural findings during the preliminary works were addressed, with the work now costing £14.4m. It will
be part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Growth Deal grant. The revised costs also include an extra £2.6m, which will
be covered by additional net income generated from the refurbished Civic

PR coverage – August 2016
Broadcast/websites
26 August 2016 - Ninder Johal pre-recorded a TV interview with ITV Central News
regarding the demise of BHS. Ninder talked about the Black Country hospitality sector and
expansion of the visitor economy – touching on developments such as: housing, the Mander
Centre in Wolverhampton, the Civic Halls in Wolverhampton, the Merry Hill Centre, the Black
Country Living Museum and the expansion of the Black Country Garden City.
The interview was broadcast on 28 August at 6:30pm.
30 August 2016 – Ninder Johal was interviewed by Big Centre TV on the Midlands being an
engine for growth. Watch live
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkC4Sm7M2tA&feature=youtu.be

_________________________________________________________________________

Complete list of August coverage – 61 articles (total value: £70,568.50)
New Wolverhampton skills centre planned
Machinery Market (Web), 01/08/2016, Unattributed
in Wolverhampton. The plans, put forward by the University of Wolverhampton, would see the development of the
Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) — funded through £7.6 million from the Black Country LEP's
Growth Deal and £4.15 million from industry partners. They include the re-development of an L-shaped brick
building from the early 1880s that was originally used as the
Overcrowded Birmingham trains are getting worse - and that's official
Birmingham Post (Web), 01/08/2016, Unattributed
for West Midlands is part of the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA). Transport for the West Midlands
launched in June with Martin Reeves (Coventry City Council), Ninder Johal (Black Country LEP), Roger
Lawrence (Wolverhampton city council) and Bob Sleigh (Solihull council) Cllr Roger Lawrence, transport lead for
the WMCA, said: "Demand for rail services is as high as
Skills hub work is forging ahead
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.17, Unattributed
Tipton will have access to the industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of the
training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity and growth in the highvalue manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together
business partners and education providers, including Dudley
Jobs boost on Waterfront
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 28/07/2016, p.4, Unattributed
[HL]:-Jobs boost on Waterfront

03/08/2016 Department store closure leaves 100 staff jobless
BusinessDesk (Web), 03/08/2016, Unattributed
The local authority has been joined by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Job Centre Plus,
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), and the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership in
putting in place practical measures to help the workers.
MP voices fears over rail service reduction
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 04/08/2016, p.13, Unattributed
no point in the government spending all of this money on HS2 if Sandwell residents end up getting a poorer
service." Ninder Johal, who sits on the board of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, said: "If we were
to reduce the number of trains stopping at Sandwell and Dudley we could be going against the whole premise of
rebalancing
200th home handed over at waters Keep
Walsall Chronicle (Main), 04/08/2016, p.11, Unattributed
development forms the second phase of the ambitious £88 million drive to regenerate the Goscote Lane Corridor.
Partners also include Walsall Council, the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) and The Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP). Delighted By October 2018 Waters Keep will offer a total of 177 homes for
affordable rent from whg and a further 235 for open
Redevelopment of science park gets off the ground
Public (Web), 05/08/2016, Unattributed
is getting off the ground.The main building is taking shape with work on schedule for completion early summer
2017.The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University of
Wolverhampton.The new state-of-the-art, three storey development will offer
Redevelopment of science park gets off the ground
University Of Wolverhampton (Web), 05/08/2016, Unattributed
is getting off the ground.The main building is taking shape with work on schedule for completion early summer
2017.The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University of
Wolverhampton.The new state-of-the-art, three storey development will offer
City's £10m science centre taking shape
Express and Star (City Final) (Main), 06/08/2016, p.5, Doug Wootton
new premises will provide capacity for up to forty new businesses focuses on science and technology based
activities, with confirmation of the new tenants expected inn the next few months. Stewart Towe, Black Country
LEP Chair said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and change the landscape of,
the whole Black Country. With new
£10m science centre already taking shape
Shropshire Star (Main), 06/08/2016, p.62, Doug Wootton
and development. "The substantial investment will have a major impact on the economy through improved
competitiveness and job creation." The project has been part-funded through a £4.8m grant from the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership as part of the growth deal with the remaining £5.3m invested by the
University of Wolverhampton. The new three-storey development will offer 4,000 square metres
MP voices fears over rail service reduction
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 04/08/2016, p.11, David Cosgrove
no point in the government spending all of this money on HS2 if Sandwell residents end up getting a poorer
service." Ninder Johal, who sits on the board of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, said: "If we were
to reduce the number of trains stopping at Sandwell and Dudley we could be going against the whole premise of
rebalancing
Wolverhampton's #10 million university science centre taking shape
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 07/08/2016, Unattributed
will provide capacity for up to forty new businesses focuses on science and technology based activities, with
confirmation of the new tenants expected inn the next few months. Stewart Towe, Black Country LEP Chair said:

"The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and change the landscape of, the whole Black
Country. "With
Redevelopment of science park gets off the ground
MidlandsBusinessNews.co.uk (Web), 08/08/2016, Unattributed
region involved in Science and Technology research and development. The substantial investment will have a
major impact on the local economy through improved competitiveness and new job creation." Stewart Towe,
Black Country LEP Chair said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and change the
landscape of, the whole Black Country. With new
MP voices fears over rail service reduction
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 04/08/2016, p.15, David Cosgrove
no point in the government spending all of this money on HS2 if Sandwell residents end up getting a poorer
service." Ninder Johal, who sits on the board of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, said: "If we were
to reduce the number of trains stopping at Sandwell and Dudley we could be going against the whole premise of
rebalancing
Heavy duty investment for the two of UK's light rail networks
Rail.co.uk (Web), 08/08/2016, Unattributed
is linked into the Wolverhampton Interchange scheme to be completed in three years time. The backers are
Transport for West Midlands, Wolverhampton Council and Neptune Developments paid for by the Black Country
Local Enterprise Partnership, the city council and the West Midlands Combined Authority. A team has been
created under the banner of The Midland Metro Alliance who will
Wolverhampton science park gets off the ground
Edquarter (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
Wolverhampton's £10 million investment in a new Science, Technology and Prototyping Centre is taking shape
the-university-of-wolverhampton, black-country-local-enterprise-partnership, stem, science-parkThe project has
been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part
of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University of Wolverhampton.The new stateof-the-art, three-storey development will offer 4,000
Wolverhampton science park gets off the ground
Education Technology (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
Technology and Prototyping Centre is taking shape Posted by Rebecca Paddick | August 11, 2016 | Higher
education The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University of
Wolverhampton. The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development will offer 4,000
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The University of Wolverhampton's £10 million investment in a new Science, Technology and Prototyping Centre
is taking shape The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University
of Wolverhampton.The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development will offer 4,000
Wolverhampton science park gets off the ground
Building 4 Education (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
The University of Wolverhampton's £10 million investment in a new Science, Technology and Prototyping Centre
is taking shape The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University
of Wolverhampton. The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development will offer
Wolverhampton science park gets off the ground
UniversityBusiness.co.uk (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
The University of Wolverhampton's £10 million investment in a new Science, Technology and Prototyping Centre
is taking shape The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University
of Wolverhampton. The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development will offer
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The University of Wolverhampton's £10 million investment in a new Science, Technology and Prototyping Centre
is taking shape The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant from the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3 million invested by the University
of Wolverhampton.The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development will offer 4,000
Wolverhampton science park gets off the ground
Edquarter (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
Posted by Rebecca Paddick | August 11, 2016 | Bricks & mortar the-university-of-wolverhampton, black-countrylocal-enterprise-partnership, stem, science-park The project has been part-funded through a £4.8 million grant
from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of the Growth Deal with the remaining £5.3
million invested by the University of Wolverhampton. The new state-of-the-art, three-storey development
Advanced manufacturing centre to go before planners
Insider Media Limited (Web), 11/08/2016, Unattributed
the Black Country's skills gap, as well as supporting an ageing workforce and the absence of training facilities in
some areas.It is understood to be a "flagship project" in the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's 2014
Strategic Economic Plan.The hub will be built on land at Tipton Road, Tipton, which was previously occupied by
iron castings manufacturer Thomas Dudley. The
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING CENTRE TO GO BEFORE PLANNERS
Midlands Insider Daily (Main), 11/08/2016, p.21, Unattributed
Black Country's skills gap, as well as supporting an ageing workforce and the absence of training facilities in
some areas. It is understood to be a "flagship project" in the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's 2014
Strategic Economic Plan. The hub will be built on land at Tipton Road, Tipton, which was previously occupied by
iron castings manufacturer Thomas Dudley.
Uni science centre is already taking shape
Wolverhampton Chronicle (Main), 11/08/2016, p.14, Unattributed
Black Country and will build on the university's continued investment in science and engineering over the past
two years." The project has been part-funded through a £4.8m grant from the Black Country Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) as part of the growth deal with the remaining £5.3m invested by the University of
Wolverhampton. The new state-of-the-art, three storey development will offer
New skills centre wins #7.6m boost
BQ Magazine (Web), 12/08/2016, Unattributed
The University of Wolverhampton has been given the green light to develop its flagship Elite Centre for
Manufacturing Skills (ECMS) after £7.6m funding was approved by the Black Country LEP. The Elite Centre will
function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve productivity and growth in
the high value manufacturing (HVM) sector.The
Winning hearts as well as minds
Midlands Business Insider (West) (Main), 01/09/2016, p.36, Unattributed
the blinds on the train while travelling through. That's no longer the case. We're understated and self-deprecating;
when you go to Manchester they tell you how wonderful things are there. STEWART TOWE STEWART TOWE
chair, Black County LEP The success of the past couple of years has come from partnerships across the West
Midlands. That's created a much broader opportunity
Exciting times for the West Midlands
Midlands Business Insider (West) (Main), 01/09/2016, p.37, Unattributed
[HL]:-Exciting times for the W
Hopes over funds for queue-busting scheme
Sandwell Chronicle (Main), 11/08/2016, p.4, Richard Guttridge
it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope of funding.
Regeneration boss Councillor Paul Moore told the latest meeting of the authority's cabinet: "A major business
case will be

APPOINTMENTS WEST MIDLANDS
Midlands Business Insider (West) (Main), 01/09/2016, p.57, Unattributed
Brockencote Hall Hotel in Worcestershire, part of the same group. Brown's former role will go to his former sous
chef, Tim Jenkins. Deborah Williams is the new chair of the Black Country BeActive Partnership, which provides
opportunities for people to participate in sport and physical activity. She previously held board roles with the
Department for Transport, Cranfield University and the

Hopes over funds for queue-busting scheme
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it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope of funding.
Regeneration boss Councillor Paul Moore told the latest meeting of the authority's cabinet: "A major business
case will be
16/08/2016 Wolverhampton reveals first look at new Civic Halls
BusinessDesk (Web), 16/08/2016, Unattributed
The improvement programme in total will cost £14.4m and will be part funded by a £6.6m Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership Growth Deal grant. The revised costs also include
Wolverhampton reveals first look at new Civic Halls
BusinessDesk (Web), 16/08/2016, Unattributed
Regional Business Information for the North West Come on down message to SMEs from loan fund THE Greater
Manchester Loan Fund is celebrating its third anniversary, having already invested more than £10m into 22 local
businesses. It is now urgings other ambitious SMEs from across the region to take advantage of the millions of
pounds still available to
Hundreds of Black Country businesses benefiting from high speed broadband
BusinessDesk (Web), 16/08/2016, Unattributed
and West Bromwich are among the latest communities to benefit from the installation work, which is being carried
out by the Black Country Broadband Project and its lead partners - Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) and BT Openreach. One of the organisations to benefit is Beacon Centre for the Blind, in Sedgley, which is
using fibre broadband to expand its
16/08/2016 Hundreds of Black Country businesses benefiting from high speed broadband
BusinessDesk (Web), 16/08/2016, Unattributed
and West Bromwich are among the latest communities to benefit from the installation work, which is being carried
out by the Black Country Broadband Project and its lead partners - Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) and BT Openreach. One of the organisations
Redevelopment of science park gets underway at University of Wolverhampton
Builder & Engineer (Web), 16/08/2016, Unattributed
Clegg Construction has started work on a £10.1 million state-of-the-art science, technology and prototyping
centre at the University of Wolverhampton. Part-funded by a £4.8 million Growth Deal grant from the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), the three-storey development at the university's science park will
offer 4,000 square metres of space and feature high specification laboratories, workshops and offices –
Guidance: Productivity challenge 2: Management and leadership in supply chains and networked
organisations
GOV.UK (Web), 17/08/2016, Unattributed
leadership network, featuring videos and e-learning resources. University of Chester Took current thinking and
research into leadership approaches and trialled them on live projects to see their effectiveness in different
organisations. Black Country Consortium Delivered a Manufacturing Supply Chain Management programme
consisting of bite-sized modules for supply chain SMEs, offered individual modules addressing specific business
needs, and trialled a skills passport

UNEMPLOYMENT UP IN WAKE OF BREXIT
Express and Star (Dudley) (Main), 18/08/2016, p.1, John Corser
[HL]:-UNEMPLOYMENT UP IN WAKE
Skills hub is forging ahead
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 18/08/2016, p.15, Unattributed
Dudley Port will have access to industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of
the training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity in the high-value manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together business
partners and education providers. These include Dudley College,
Hopes over funds for scheme to bHIGHuWAYsS botss eqs sauy theey aure hoepefsul
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 18/08/2016, p.13, Richard Guttridge
it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope of funding.
Regeneration boss Councillor Paul Moore told the latest meeting of the authority's cabinet: "A major business
case will be
Skills hub is forging ahead
Dudley Chronicle (Main), 18/08/2016, p.15, Unattributed
Dudley Port will have access to industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of
the training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity in the high-value manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together business
partners and education providers. These include Dudley College,
Chamber CEO to highlight Black Country opportunities
Insider Media Limited (Web), 19/08/2016, Unattributed
investment at Wolverhampton City Council, was announced as the new chamber chief in July. The other
panellists are Lowell Williams, principal of Dudley College; Sarah Middleton, chief executive of Black Country
Consortium; Tim Johnson, strategic director at Wolverhampton City Council and University of Wolverhampton
deputy vice-chancellor Ian Oakes. For more details on the event call Laura Davies on
Hopes over funds for scheme to bust queues
Stourbridge Chronicle (Main), 18/08/2016, p.13, Richard Guttridge
it be spilt in two to allow traffic to run through the centre of it, was approved by planners last year. A business
case will now be submitted to the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in the hope of funding.
Regeneration boss Councillor Paul Moore told the latest meeting of the authority's cabinet: "A major business
case will be
CHAMBER COUNTRY CEO TO HIGHLIGHT BLACK OPPORTUNITIES
Midlands Insider Daily (Main), 19/08/2016, p.17, Unattributed
inward investment at Wolverhampton City Council, was announced as the new chamber chief in July. The other
panellists are Lowell Williams, principal of Dudley College; Sarah Middleton, chief executive of Black Country
Consortium; Tim Johnson, strategic director at Wolverhampton City Council and University of Wolverhampton
deputy vice-chancellor Ian Oakes. For more details on the event call Laura Davies on 0161
Skills hub is forging ahead
Halesowen Chronicle (Main), 18/08/2016, p.13, Unattributed
Dudley Port will have access to industrial facilities at the Thomas Dudley foundry on the same site. The aim of
the training centres, made possible by £8m investment from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership, is to
improve productivity in the high-value manufacturing sector. They are also designed to bring together "business
partners and education providers. These include Dudley College,
22/08/2016 Work starts on AL12m Black Country skills initiative
BusinessDesk (Web), 22/08/2016, Unattributed
The development of the new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills has been made possible after the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership approved funding of more than £8m. The initiative,
Work starts on AL12m Black Country skills initiative
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The development of the new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills has been made possible after the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership approved funding of more than £8m. The initiative,
Work starts on #12m Black Country skills initiative
BusinessDesk (Web), 22/08/2016, Unattributed
The development of the new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills has been made possible after the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership approved funding of more than £8m. The initiative,
Wolverhampton redevelopment a "unique opportunity"
Insider Media Limited (Web), 22/08/2016, Unattributed
Johnson. The other panellists at the forum, which takes place at Dudley College on Tuesday 20 September, are
Lowell Williams, principal of Dudley College; Sarah Middleton, chief executive of Black Country Consortium;
Corin Crane, chief executive of the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and University of Wolverhampton
deputy vice-chancellor Ian Oakes. For more details on the event call
22/08/2016 Work starts on #12m Black Country skills initiative
BusinessDesk (Web), 22/08/2016, Unattributed
The development of the new Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills has been made possible after the Black
Country Local Enterprise Partnership approved funding of more than £8m. The initiative,
WOLVERHAMPTON REDEVELOPMENT A "UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY"
Midlands Insider Daily (Main), 22/08/2016, p.23, Ian Griffin
said Johnson. The other panellists at the forum, which takes place at Dudley College on Tuesday 20 September,
are Lowell Williams, principal of Dudley College; Sarah Middleton, chief executive of Black Country Consortium;
Corin Crane, chief executive of the Black Country Chamber of Commerce and University of Wolverhampton
deputy vice-chancellor Ian Oakes. For more details on the event call Laura
£10.1m science park project is underway
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/08/2016, p.19, John Corser
the region involved in Science and Technology research and development. "The substantial investment will have
a major impact on the local economy through improved competitiveness and new job creation." Stewart Towe,
the Black Country LEP chairman, said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and
change the landscape of, the whole Black Country. "With
Starbucks to open at university campus
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 23/08/2016, p.14, Unattributed
Springfield Campus as part of an £11.75m project were submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills is set
to open for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's
Growth Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to
improve productivity and growth in the high value
New Starbucks to open as University of Wolverhampton campus redevelopment moves forward
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 23/08/2016, Unattributed
Campus as part of an £11.75m project were submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills is set to open
for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's Growth
Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve
productivity and growth in the high
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the region involved in Science and Technology research and development. "The substantial investment will have
a major impact on the local economy through improved competitiveness and new job creation." Stewart Towe,
the Black Country LEP chairman, said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and
change the landscape of, the whole Black Country. "With
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Springfield Campus as part of an £11.75m project were submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills is set
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Growth Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to
improve productivity and growth in the high value
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Campus as part of an £11.75m project were submitted. The Elite Centre for Manufacturing Skills is set to open
for business in August 2017, thanks to £7.6m from the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership's Growth
Deal. The centre will function as an employer-led training facility for the Black Country, designed to improve
productivity and growth in the high
University's #10.1m project underway
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 23/08/2016, Unattributed
involved in Science and Technology research and development. "The substantial investment will have a major
impact on the local economy through improved competitiveness and new job creation." Stewart Towe, the Black
Country LEP chairman, said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black Country LEP to invest in, and change the
landscape of, the whole Black Country.
West Midlands Housing Association Partnership formed to engage with region's combined authority
following devolution
Housing Excellence (Web), 23/08/2016, Unattributed
Partnership comprises 12 social landlords with a combined 120,000 homes in the area. It includes WM Housing
Group, Orbit, Midland Heart, WHG, Bromford, Accord, Wrekin Housing Trust, Pioneer Group, Black Country
Housing Group, Sanctuary, Longhurst Group and Waterloo Housing Group. The partnership said it will work with
the combined authority to help it meet "social and economic aims".
Housing associations join forces to work with combined authority
Local Government Executive (Web), 23/08/2016, Unattributed
Partnership comprises 12 social landlords with a combined 120,000 homes in the area. It includes WM Housing
Group, Orbit, Midland Heart, WHG, Bromford, Accord, Wrekin Housing Trust, Pioneer Group, Black Country
Housing Group, Sanctuary, Longhurst Group and Waterloo Housing Group. The partnership said it will work with
the combined authority to help it meet "social and economic aims".
Mystery hi-tech firm puts in offer at i54
Express and Star (Wolverhampton) (Main), 30/08/2016, p.4, Simon Penfold
that the site already has outline planning consent, meaning a new factory could be built and completed in just 10
to 12 months. Interest It is also part of the Black Country Enterprise Zone. The i54 is one of a string of advanced
manufacturing sites across the West Midlands that have been attracting increasing interest from companies.
Cushman & Wakefield
Wolverhampton jobs boost as mystery manufacturer plans i54 factory
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 30/08/2016, Unattributed
attraction that the site already has outline planning consent, meaning a new factory could be built and completed
in just 10 to 12 months. It is also part of the Black Country Enterprise Zone. The i54 is one of a string of
advanced manufacturing sites across the West Midlands that have been attracting increasing interest from
companies. Cushman
New train service sparks station call
Express and Star (Walsall) (Main), 31/08/2016, p.5, Carl Jackson
have until November 29 to submit their bids. Meanwhile, long-awaited plans for a railway station in Aldridge have
moved a step closer in recent weeks when it was announced the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership had
pledged £3 million towards the project. While another £1.1m, as part as the same injection, was invested in other
transport projects including plans for

Made in the Black Country, Sold Around the World

Black Country LEP Communications Report – August 2016
Overview
•
•
•
•

Ongoing redevelopment of the new LEP website
Media report for Made in the Black Country House of Commons showcase
Analysis of Black Country Day Twitter campaign
Media report for Local Growth Fund annual update

Website analytics

Total visits 458

Users 377

Page views 998

Top pages:

Social media analytics
LEP followers increased from 5,455 followers on 31 July 2016 to 5,540 on 31
August 2016.

Tweets
Tweet
impressions
Profile visits
Mentions
New followers

July
2016

August
2016

79
78k

85
47.9k

2,469
107
154

1,539
49
110

Followers:

Top Tweet earned 2,934 impressions
One month left to enter the #GBHighSt Awards bit.ly/1bAO9Sp
pic.twitter.com/Kbed6L50AJ

371
followers

Media coverage & AVE
The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:

August 2016 £70,568.50 (July 2016 £171,389.00)
Winning hearts as well as minds - £ 6,181.74
Midlands Business Insider (West) (Main), 01/09/2016, p.36, Unattributed
the blinds on the train while travelling through. That's no longer the case. We're understated and self-deprecating; when you go to Manchester they
tell you how wonderful things are there. STEWART TOWE STEWART TOWE chair, Black County LEP The success of the past couple of years has
come from partnerships across the West Midlands. That's created a much broader opportunity
Wolverhampton jobs boost as mystery manufacturer plans i54 factory - £5,192.00
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 30/08/2016, Unattributed
attraction that the site already has outline planning consent, meaning a new factory could be built and completed in just 10 to 12 months. It is also
part of the Black Country Enterprise Zone. The i54 is one of a string of advanced manufacturing sites across the West Midlands that have been
attracting increasing interest from companies. Cushman
University's #10.1m project underway - £5,192.00
West Midlands Express & Star (Web), 23/08/2016, Unattributed
involved in Science and Technology research and development. "The substantial investment will have a major impact on the local economy through
improved competitiveness and new job creation." Stewart Towe, the Black Country LEP chairman, said: "The Growth Fund is helping the Black
Country LEP to invest in, and change the landscape of, the whole Black Country.

Agenda Item 17
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
19th September 2016
Actions taken between Meetings
1.

Background

1.1 This paper provides information on Board decisions taken between meetings: a) Assurance Framework - revisions
b) Local Growth Fund
c) Black Country Local Growth Deal - Approval of Resources for
Programme Management, Development & Support
d) Prime Minister Letter (appendix 1)
2.

Recommendation

2.1 That Board Members’ note and confirm the following actions: 1. Assurance Framework
5:14 Project Lifecycle to reflect the revised governance and evaluation
process. Specifically referencing:
•

•
•

Removal of the Outline Business Case stage – applicants
will proceed straight from Initial Proposal to Full Business
Case. Learnings from year one revealed that much of the
content omitted from the OBC was actually required earlier in
the process, specifically re deliverability. The OBC therefore
becomes redundant.
The inclusion of Thomas Lister into the technical evaluation
process through their role as regeneration property
consultants
The inclusion of the Officer Place Group into the evaluation
process – seeking their endorsement for property / land and
SI bids to ensure alignment with Black Country strategic
priorities prior to submission to the Funding Applications Sub
Group.

2. Local Growth Fund
Members have agreed to the receive the Heads of Terms documents in
relation to projects for funding, as part of the approval process. The BC LEP
Board has approved a revised Assurance Framework and these supporting
documents will now form part of the approval process for new applications.
In regard to the applications detailed below which were received prior to the
amendment, it was necessary to circulate their respective Heads of Terms
documents for approval, following the amendments to the Assurance
Framework.
1
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Sub-Board members had supported the following recommendations: a) Minute No. 18/6 (5) (b) - Additional LGF Bid - Airfield Drive Gap Trebor Developments & ASK Developments - gap funding bid of £371,
000 in 2016/17.
b) Minute No. 25/16 – Additional LGF Bid – Brownfield Land and Housing
Scheme – Dudley MBC - £2.846m of LGF with £400,000 in 2016/17 for
Brownfield Land and Housing schemes approved subject to the
exclusion of duplicate counting on professional fees and proposed
conditionality clauses that include clawback specifically in relation to
the market provision, particularly the Middlepark Road site.
c)

Minute No. 26/16 – Additional LGF Bid – Pensnett Estate Extension –
LCP Properties – 1) that, the application by LCP Properties for a
maximum of £1,611,00 in 2016/17 for phase one of the extension of
the Pensnett Industrial Estate be approved subject to conditions
addressing savings on construction costs and, in the event that
achievable values exceed those assessed in the bid, 50% of that uplift
in value should be repaid; 2) that, if necessary, Thomas Lister should
be employed to support the preparation of the condition set out above
and the assessment of it applicability.
Agreed: 1) That Members note and confirm the action taken between meetings, in
respect of receiving and approving the Heads of Terms documents
relating to each project; and
2) That the Heads of Terms documents detailing the conditions attached
to the awards of the respective LGF monies be used by the
Accountable Body to monitor each scheme.

3. Black Country Local Growth Deal - Approval of Resources for
Programme Management, Development & Support
That the BC LEP Board: 2.1 Approve the widening of the use of LGF funding by the four Black
Country Councils and the Black Country Consortium as approved by the
Joint Committee on the 9 March 2016, within the limits set out in table
3.1.1, to include all costs associated with the development and
submission of projects, programmes and bid submissions to all available
funding sources, in addition to the current LGF programme.
2.2 Note that each Local Authority and the Black Country Consortium will be
required to identify revenue funding to under-write claimed costs for
activity where a project has not achieved full approval status. If no asset
results from the development work carried out, then these costs will
2
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become abortive revenue expenditure. These costs would then need to
be funded by the employing entity.
2.3 Receive, through the Funding Sub-Board, a quarterly report from the
Accountable Body outlining which schemes had been funded from the
LGF budget, as detailed in 2.1, to ensure transparency of decision
making.
4. Prime Minister Letter – Regional Airports vs Heathrow expansion
Members will recall providing approval for the Chairman to sign a letter on behalf
of the LEP. The letter was revised post Brexit and sent to the new Prime Minister
on 5th September 2016.
The revised letter is attached at Appendix 1.

3.

Report Detail

3.1 The Report provides a record of decisions required to be taken between meetings,
contained in the above Recommendation.
3.2 Members were consulted on items 1 to 3.
3.3 The Chairman confirmed the revised letter regarding Regional Airports, as initial
approval had been sought and granted by Board Members.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Hywel Ruddick
Tel: 01384 471104
Email: hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source documents – Decisions taken between meetings contained within the
Recommendations.
Prime Minister letter – attached.
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Letter to PM signed by West Midlands businesses and MPs
Dear Prime Minister,
We write to welcome your backing of the Midlands Engine and to ask you to ensure
that the region is not damaged by the forthcoming decision on extra runway capacity
in the South East.
The West Midlands is a significant part of the Midlands Engine, an economy worth
£222 billion and where, in 2015, private sector jobs grew three times faster than in
London and the South East. The West Midlands is home to Birmingham, the UK’s
second largest city and to Birmingham Airport, the third largest UK airport outside
London. Birmingham Airport plays an integral role in the transport strategy of the
Midlands, providing international connectivity to the region’s flourishing
manufacturing sector, and supporting the West Midlands’ status as the leading
export centre of the UK outside London and the South East.
The connectivity provided by Birmingham Airport contributed £1.1 billion GVA and
over 25,000 jobs to the West Midlands economy in 2014. The Airport is a key driver
of jobs creation and economic growth, and its contribution to the economy is
expected to increase as its connectivity increases. As of this July, the Airport has
experienced seventeen consecutive months of passenger growth including 32.8 per
cent long haul growth compared to July 2015. Birmingham Airport is also central to
maximising the benefits of HS2. With HS2’s arrival in ten years, the airport will
become the UK’s first high-speed connected airport and its catchment area will be
dramatically enlarged into central London, giving it an increasingly national role.
To support this continued growth in our region and to maximise the benefits of HS2,
it is vital that the Government supports a competitive network of airports across the
UK rather than an expanded hub in the South East. Allowing a third runway at
Heathrow would re-forge its monopoly, undermining the benefits brought by the
break-up of the BAA, and restricting the growth of direct flights to and from our great
regional cities.
The Midlands Engine could grow up to £34 billion by 2030 if the government
continues to make decisions in view of rebalancing the UK economy. We therefore
urge the Government to consider the impact on all UK airports when making its
decision on airport capacity in the South East, ensuring that any such decision
allows for a competitive market in which airports can act as drivers for local growth in
their regions.
Yours sincerely,

